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ABSTRACT

Rural residential development presents many economic, environmental, fiscal, social and
political issues to rural places. 'This thesis examined development pattern and fiscal and social
impact as they relate to residential, non-fann development outside of incorporated tmms in the Loess
Hills region in seven counties in western Iowa from 1995 through 1999.
The first part of this work analyzed the physical pattern and county planning regulations of
this development and resulting fiscal impacts. Development was found to have increased rapidly in
some areas, with a slight majority of the development located on estate lots outside of subdivisions.
Using an average costs method, the direct monetary costs and revenues to county governments
associated with this new development were identified. In five of the seven counties the costs
exceeded the revenue, but by less than the amount that costs of providing public services to an rural
non-fann residences exceeded revenues from all rural non-farm residences. In the two metropolitan
counties, revenues exceeded costs by a slight amount. Available capacities of existing infrastructure
met much of the need of new development during this period. Thus, the net fiscal cost may rise as
physical development continues, but existing capacities are exhausted.
A database from a 1994 survey of rural communities and surrounding areas was used to
compare social aspects of rural, non-farm residents with in-to\\TI residents and new residents with
long term residents. Two measures were used: community attachment and satisfaction with
community. In this cross sectional analysis, rural, non-farm residents demonstrated less community
attachment and satisfaction than in-town residents. People with more than ten years of residence
exhibited more attachment and satisfaction than shorter-tenn residents. Residents in counties with
the fastest rates of development reported less community attachment and satisfaction than residents
in more slowly developing counties, although these relationships were not as strong.
These findings present opportunities and challenges to local leaders. Although net fiscal
costs for rural residential development are less than for urban residential development, future costs
can be substantial, but can minimized by planning. Development challenges community social
relations but can also strengthen communities.

CHAPTERl. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Personal Vignette #1
In 1981 I sat at the table in the small eat-in kitchen in the Smith's small two-bedroom house
next door to their veterinary clinic on the very outside edge of Sioux City, Iowa. The baby and
toddler only distracted us slightly from talking about the family's dream: to build a home in the 200
acres of hills they had recently purchased a few miles to the southeast. The young couple was telling
me how they wanted their children to grow up in that clean outdoor environment, closer to nature.
John, who had been showing me all of the wonderful ideas gleaned from building and home
magazines to be incorporated into the house and site design, said, 'We won't be able to build very
soon; we'll take our time and save up our money so we can do it right, just the way we want it."
Later we drove out to the land. To go from the public gravel road to the building site, we
traversed a narrow lane on the top ofa narrow ridge, which dropped off very steeply in both
directions. I was awed by the building site. where the ridge turned, the shape of which the house
would follow, bare slopes dropping steeply in three directions and a steep, wooded slope dropping
from the back side of the future house. Distinctive hills stretched as far as the eye could see in all
directions. A half-mile to the south was a picturesque pond and many miles to the south the
expansive Missouri River floodplain extended to the horizon. I didn't see another house anywhere.
'This is what I want to see every morning when I get up." John said.
"I can understand why." I said, as I gazed do\\n those almost vertical slopes all around us,
beginning to worry about how to keep the water from the roof drains from eroding the site out from
under the house.
This was my first introduction to rural, non-farm residential development in Iowa's Loess
Hills.

Suburbanization in Rural Areas .
Development in rural areas seems to continue in some form in some locations, regardless of
overall demographic trends and economic rises and declines. Much attention has been given to
urban sprawl, both in research and the public press, usually in the form of urban and suburban
development expanding into rural areas around metropolitan areas. But more remote rural areas are
gaining in population also. Although as a whole rural population in the United States declined
between 1990 and 1994, most rural counties in the United States gained population (Stokes, Watson,
and Mastran 1997). This more remote rural development has heen "described as 'countrified cities'
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by Joseph Doherty and 'the new Heartland' by John Herbers," fur removed from metropolitan areas
and usually "'superimposed over small towns and the countryside'" (Sargent et aI. 1991) 27-29.
Individual people making decisions based on the combination of factors important to their
own lives make this development happen. Some believe that rural areas are healthier, more pleasant
or provide a better living environment due to cleaner air and water, open space, less crime or greater
community spirit. Others are attracted by lower costs for housing, land and taxes. Growth in rural
jobs in some areas, tourism, and improvements in transportation, communication, education, and
sewer and water systems make rural development possible in some areas (Lapping, Daniels, and
Keller

1989~

Stokes, Watson, and Mastran 1997).

Potential Public Benefits
In any case, rural development changes and challenges existing rural environmental,
physical, and social infrastructure. Clearly, many perceive development to offer substantial benefits
to rural areas and communities. Many state and county governments are actively involved in
stimulating rural development and local governments and non-government organizations are pooling
their resources to work together to increase'rural development. They seek increased employment
opportunities, population growth or reduction in population loss, investment in rural homes and other
real estate, growth of rural business enterprises,' and attendant increases in the quality of life of rural
residents. Rural residential development is viewed as a potential economic resource that arises from
economic trends as well as due to natural beauty, small town charm, rustic scenery and historic
nature of places (Sargent et aI. 1991).
Public agencies see rural development as improving fiscal resources for public purposes,
such as better schools, health care, and roads (Stokes, Watson, and Mastran 1997). Rural residential
development adds improvements to property and increases property value, which in turn increases
property tax revenue. New rural residents sometimes increase intergovernmental transfer payments
to rural governments when those payments are based on population, such as subsidies for schools or
social programs. New rural residents increase local spending, which in turn increases local sales
taxes and revenue for fee-based public services.
Rural development can also improve social resources in rural communities. Community
resources include social structures that arise from the relations among its residents, called social
capital. This resource makes it possible for community members to achieve goals that they could not
achieve individually. When those relations change in ways that improve common efforts, those
changes benefit the community. Such benefits include expansion in the community's capacity for
action, in its stability and order and in voluntary participation in the community. AIl these
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characteristics are essential to preserving and strengthening communities. The benefits of social
capital extend beyond the city limits into the entire rural region because community is a central
element of rural life (Coleman 1990; Wilkinson 1986).
New rural, residential development that brings new people to the area impacts these social
relations. When new people are involved in viable and concentrated social relations, the community
can be more effective in working together for common goals. Such capacity for community action is
an element of positive and successful community development. (Wilkinson 1986; Stinner et al.
1990). New residents can also promote positive community development by expanding the
community network with their contacts outside the community (Kasarda and Janowitz 1974).
Expanded networks, especially those connected to urban areas, can improve access to resources and
institutions, reduce rural isolation, and improve integration between the rural and urban portions of a
region (Wilkinson 1986). These connections also lead to more participation of rural areas in the
most robust sectors of the economy (Galston and Baehler 1995). At its best, rural development
offers the opportunity to do what hasn't happened in more urban areas, blend development with
nature, while at the same time preserving the identifying characteristics of diverse rural places
(Sargent et al. 1991).

Personal Vignette #2
In the summer of 2000, ,,,hile looking around in southern Plymouth County just north of
Sioux City, after jarring my teeth for several miles on the "washboard" texture of a gravel road, I
rounded a bend and saw a beautiful, kidney shaped pond with trees all around. Tucked in the trees
here and there around the pond were large, attractive new homes, with ample space between them. I
followed the smooth paved road around the lake, noticing that each house was unique, with its own
style, setting and amenities, a gazebo here, a small boathouse there. Having always wanted to live
on a lake, I was immediately attracted to this as a place to live.
Later that day, I mentioned this area to a county official. "Oh, that paved road you were on
was private." He said. 'That rough rock road is a county road. It really needs rebuilding. We blade
it four times as often as most rock roads. It carries a lot of traffic because it is the best connection
across the hills between all of those new homes in the southern part of the county and one of only
two routes into Sioux City. But I don't know where we'll get the money to rebuild it."

Potential Public Challenges
Rural areas are facing many difficult issues even without an increase in rural development
(Stokes, Watson, and Mastran 1997). State government attention to land use issues, increased
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attention to rural development issues from educational institutions and fonnation of advocacy groups
in developing rural areas are all indicators of the challenges that rural development presents.
In an economic context, because of increasing international competitive pressures on
traditional rural economic sectors, such as in agriculture, natural resource extraction and
manufacturing, rural areas need to rely more on non-traditional sectors, such as services for retiring
elderly, tourism, and siting of government activities. This represents a shift of rural comparative
advantage to amenities rather than natural resources or costs of production (Galston and Baehler
1995). However, rural development may overwhelm or destroy these rural amenities. Rural
development presents agricultural, environmental, fiscal, social and political challenges (Lapping,
Daniels, and Keller

1989~

Sargent et al.

1991~

Stokes, Watson, and Mastran 1997).

Agricultural challenges include maintaining productive land, enhancing agricultural and
other biologic productivity and managing conflicts between land uses. Environmental challenges
include natural areas and open space protection, wildlife habitat preservation, soil erosion, water
availability and quality and overcrowded waste disposal sites. These relate to recreation issues such
as protecting scenic resources and maintaining public access to public water and land.
Although rural development can bring increased public revenue in many places this may not
be sufficient to overcome the lack of human resources within local government to react to increased
demands. Development can create greater demand for public services from newcomers, which leads
to increased costs to service more units in a dispersed settlement pattern. But rural service providers
may encounter resistance to the increased taxes needed to pay for delivery of these services.
While rural development may stimulate social relations it may also increase social tensions
due to differences in cultural, educational, social, economic backgrounds between existing and new
residents, especially if newcomers are not involved and integrated into social relations. Lack of
involvement may arise from the need of newcomers to travel to other locations for work.
Newcomers may lack affinity for community's past traditions and customs, leading to clashes of
ideas, customs and beliefs. Tension can arise over the control of rural land. Urban dwellers place
value on rural land for recreation and leisure and have resources to translate that into economic
value, often putting at competitive disadvantage rural dwellers who place value on land for
traditional, productive uses (Lapping, Daniels, and Keller 1989). Due to current trends in
employment and education, newcomers may find themselves considering moving on to other
locations, a situation exacerbated by lack of involvement and integration in the community.
Conflict between new and existing residents, as well as population turnover, weaken stability
and order and reduce the community's capacity for effective action and thus for community
development and can even threaten the community with disorganization (Gerson, Stueve. and
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Fischer 1977; Rank and Voss 1982). Thus change brought by rural development can threaten the
very tradition, stability and permanence that in part attracts it (Lapping, Daniels, and Keller 1989).
Political challenges include issues ofleadership and establishing consistent direction. For
example, while fanning is the main economic sector only for a minority of non-metro counties and a
declining number of people, federal support for rural areas is centered on farm programs (Lapping,
Daniels, and Keller 1989). Rural development can expand the scope of rural life and rural services
to the point that economies of scale are needed to meet public needs with limited resources. This
creates the need to form new cooperative political units for education, service delivery, and public
entrepreneurship, especially for smallest communities (Galston and Baehler 1995). Overall, rural
development offers the challenges of expanding a locally-based, sustainable and self-regenerating
economy, based on diversity and equity, while at the same time "maintaining differentiated
popUlation densities, mixed income and age groups, protecting natural systems, and managing an
aesthetic environment where land, water, and vegetation, not buildings, are the dominant
components." (Sargent et a1. 1991) 29.

Personal Vignette #3
The volunteer fire chief ill one county was telling me about the increase in fires caused by
inappropriate open burning in the vicinty of the 90 or so new homes built in his district in the past
five years. He continued, "After they move in, they'll call me up and say, 'I just talked to my home
insurance representative and he says my fire insurance rates are so high because the fire department

has a class ten rating. What can 1 do to get my insurance rates to come down.' Move back to the
city, I tell them," he said. He's frustrated because the insurance ratings don't take into account the
mutual aid agreements he has with the nearby large city, which puts it's larger fire department
resources at his disposal whenever needed. Later, talking about staffneeds, I ask him ifhe tries to
get any of the new residents to join the volunteer fire department. "No," he says, "we recruit from
people we know and try to find people who live or work within a mile of the fire station."

Loess Hills Context
This study examines several aspects of these rural development issues through a case study
of rural residential development in a particular place: the Loess Hills region of western Iowa. This
region extends along the western border of Iowa through seven counties, from Plymouth County in
the north to Fremont County in the south (see Figure 1.1).
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Loess Hills Region of western Iowa

Landscape
The Loess Hills are deep deposits of windblown soil rising several hundred feet above the
Missouri River floodplain, cut by numerous drainage channels into narrow ridge tops, steep slopes
and deep valleys. Previously largely a prairie ecosystem, agricultural practices and fire suppression
have changed the Loess Hills landscape into one with many wooded areas of oak and other deciduous
trees, along with pockets of remnant prairie. Now wooded and ridge top building sites offer
homebuyers spectacular views and affordable land. Combining this with highway access, good
economic times and employment opportunities in nearby urban areas, it is not surprising that there
has been an increase in rural, residential, non-farm development over the past six years in some of
these Loess Hills counties.
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Population}
The population in all Loess Hills counties, except Fremont, increased between 1990 and
1998 (see Table 1.1). The population gro\\1h rate ranged from one percent in Monona County to
nine percent in Mills County. Population in the rural areas grew in nearly all of the Loess Hills
counties, with urban areas growing at a slower rate. However, between 1990 and 1998 the Loess
Hills counties experienced a 13 to 6 percent decline in farming. While the estimated average size of
a fann increased, the estimated number of fanns and fann acres declined

Table 1.1
County

Population changes in Loess Hills counties, 1990-1998
1990 Population

1998
Estimate

Population Change
Numeric

Percent

Plymouth

23388

24825

1437

5.8

Woodbury

98276

101672

3396

3.3

Monona

10034

10110

76

0.8

Harrison

14730

15364

634

4.1

Pottawattarnie

82628

86174

3546

4.1

Mills

13202

14477

1275

8.8

8226

7746

-480

-6.1

2.869.413

2.776.831

92.582

3.3

Fremont

Iowa

Economic Status
Iowa's economy grew at an estimated average rate of5.5 percent in 1998. The fastest
growing industries were services, durable goods manufacturing and state and local government.
Farming declined in at least 2 counties in the 1988-1998 period. Overall, the Loess Hills counties
reflect an increase in the non-fanning population and economy. In these counties the largest
growing industries in 1998 continue to be state and local government, services, and retail trade, with
1 All of the demographic and economic data that follows was developed by Liz Manion, graduate
student in Community and Regional Planning at Iowa State University from the following sources:
• Estimates of the Population of Counties by Age, Sex, Race and Hispanic Origin: 1990 to 1998.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau. Internet release date: September 15, 1999.
• ST-99-2 State Population Estimates and Demographic Components of Population Change:
April 1, 1990 to July 1, 1999. / Source: Population Estimates Program, Population Division,
U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, DC 20233 / Contact: Statistical Information Staff, Population
Division, U.S. Census Bureau (301-457-2422). Internet Release Date: December 29, 1999.
• Midwest PROfiles, Department of Economics, Iowa State University based on data from the
U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis' Regional Economic Information
System.
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durable goods manufacturing grO\\ing in Fremont County and nondurable goods manufacturing
growing in Plymouth and Woodbury counties.
Thesis Goals and Organization
Intersections of Benefits and Challenges
In regions like the Loess Hills, these concepts of benefits and challenges associated with
rural development come together in the very real lives of the people that change this very real rural
place. Their hopes, dreams, needs, and expectations drive them to come to, or expand in, rural
places, but also affect how they integrate in the changing rural community and how they react to the
coming challenges to rural infrastructure. Although these challenges may manifest themselves as
demands on local governments' fiscal resources, the talents, gifts and abilities of newcomers can be
resources for meeting fiscal, environmental and social challenges. For example, people provide the
human capital needed for community leadership, to start and grow small businesses, and to fill
essential volunteer roles. Although valid fiscal analysis must inform the public discussion about
such challenges, the changing character of social relations will affect the extent to which this
discussion leads to dissent and frustration or to agreement and positive development of community
infrastructure.

Planning's Role
Planning's role in this public discussion is to build an understanding of the implications of
rural development and to prepare for future changes by mediating challenges and capitalizing on
benefits. This thesis is based on the conviction that a productive planning approach is to find ways
to derive the most public benefit from development and that an analysis that considers several
aspects will improve our understanding of a complex issue.
Therefore, through the case study in the Loess Hills region, this thesis considers these
questions about specific physical, fiscal and social issues:
•

What have been the patterns of rural, residential, non-farm development in the Loess
Hills region from 1995 through 1999?

•

What costs and revenues to county governments have been associated with this
development?

•

How have county planning regulations affected these patterns and these fiscal impacts?

•

What changes might be expected in two aspects of social capital, community attachment
and satisfaction, by rural, residential, non-farm development in the Loess Hills?
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Organization
The thesis is organized into four major parts plus an appendix. The first part, this
introduction, discussed the larger context of rural development and of the Loess Hills region. The
research and analysis of the above questions are organized into two parts. Part L "Fiscal Analysis"
presents information and analysis on the patterns of development, its fiscal impacts on county
governments and the affect of county planning regulations. Part II, "Social Analysis" contains
research results and discussion on community attachment and satisfaction with community. Each of
these parts includes a discussion of why these issues are important, a report on related literature,
description and results of data research and analysis and conclusions drawn from that research. The
final part of the thesis, "General Conclusions", summarizes the fiscal and social impact findings.
examines interconnections among the issues and presents implications from this research for
planning. The Appendices contain detailed notes related to the data collection and analysis. "Works
Cited" lists all literature citations from throughout the teAt in all section.

Personal Vignette #4
Twenty years after sitting in the Smith's kitchen, at the same street I exited the by-pass
freeway that had been built in Sioux City. I saw that the veterinary clinic was still there but no
longer was on the edge of town. As I left the city I passed lines of houses on both sides of the road
and caught glimpses of subdivisions in the hills beyond. As I followed the road that runs along the
Missouri River floodplain at the foot of the loess bluffs, I kept craning my neck to see if I could
catch a glimpse of the Smith's house, built in the late 1980's on one of the ridges high above.
Although I couldn't find it, I saw many large houses on many ridge tops and many others tucked in
the new clearings in the trees that climbed the hills from this nice, paved road, all the way to the
county line and beyond.
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PART I: FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
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CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION TO FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

Goals of Fiscal Impact Analysis
Counties may look to new rural residential development to improve their economics,
because new property improvement means a rising tax base and tax revenues. However, new
residents also result in new service costs. In urban areas, many studies have found that residential
development does not pay enough to cover its own costs of municipal service. At the unincorporated
county level, however, there has been little research to determine to what extent non-farm residential
development increases revenue to counties and to what ex1ent it increases public costs. To help
alleviate this lack of information, the Loess Hills Alliance (LHA) commissioned this research project
to investigate the cost of gro\\'tb in its seven member counties: Plymouth, Woodbury, Monona,
Harrison, Pottawattamie, Mills and Fremont. The study also considered how the different planning
and development policies and regulations of these county governments impact public costs.

Definitions
We examined rural, non-farm, residential development in the seven Loess Hills counties that
occurred in the years 1995 through 1999. For this study we defmed residential development as the
construction of a new building with habitation as its primary use where that site had not been used
for habitation previously. Rural refers to locations outside incorporated towns. Non-farm refers to
property for which the primary use is not agricultural production or for housing those primarily
employed in agriculture on that parcel of land. The General Methods section describes how we
determined which properties met this criteria.
There are many types of fiscal impact analysis and many different ways that have been used
in different development contex1s. The conclusions from directly comparing revenues and costs can
inform policy decisions about how to fund county government, the appropriate mix of residential
compared to commercial and/or industrial land use or to identify specific policy questions that
should be examined in more detail in particular places. The results of this study can provide useful
information to the more complex question of how to make residential development most fiscally
desirable.

Organization of Part I, Fiscal Impact Analysis
The nex'! section provides a review of related literature with an emphasis on what factors are
most significant and what research method is appropriate in this rural development situation. The
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"General Methods" section describes in detail that research method as applied in this analysis. The
next section contains the results for each of the seven counties. Each of the county reports has the
same format and is intended to stand on its own, so that it useful to county policy makers and others
who are most interested in the details for their own county. In the conclusion section of Part I there
is a summary of all the results for all of the counties and provides a context for interpretation.
Included in the conclusion are some comments on potential future costs of development and some
reflections on policy issues. Appendix A provides county-specific information on the research
methods, identifying the peculiarities of data collection and interpretation for each county.
While fiscal benefit and costs of development are a valid and important county and citizen
concern, direct economic benefit is only one of many economic, social and environmental issues that
land use policy makers must ultimately consider. This study is just one piece of the overall puzzle of
appropriate decisions regarding land use in the Loess Hills counties.
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CHAPTER 3. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Of the published literature examined about costs and revenues associated with development
in the United States, most discussed development within incorporated communities: rural
development was less frequently referenced. All of this literature helped to identify important issues
for a study of direct, economic, public benefit of rural development in western Iowa. These issues
include the relative importance of different types of costs and revenues, how characteristics of land
development affect public costs, appropriate research methods and larger issues to consider when
drawing conclusions from fiscal impact studies.
The literature described how researchers addressed these issues for specific research sites
and situations and offered some guidance for this research. However, there are important differences
between urban and rural situations. These differences affect how these issues can be expected to
arise in this fiscal impact analysis for rural development in a large region. The related literature
supports the following conclusions:

•

Development characteristics, such as unit density, dispersal and location affect public
costs differently in a rural area than in an urban area.

•

Fiscal impact analysis based on an average cost method is appropriate for this research,
although it may obscure some of the factors that affect public costs in rural areas.

•

Costs for certain services will have most the most fiscal impact in a rural setting, which
may be different services than found in fiscal impact studies for urban areas.

•

Conclusions dra\m from fiscal impact analyses must consider important issues that
affect revenue and costs and development in general.

Overview of Previous Research and Methods
Research objectives determined the fiscal impact analysis methodology used and the fiscal
clements included in previous research. However, there has been little research comparing costs to
revenues for past or existing development in rural areas at the countywide or regional scale. The
American Farmland Trust's "cost of community services" studies were an exception.

Research on Rural Residential Development Using Average Cost Methods
The American Farmland Trust studies applied an average cost method offiscal impact
analysis to small communities and rural areas. Burchell, Listokin and Dolphin (1985) defined fiscal
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impact analysis as the measurement of direct, current, public costs and revenues associated with
residential and non-residential development to the local jurisdiction within which gro\\th is taking
place. Fiscal impact analysis takes into account all identifiable direct costs, both operating and
capital, by all units of government and all revenues including intergovernmental transfers. Often it
has been used to examine the implications of population or employment gro\\th on these costs and
revenues. The most widely used and understood methods of fiscal impact analysis are average cost
methods. These methods average all public costs over an entire jurisdiction.
In the American Farmland Trust's cost of community services studies, first, all public costs
and revenues by all units of government for a particular fiscal year were collected. Then, based on
extensive interviews with public officials, all of these were grouped into several categories. For
expenditures these were typically public works, public safety, education, health and human services.
and government. For revenues these were typically property tax, local receipts, state aid,
miscellaneous and perhaps a special category for revenue from special tax districts or self-sustaining
departments. Next, with the help of the local sponsors of the study, all existing land uses in the
community were grouped into simple categories, usually residential, commercial, industrial and one
category for fann, forest and open space. Then all costs and all revenues were assigned to the
selected land use based on demand, not on public benefit. Thus education and health and human
services costs were assigned to the residential land use category, because it is people who live in the
residences that need these services. Assigning costs can be especially difficult and critical for such
services as roads, which support various land uses. Road costs were sometimes assigned based on
the proportions of the various land use types the road passes through. As a last resort, costs were
assigned based on the relative proportion of property tax paid by each land use (American Farmland
Trust 1992).
The results of this assignment of costs and revenues to land uses was expressed as a ratio of
public revenue to public cost for each land use. Typically, the results showed that the tax revenue
generated by farmland and open space exceeded its assigned public costs, unlike residential and
other land uses. For example, in ten small, incorporated communities studied, for every dollar of
public revenue associated with residential land use, from $0.60 to $1.16 of public costs was
associated. For residential land uses in eight of the ten communities the costs exceeded the revenues.
For commercial land use the ratios ranged from 1:0.18 to 1: 1.21 but for farmland and open space the
ratio ranged from 1:0.29 to 1:0.97 (Adams and Freedgood 1998; American Farmland Trust 1992,
1993, 1993, 1994, 1997) (American Farmland Trust and Cornell Cooperative Extension of Dutchess
County 1989). The American Farmland Trust also studied three unincorporated rural areas (see
Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1

Cost of community services in urbanizing rural areas by land use

Location

Residential

Commercial

Farm and Open Space

Frederick County, Maryland

1:1.14

1:0.50

1:0.53

Midwestern township

1:1.40

1:0.25

1:0.30

North East, New York

1: 1.36

1:0.18

1 :0.48

Source: (American Farmland Trust 1989, 1993, 1997)

The public policy issue addressed by these studies was how the mix of various land uses
within small communities and rural areas impacted their public budgets at a given moment in time.
Developed at a time when the environmental movement sought more popular support, (Bunnell
1997) the brief, easily understood reports from these studies achieved their purpose of stimulating
and informing a community dialogue about the role of open space and farmland in the community
(American Farmland Trust 1992). However, others have sometimes misinterpreted the research as
projecting the fiscal impacts of suburban sprawl (Hulsey 1997). The American Farmland Trust
states that these studies do not make projections (American Farmland Trust 1993), nor do they
compare different development patterns.
Kelsey (1996) criticized the results for several reasons. The somewhat arbitrary allocation
of costs and revenues to various land use types in order to establish a baseline for comparison can be
misleading (and is rarely documented in the reports). For example, all education costs, which are
often the largest portion of local budgets, were allocated to residential land uses. This implies
education does not provide benefit to the community at large and ignores findings that impacts on
school districts and local governments are quite different. Also, using only a few land use category
ignores differences between the public costs of servicing different types of housing or different types
of commercial development. The use of dollars as a basis for comparison, rather than calculating
revenue and expenditures per land area for each land use, has also been criticized as undervaluing
commercial and industrial land uses compared to farm and open space. Commercial and industrial
uses generate far more revenue per land area unit than open space. Marginal costs of converting land
use from one type to another were also ignored. The American Farmland Trust cost of growth
studies reflected primarily the impact of educations costs and are not very useful for projected future
costs for different kinds of development projects (Kelsey 1996). They are useful for illustrating the
benefits of a proper balance of land uses and for illustrating that cost/benefit alone is not a good way
of evaluating the merits of particular development proposals, which is exactly what they were
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intended to do. The studies provide a good illustration of how the methodology used in a fiscal
impact analysis is fitted to its objectives.
This problem of how to allocate costs and how much cost to allocate is a recurring issue with
fiscal impact studies. Detailed analysis of specific cases represents an attempt to better define true
costs of development. Case studies have often been used to compare cost differences of different
patterns based on different development characteristics.

Research on Rural Residential Development Using Case Study Methods
One of the few examples of applying a case study method in a rural setting is a group of
detailed case studies for three sites in northern Illinois. Esseks, Schmidt et al. (1999) examined
differences in the costs of public services provided to different rural subdivisions and groups of
estate lots with different densities (residents per area) and different distances from population
centers. They concluded that these differences in density, dispersal and location caused differences in
costs for road maintenance, revenue generated per mile of road, school busing costs and response
time for law enforcement and fire protection service. In calculations of potential costs for particular
rural development scenarios, Fisher (1979,1980) presented similar findings and noted especially the
important distinction between costs for facilities within the development and for facilities extended
to the development. The findings from Esseks and Fisher will be discussed in more detail below.

Research on Urban Residential Development Using Case Study Methods
Most such case studies were based on models of different development patterns in urban
settings. The Costs ofSprawl and various Rutgers University studies were frequently cited. The
Costs ofSprawl analyzed impacts resulting from differences in residential unit types and how those
types were mixed and distributed on a site. The goal was to identify preferred overall neighborhood
or community development patterns. It did not address revenue. It considered the capital and
maintenance costs of all imaginable facilities and service provided by governmental units, as well as
the private costs ofland and construction, including (Real Estate Research Corporation 1974):

•
•
•
•

police

•

fire

•

utilities, including waste water, water, storm
sewer, gas, electric, telephone

open space and recreation
schools
streets and roads

•
•

solid waste collection and disposal

•
•
•
•

health care

libraries
churches
postal service
general government
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The Costs ofSprawl found that density was the most important development characteristic impacting
development cost, with an 8% to 12% savings in non-housing costs comparing its "planned"
community prototypes to its "sprawl" prototypes.
Various Rutgers University studies were also based on different development prototypes, the
results from which were projected in statistical models at a region, statewide or national scale. In
contrast to typical sprawl type patterns of areas of large lots interspersed with undeveloped open
spaces, their prototype for "planned" development includes "close-in development, infill, a mixing of
land uses and cluster development"(Burchell, Listokin, and Galley 1999). This planned development
was found to save 15% to 40% of public road costs and 8% to 34% in utilities costs in regional and
statewide studies in New Jersey, Kentucky, Delaware and Florida (Burchell and Listokin 1995;
Young 1995). For national growth of25 million residential units over 25 years, projected savings of
$37.5 billion for roads and $10 billion for utilities result from their planned development style versus
the more typical urban sprawl (Burchell, Listokin, and Galley 1999).
Other researchers have separated density from population, demographics, dwelling size and
other important factors. Ladd's (1992) regional to national scale study used a model that compared
costs related to regional overall densities rather than different development patterns. It focused on
final outputs as valued by consumers, such as crime rates rather than number of police officers. Shc
analyzed data for 247 counties in the United States, \vhich held 59% of the country's population,
comparing current spending in 1978 with 1985 spending of all levels of government along with
population gro\\th and density. In counties with higher densities to begin with, between 250 and
1250 people per square mile, increasing density coincided with higher current public service costs
per capita, up to 19% higher. However, for counties with lower antecedent densities, less than 250
people per square mile, increasing density coincided with lower per capita current spending costs.
Part of the reason was that the rate of population gro\\th was greater than the rate that costs
increased, but, because local service providers were slow to adjust to increased demand, service
levels tended to decline compared to the service past residents had come to expect. Another reason
may have been that, when demand increased, counties with lower antecedent densities were able to
take advantage of available economies of scale or unused capacities inherent in their services and
facilities. Other previous studies have also found public service costs to rise with more population
per land area, particularly due to increases in design standards, which The Costs ofSprawl did not
consider. The differences in costs due to different development characteristics found at the project
scale may be insignificant at a regional or national scale (Altshuler and Gomez-Ibanez 1993).
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Selecting an Appropriate Analysis Methodology
Researchers at Rutgers University published manuals that described five different fiscal
impact methods, based on per capita cost multipliers, projected costs for specific facilities,
employment types, costs from comparable cities and property valuations. Their various fiscal impact
analysis methods included all public costs and all public revenues. The Rutgers University methods
and manuals became widespread in the planning profession and beyond. They provide guidance on
selecting methods that best fit the scale and objectives of a particular fiscal impact analysis (Burchell
et al. 1979; Burchell and Listokin 1978; Burchell, Listokin, and Dolphin 1985; Burchell et al. 1994:
Ryan and Taff 1996).
The purpose of this Loess Hills research is to study the fiscal impact of rural development on
seven different county governments. Comparing revenues from all new, rural, non-farm residential
development in each of these counties to overall public costs will provide a useful indicator of the
fiscal impact of such development on the county. The Rutgers University per capita multiplier
method, a form of average costing, is an appropriate method to do this. It can be done with secondary
data, is widely understood (Kelsey 1996) and is adaptable to the rural situation, as was done in
Minnesota by Ryan and Taff(l996).
Most of the related research included costs for all public facilities and services. Also, much
of the research addressed differences in cost due to the following development characteristics:

•
•
•
•

land use type
interrelationship between land uses
contiguity in developed areas
distance from points of service or
employment

•

•
•
•
•

rate of development
lot size
amount of open space
number, size and type of residential
units

density of residential units

However, the per capita multiplier method, based on average costs for an entire area, does
not offer detail about specific services associated with a particular development for which costs
might vary from averages (Burchell, Listokin, and Dolphin 1985). Since costs for the new
development are based on population based estimates, any differences in actual costs due to different
development characteristics are not considered. Is it still an appropriate method for this research?
The answer can be found by comparing the unit densities that other studies have found to impact
costs with the unit densities expected in the rural places of this study.
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The greatest differences in the prototypes used in The Costs ofSprawl were in the size and
type of units, i.e., density of residential units (Altshuler 1977; Ladd 1992; Windsor 1979). Floor
areas became smaller by 44% as density increased in moving from single-family homes to
townhomes to high-rise apartments. Some of the cost differences in the Rutgers University studies
also derive from differences in the type and size of units used to meet an overall regional demand. In
the more costly sprawl model the residential lots ranged from one third only up to one acre in size.
How do the ranges in density of residential units in these studies compare to Iowa's rural
conditions? It is rare to find townhouses or high-rise apartments in unincorporated areas of Iowa.
The single family unattached housing unit is almost universal. The minimum lot size in many county
zoning ordinances is one acre, which is the largest lot in the Rutgers sprawl model. Density and
dispersal varies based on the size and number of lots in subdivisions, the size and location of
subdivisions and the size, number and location of single family homes built on lots independent of
subdivisions, "estate lots," not on differences in unit type. Density ranges in rural Iowa appear to be
within a much lower density class than the densities prototypical models associated with the
dramatic cost savings in previous studies. A lack of significant density variation or of high density
development in the study area leads to the conclusion that an average cost method may still be
appropriate for this fiscal impact research, especially at this county to regional scale. However,
though the course of the research the variation in the above development characteristics within the
study area will be examined.
These studies also demonstrate that costs for some specific facilities and services are more
significant than others and costs for some differ more than others depending on the development
characteristics being considered. It is important to note some details from the related research about
specific facilities and services.

Specific Public Facilities and Services
Fisher (1980) grouped facilities and services in rural and urban fringe areas in Iowa into
three types and drew some conclusions about cost variability:
•

Fixed network services are delivered to the consumer. Most of the capital investment is
in fixed elements, such as roads and utility systems. Costs for these services can be
sensitive to development patterns.

•

Mobile network services are delivered, but the capital investment is in "wheels," such as
law enforcement, fire, emergency medical service, snow removal, street cleaning, bus
transit, school busing, and solid waste collection. Costs can be somewhat sensitive to
development patterns.
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•

For Fixed facilitv services· people come to the service providers' facilities, such as
libraries, civic centers, and most medical and social services. Development pattern does
not have as much impact on costs as does population served.

This classification will be used to discuss the related research results.

Fixed Network Services
Costs for roads and utilities have been found to be an important factor in fiscal impacts in
both urban and rural areas. Water and wastewater may be less important in rural areas than in urban
areas. In rural areas roads extending to a development area may be more significant than roads
within the development. In Iowa, county government generally does not provide water or waste
water utilities to unincorporated areas, so costs for utilities may seem a less significant issue, unless
expanding communities envelope rural development or unforeseen circumstances make it desirable
to serve some rural developments. In that case, the development pattern that is created today will
partly determine those future costs?

The Costs ofSprawl reported that roads were the public cost affected most significantly by
differences in density and contiguity and that costs for utilities also varied significantly. To support
the same number of dwelling units, its higher density neighborhood prototypes had less total length
of road, but wider roads than lower density neighborhoods. At the community scale, sprawling
communities as configured for this study had more vacant lands through which roads had to cross
(i.e., less contiguity). These two factors led to increased capital and maintenance costs for roads in
their sprawl prototypes (Real Estate Research Corporation 1974).
Various Rutgers University studies also confirmed this on a larger regional and statewide
scale. Development that is concentrated around existing population centers and limited in outlying
rural areas was projected to save 15% to 40% of public road costs and 8% to 34% in utilities costs in
studies in New Jersey, Kentucky, Delaware and Florida (Burchell and Listokin 1995; Young 1995).
Similarly, compact development has been found to save $8000 per unit over lower density, noncontiguous development (Urban Land Institute, 1958 cited in Diamond 1996) while distributing
water within a subdivision of 1000 one-acre lots can cost 4.5 times the cost of distributing water to

2 In some areas rural water associations, self-supporting non-governmental entities, serve some rural
areas. Some associations are also providing wastewater service. When such associations get
favorable terms for financial capital through various government programs, incentives for rural nonfarm residential development can be created, depending on their pricing structure (flat fees per unit
vs. incremental costs) and the location of their boundaries' compared to community corporate limits.
(Fisher 1980)
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the same number of one-fifth acre lots and the cost for wastewater service was 3.5 times greater
(Downing and Gustely 1977 cited in Fisher 1980).
Ladd (1992) criticized The Costs of Growth and Downing and Gustely's (1979) reworking
of it because their density differences were really differences in contiguity, which is a measure of
vacant between areas of development. Roads across vacant land between developed areas accounted
for most of the extra road costs in the sprawl prototypes in The Costs ofSprawl (Real Estate
Research Corporation 1974). This was also a significant factor in increased costs found in the
Rutgers University studies (Burchell and Listokin 1995). Peiser (1984) found only 5% savings in
roads and transportation costs for a higher density development pattern applied on a 7500-acre site
when such contiguity or land arrangement was not a significant factor. In rural areas, these findings
are relevant to distances between developed areas and paved roads or the furthest extent of utilities.
Fisher (1980) calculated the cost to pave a mile of rock road connecting a 100-unit
subdivision to an existing paved road as $1200 per unit, eA1ra cost that would have been unnecessary
if the subdivision had been on a paved road in the first place. He found similar distance-related
affects for utilities, calculating a cost of $2600 per lot to extend water and wastewater mains 3080
feet to a 30-10t subdivision.
Esseks, Schmidt et at. (1999) also confirmed the importance of density and contiguity issues
in rural development areas. They found that per mile annual maintenance costs ranged from $2400
to $4895 for the lowest density sites to $9640 per mile in the highest density sites. However,
different entities maintained these roads, so the level of service and economies of scale of the
operations differed. They also compared per home costs to per home revenue and compared section
roads with roads within subdivisions. In the site with the lowest density (45.8 residents per square
mile and average lot size of 5.8 acres) there were not enough homes on anyone section road for the
property tax revenue to exceed road maintenance costs. Even if the section roads had been filled
with the typical non-subdivision lots, the revenue generated would not have covered road costs.
Although subdivision roads in all of the sites had more homes, with smaller lot sizes and smaller lot
frontages than section roads, in some cases the property tax revenue was still insufficient to cover
road costs.
Much of Iowa's extensive rural road network has rock surfacing. Increased traffic from rural
development can require upgrading that surfacing to "sealcoat" (rock with a binder) or eventually to
hard surface paving. For example, a 40-10t subdivision could generate sufficient traffic on an access
road to require sealcoating and a 70-10t subdivision could require hard-surface paving. the estimated
1979 cost for which exceeded the revenue those subdivisions would generated for roads (Fisher
1979). Fisher's statistical analysis of road expenditures by all 99 Iowa counties during 1970 and
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1976 demonstrated a significant relationship between non-farm rural population growth and higher
total road costs, controlling for county per capita income and land area, although per capita road
costs declined.

In Iowa costs for facilities within a subdivision, be they roads, sewers or utility lines, are
often charged to the residents, through the developer. It is more difficult to charge the developer for
costs for extensions to the development (Fisher 1979). In most parts of Iowa, rural and urban fringe
development presents the challenge to use the underutilized capacity of the existing road system
rather than creating a development pattern that requires new road paving (Fisher 1980).
Finally, it is useful to understand that roads under county jurisdiction are funded through
three types of sources, general property tax levy, a rural services levy and subsidies through state
government. Each county may make appropriations for rural roads and bridges from the revenue
from the general property tax levy under limits specified by state government (Secondary road fund
1999). The rural services levy is applied only to property outside of city corporate limits. The county
may make appropriations from this revenue source for county roads, libraries, sanitary disposal
projects and a few other minor rural county services (Rural services fund 1999). Iowa counties paid
for 32% of their total expenditures for roads in FY 1996 from these property tax sources. The state
administers federal aid for rural roads to the counties and allocates to each county a share of the
revenues that come from fuel and vehicle taxes, which comprise the state road use tax fund. In
making this allocation, the state considers the county's road system size, functional classification of
all segments, existing condition, traffic level, forecasts of future condition and how the county has
assigned construction cost. The state then balances all of these conditions for each county against
the needs of other counties. These procedures '"do not tend to provide a stable, comprehensible, and
predictable method for allocating resources ... " (Forkenbrock and Schweitzer 1996) 17.

Conclusions for fixed network services. Previous research shows that public expenditure
for roads is an important element of fiscal impact, although the magnitude of this impact is unclear.
Cost for utilities will not be a current fiscal impact, but could become an issue in the future. It is
clear that development pattern, including density, but perhaps even more so, location, could have an
impact on both costs and revenue associated with roads.

Mobile Network Services
Detailed research in the area of mobile network services indicates some potential fiscal
impact issues for law enforcement, fire protection, emergency medical services and school busing.
Level of service will also be an important issue.
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Of these, law enforcement is the only county government expenditure, which is the major
object of this research. Rural fire service in Iowa is provided through rural fire districts, funded
through township-based property taxes. These districts also often provide emergency medical
response. Generally, all staff are volunteers. 3 School busing is a function of the school districts,
although compared to salaries its cost is a small component of total school operating costs. School
districts are independent of the county and also directly receive property tax revenue.
Previous research found that increased staff and vehicles were needed to provide a similar
level of service to more spread out community development patterns (Real Estate Research
Corporation 1974) and that increased law enforcement expenditures accompanied increases in rural
non-farm development (Fisher 1979). However, level of service, expressed as response time, may be
a more important issue than costs. Comparing response times for new rural homes with homes in
town in two different cases within the same law enforcement jurisdiction, Esseks et al. (1999) found
response times of 24 minutes for the rural homes and 4.1 minutes for homes in the community in one
case and 17.0 minutes compared to 7.6 minutes in the other case. They concluded that dispersal and
distance from community were the major reasons for these differences. They calculated that the
average homeowner had at 13.6% to 24.4% probability of calling for law enforcement in a 12-month
period.
Although cost for new vehicles may be the only significant dollar cost for rural fire districts,
the property owner absorbs a monetary cost resulting from a lower level of fire protection service in
the form of increased insurance rates (Fisher 1979). Again significant differences in levels of service
have been found. The size of rural fire districts and the time needed for volunteers to reach the fire
station are important factors affecting response time. Based on their review of travel time records for
actual fire calls, Esseks et al. (1999) found the rural developments with the lowest unit density had
the longest fire response time: 14 minutes for a median value and 15 minutes for an average value.

In one case, they also found a seven- to 7.5-minute average response time to calls from rural homes
compared to a five-minute response time by the same fire department to calls from within the
community. In another location, they found four to 5.4 minutes for responses to rural homes
compared with four minutes for the homes in to\\TI. The National Fire Protection Association
recommends no more than six minutes response time in order to beat the "flash over" condition, the
spontaneous combustion of all materials in a room in modem houses.
3 I obtained information for this study on how rural fire and emergency medical service is provided
through personal conversations with officials of the Iowa State University Extension Fire Service
Institute, the Iowa State Fire Marshall's Office, several local fire district chiefs in Loess Hills
counties and by attendance at the annual Fire Service Institute's statewide conference. All of these
activities were during April through October 2000.
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Busing would be another significant mobile network service cost, due to distance and the
high proportion of rural students needing busing (Real Estate Research Corporation 1974; Esseks,
Schmidt, and Sullivan 1999; Fisher 1979, 1980). Comparing busing costs for new rural development
areas with existing homes in town, Esseks et al. found average annual costs per student of $385 in
the rural area versus $49 in town in one district and $278 in the rural area versus $154 in town in
another district. In the districts with more enrollment, the new homes generated revenue that
appeared to cover most of the busing cost, but not in smaller districts. In a hypothetical scenario
with busing costs equal for rural and in town homes, an average savings of $1140 per rural dwelling
unit was found. However, determining net fiscal impact for busing (as well as for education in
general) is complicated by variable interrelationships among state subsidies, district boundaries in
urban fringe areas, available school capacity, comparative property value of existing and new homes
and number of school age children in the homes (Esseks, Schmidt, and Sullivan 1999; Fisher 1979,
1980). Also complicating the issue is Iowa's relatively recent statewide open enrollment policy,
whereby students are allowed to attend schools outside of the district they live in with state aid funds
following them.

Conclusions for mobile network services. Rural residential development presents a
significant challenge to local leaders in maintaining levels of service for law enforcement, fire
protection and emergency medical services in rural areas that are equal to services in incorporated
areas. It is difficult to compare costs of services when those service levels are unequal. Such service
issues are directly related to public safety. Levels of service and costs for these services, as well as
school busing, can be expected to vary with dispersal of dwelling units and distance from service
centers. Issues related to law enforcement are most germane to this research as the other mobile
network services are not functions of county government.

Fixed Facility Services
These services, provided from a fixed location, include health care, libraries, education, and
social services. Although the costs for these services can be expected to increase with development,
increases generally depend on population gro\\th alone (Altshuler and Gomez-Ibanez 1993; Fisher
1979; Real Estate Research Corporation 1974). School construction may be the only fixed facility
service with costs significantly affected by rural development pattern within a jurisdiction. For
example, development near a school with limited additional capacity might require the district to
build another school, which would not be necessary if that same development had occurred near a
school or in a district with excess capacity (Fisher 1979, 1980). That the related research agrees that
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cost for social services are proportional to population is especially significant to this research,
because expenditures for social and mental health services make up a large share of most county
budgets.

Conclusions
TIlls research of the fiscal impact of rural residential development in the Loess Hills region
is similar to the American Farmland Trust cost of community services studies in the sense that its
purpose is to compare public costs and revenues and it is not attempting to closely study differences
in specific development characteristics, Unlike the costs of community services studies, it is not
concerned with comparing different land uses nor does it lump educational costs in with other costs.
Like the cost of community services studies, it uses an average cost method of fiscal impact analysis,
applying it on a larger scale than the cost of community services studies. For these reasons, the
relationship between public costs and public revenues in this research might be expected to be
similar to the findings for residential land uses from the American Farmland Trust studies in rural
regions, that is a ratio of revenues to costs between I: 1.14 to 1: 1. 40, or expressed another way
revenue to be between 40% and 88% of costs. The exclusion of education costs and revenues in this
study may increase the percentages somewhat.
The related research emphasizes the importance of facilities and services for which costs
vary from averages due to development density, dispersal and location, variations that the average
cost method would obscure. In the urban context of most research these facilities and services
include especially roads and utilities. Utilities are not very significant here, because county
government does not provide them at this time. TIlls leaves roads as an important element.
However, the research leaves some question about the range of the variation in density, dispersal and
location and the magnitude of its fiscal impact, especially in rural areas at the county and regional
scale, rather than in urban areas at the community or project scale. Substantial outside subsidies to
support county roads further reduce the significance of any variability in road costs within any
particular county. In the related research, variability in costs for law enforcement, schools and school
busing, and fire and emergency medical services were also significant, but less so. Of these law
enforcement is the only service the county provides.
While using the average cost method it would be well to investigate if county costs for roads
and law enforcement varied from average, as well as to investigate variations in development
characteristics such as density, dispersal and location. These development characteristics are
especially significant to policy because they are typically the subject of planning and land use
regulations.
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Limitations of Fiscal Impact Studies
The related research addresses issues surrounding fiscal impact studies and issues beyond
the scope of fiscal impact analyses.

Future infill of non-contiguous development. Fiscal impact analysis is based on
conditions at one particular time. However, inefficient vacant land in non-contiguous development
patterns can fill in with development as land and development costs rise. Fiscal impact analysis does
not account for the savings to this future development. (Altshuler and Gomez-Ibanez 1993; Harvey
and Harvey 1965; Peiser 1984)
Pre-existing conditions affect fiscal impact of new development. Property value and
other antecedent conditions prior to the development being analyzed affect the findings of fiscal
impact analysis. For example, where the new development is higher in value than existing
structures, the impacts are likely to more positive, as per unit revenues are above average while per
unit costs may be average. In the large scale studies in New Jersey, the greatest savings from higher
density, compact and close-in development were found in places without much past land
management and where much new growth was expected (Burchell and Listokin 1995).
Other places with above average savings from higher density, compact and close-in
development are rapidly growing communities, difficult to serve sites and places where existing
services need retrofitting. Rapidly development may quickly exceed the capacity of smaller existing
infrastructure systems, especially if demand on those systems was near capacity to begin with. Also
economic growth can lead to demand for more infrastructure as people improve their standard of
living, for example, by expanding their homes, moving to larger homes, adding a vehicle or
generating more solid waste. Providing services to difficult to serve areas may require substantial
investment simply to reach the site. Due to land costs, demolition costs, the need to maintain traffic
and access and to confined space to work, providing existing services in a developed area may be
more costly than installing new services in an undeveloped area. In both such cases, per unit costs
would be above average, translating into above average savings from density increases, due in these
cases to pre-existing conditions (Altshuler and Gomez-Ibanez 1993).
Time lags. Increased services in response to new development sometimes lag behind the
development (Ladd 1992). Government's receipt of new revenue from development also lags behind
the development itself. In Iowa each property is reassessed only every other year and there is a two-
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year delay before the county collects additional property taxes on the value of that improvement
(Iowa State Associatioin of Counties 2000). During that period, the owner of the improved property
is receiving public services, but paying for them later with inflated dollars. Also, the fiscal impact of
capital outlays required by new development depends on how the county finances these
improvements. When bonding restrictions allow only short-term bonds on improvements that have
long-term value, current residents subsidize future residents (Ladd 1992).

Other reasons for infrastructure demand. Increased demand for infrastructure may also
be caused by population growth or shifts, eA1raordinary economic gro",th without population gro\\th,
redevelopment or increased development of built-up areas and higher standards due to clean water or
clean air regulations. A related issue is whether infrastructure standards should vary with density.
For example, surface storm drainage systems, narrower streets and septic systems may be adequate
for development below a certain unit density threshold. Variable standards can allow lower density
development at the same per capita or per unit cost as higher density (Altshuler and Gomez-Ibanez
1993). In fiscal impact studies it is important to compare results with the likely fiscal situation
without development.

Market forces. Developments with characteristics described as sprawl are meeting needs or
demands of buyers in the market place (Edelman 1999; Harvey and Harvey 1965). Sprawl conveys
certain benefits to residents, including the ability to purchase land with fewer resources or to own
more open space. Fiscal impact analysis, which focuses on public revenue, does not measure these
and other less tangible benefits (Windsor 1979). If that is the case, localized policies to reduce public
cost by prohibiting these development characteristics simply shifts some development to another
location, where another public pays the cost (Burchell and Listokin 1995; Harvey and Harvey 1965;
Windsor 1979).

Issues of public finance. When the same government jurisdiction provides services to rural
and urban areas, urban residents can end up subsidizing the costs of providing services to rural
residents. Road maintenance and school busing are examples. Funding for county roads in Iowa
clearly spreads the cost to residents across the state. Although this may seem a local equity issue, its
foundation is in the mechanisms for funding county government. To what degree should property
tax revenue be expected to cover the cost of facilities and services? Fiscal impact studies may say as

much about this government finance mechanism as about development itself (Bunnell 1997)
(Diamond and Noonan 1996).
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL METHODS

What is the net fiscal impact of the new, mral, non-fann, residential development upon each
of the Loess Hills counties of western Iowa? To answer this question, this research analyzed the
patterns of this development and compared the revenues it generated with dollar costs for the public
services and facilities that such development requires. Our research also considered how public
regulation of this type of development might impact these costs.
This section generally describes the research methods. Due to differences in record-keeping
procedures, details of the method varied in each county. Appendix A describes these variations for
each county.

Method, Steps and Data
This research uses the Per Capita Multiplier method to develop a general understanding of
the relationship of revenue to costs. This fiscal impact analysis method bases average revenue from
development on its property valuation, number of units and population. For costs, it takes average
service costs per person times the estimated population in new development. A different approach
to this question would have been to apply an econometric model that examines the total economic
impact of new development including spending in the private sector. However, such methods are
often based on average typical fiscal conditions of counties classified into population size ranges.
We chose the this average cost method instead because it allowed us to analyze the revenue to cost
impact on each of the county governments specifically, while at the same time analyzing all seven
county within the time and budget available.
This average cost per person ("per capita multiplier') is determined by dividing total annual
public expenditures by the total existing population. Standard household size times the number of
new development units provides the estimated population. This estimated population multiplied by
the average cost mUltiplier yields total estimated costs (Burchell, Listokin, and Dolphin 1985).
We undertook these steps to collect and analyze the data:
•

Identify all cases of new, mral, non-fann, residential development in each county.

•

Detennine the revenues to county government generated by this development.

•

Detennine the share of county government costs associated with this development.

•

Compare these revenues and costs.
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•

Examine how county planning and development regulations and policies impact these
revenues or costs.

Generally, data used included assessed values, taxable values and property tax revenue for
each parcel located in unincorporated areas upon which new, residential, non-farm development was
initiated from 1995 through 1999, described hereafter as "new residential development." We
selected these years because county officials reported that the rate of residential development in the
seven Loess Hills counties has accelerated since the mid-1990's. Additionally, in some counties
development records before 1995 are less reliable.
In addition to property tax information and population, data describing total assessed

valuation for property in various land use classes over the entire county was also used to assign a
share of county costs to new development. County budgets and financial reports were used for
calculating other non-property-tax revenues and expenditures of county government. We used data
for the 1999/2000 fiscal year ("FYOO") as much as possible.
New residential development also has fiscal impacts on two other units oflocal government:
school districts and townships. Both of these have authority to levy property taxes and both provide
essential services to new residential development. The seven-county study area includes 44 school
districts, the boundaries of which do not coincide with county boundaries. Each of the seven
counties has between 16 and 25 townships. Under Iowa law the townships provide fire protection
and emergency medical services to rural areas. Typically, several townships coordinate to provide
these services in their townships, creating a single "fire district." The seven-county study area
includes nearly 80 fire districts. Although it was beyond the scope of the study to perform a fiscal
impact analysis for each of these governmental units, property tax revenues were estimated where
possible.
Descriptions of data used and how we analyzed them follows.

Identifying New Residential Development
In selecting cases for analysis, we took various measures to assure that the use was primarily

residential, that a new home was built and that it was not a farm residence.

Verifying New Development
Development data are generally based on zoninglbuilding permits that the Zoning
Administrator in each county issued from 1995 through 1999. The record-keeping procedures differ
in each county, so the data selection procedures also differ somewhat. Generally, we selected
permits for entire new residences, eliminating permits for remodeling, additions, accessory buildings,
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or replacing an existing home. We included houses moved on to a site, unless we could determine
that the home was replacing an existing home on the site. We included permits issued for mobile
homes, doublewide mobile homes and modular homes. However, we eliminated permits issued for
mobile home conversions, as these are conversions of an existing mobile home to real estate and do
not constitute new development. It was not possible to eliminate second homes, vacation homes or
hunting cabins based on the information in the building permit or assessment files.
All of the information to make these determinations is not available on the building permit in
all cases. So we eliminated records based on the above criteria throughout the data collection, entry
and checking processes.

Eliminating Farm Residences
The purpose of the study is to evaluate non-farm development, because the types and costs
of services needed differ significantly from farm development. In order to eliminate all new farm
residences from the database, to the e:\.1ent possible we relied on the judgment of the local county
officials. We did not include permits if
•

the Zoning Administrator verified that the permit was for a farm residence (but not just
because the property had an agricultural land use classification, because a non-farm
residence is typically a permitted use within agricultural districts)

•

the assessment file or County Assessor indicated that the entire property was assessed as
an agricultural use

•

the Treasurer's record showed that it was given an agricultural tax credit

•

none of the above indicators were conclusive and the property was over 40 acres, unless
the applicant stated on the building permit that he was not involved in agriculture or
some county official stated explicitly that the property was known not to be a farm.

We used forty acres because state law requires that if any property smaller than that is to be
divided, it must be divided with a subdivision plat. It appears to be fairly common and probably
convenient for owners of agricultural properties to split off 40 acres (quarter-quarter section) or less
to sell for a residence.

Mapping Development
Location and pattern are fundamental aspects of development, essential for understanding its
fiscal, environmental and social impacts. The related literature documents that the location and
pattern of development significantly impact costs for certain public facilities and services.
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Therefore, the effort was made to map the development location and pattern of development. In
most of the counties, this was the first time that this new rural development had been mapped.
For each parcel the records contained location information (usually township, range, section
number at least), physical characteristics and information referencing the county assessor's and
treasurer's data for that property. We entered the location of each parcel into a geographic
information system.

Determining Revenues
Each county receives revenue from many different sources, as Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show.
These figures describe all of the revenue sources to county government and the proportion of each of
total Iowa county revenue in FY98. Revenue from most of these sources must be allocated to the
new residential development (Burchell and Listokin 1978). Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show that the largest
single revenue source is property tax.

Actual Property Tax Revenue Data
Normally, it is relatively easy to determine the amount of property tax paid by any built
development. It is in the public record. We collected data on actual property taxes paid during
FYOO for the properties selected. Under Iowa law property taxes are paid 18 months in arrears.
Therefore, tax revenue received by the county in FYOO are based on assessed valuations of January
1998, with various mandated rollbacks and exemptions calculated. However, this means that
property tax revenues collected through FYOO don't include revenue on homes built or completed in
1998 or 1999. Therefore, we estimated the property taxes that would have been paid for these homes
had they been completed in January 1998, based on property valuations.

Assessed Valuation Data
For all rural, non-farm, residences built from January 1995 through December 1999, we
collected the most currently available assessed value, generally as of January 2000. The appendices
describe any exceptions to this. Some residences for which permits were issued were not completed
as of January 1,2000 and the assessed value of that date would be for a partially completed
residence. Since it was not always possible to identify these homes and since there was no reliable
way to determine the future value when each such home is complete, these partial assessments were
included as is. In some cases we used assessor's records to identify such partial values. In other
cases we were able to compare estimated construction costs listed on the building permits to assessed
valuations. It appears that such partial assessments comprise about 10% of the data.
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Table 4.1

Own source revenues for Iowa's counties and estimation method used
Revenue type, share of budget" and descriptionb

Estimate based onc

County property taxes (42.0% of total county revenue)

Actual/estimated

Local option taxes (2.8%)
HoteVMotel-not affected by residential development
E911 Surcharge (on phone bills, a sales tax on a service)
Local Option Sales and Services Tax
Local Option Vehicle Tax
Emergency Medical Services

Per capita average

Gambling taxes (NA)
Not affected by residential development. (Only Pottawattamie
County reported this type of revenue.)
TIF tax revenue (NA)
No study counties reported revenue in this category.
License and permits
Alcoholic beverage & tobacco control (for commercial units,
not affected by purely residential development)
Building structure & equipment permits
Health & environmental, e.g., septic and well permits.
Miscellaneous (entrance, amusement, animal, etc.)

Not estimated

Not estimated
Per unit average

Charges for service (5.3 %)
Real Estate Transfer Tax
Auto Registration Fees and Use Tax Fees
Ambulance services (minor, not rural fire district services)
Zoning and Subdivision Fees (rezoning and subdivisions)
Many others

Per capita average

Use of money and property (3.9%)
Earning from investments, rents from land, buildings and
equipment and commissions, easements and concessions.

Value of new development
divided by total property
valuation, times past
revenue

Miscellaneous
Fines, forfeitures and defaults
Miscellaneous Revenues, e.g., Special Assessments,
Contributions and Donations, Unclaimed Property
(Typically only small proportion of budget)

Per capita average

"Calculated as share of cumulative total of budgets for all Iowa counties. (Iowa State Association of
Counties 2000)
b(Iowa Department of Management 1997)
C(Burchell and Listokin 1978, Burchell and Listokin 1994)
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Table 4.2

Intergovernmental revenue sources for Iowa's counties and estimation method used"
Revenue type and description b
Estimate based onc

State shared revenues
More than ninety percent of this is the road use tax fund. Other
researchers and county engineers agree that under the
complicated formula used to distribute these funds the scale
of this development found would not significantly impact this
revenue type.

Not estimated

State grants and reimbursements
Secondary road programs
Human services programs
Resource Enhancement and Protection program
Community development block grants
Federal Emergency Management Assistance
State sales and use tax refunds
Other programs.

Secondary roads, not
estimated - remainder, per
capita average

State replacement against levied taxes
State reimbursement of various property tax credits, e.g.,
Homestead Tax, disabled vet, ag land, family farm.

Per unit average for actual
tax revenues only

Other state replacements
For programs other than tax credits, e.g., mental health services,
property tax relief, growth factor adjustment

New development value!
total property valuation,
times past revenue

Federal grants and entitlements
Direct revenues from federal government, e.g., Medicaid and
Medicare, watershed protection, flood prevention

Per capita average

Contributions and reimbursements from other units: « 1%)
Drainage District Services
Contract Law Enforcement
E911 Funding
Solid Waste Disposal
Unified Law Enforcement Funding
District Court FeeslRevenues
Care of Prisoners
Insurance Reimbursements
INTRA-County Reimbursements
Emergency Management Services Agency Funding
Miscellaneous and others
Many independent factors affect the amounts.

Not estimated

Payments in lieu of taxes
Land of other governments. Not affected by development

Not estimated

aTotal intergovernmental transfers account for 43% of total county revenues.
b(Iowa Department of Management 1997)
C(Burchell and Listokin 1978, Burchell and Listokin 1994)
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Estimating Revenue From Property Tax
Under Iowa law, establishing and collecting the property taxes involves the following steps:

•

By April 15 of every odd year the County Assessor sends notice to homeowners of the
assessed value of their property. For residential property this is based on market value
of both land and improvements as of the proceeding January. Ifa parcel is improved the
assessor updates its value by the next January after the improvement is made. After the
notice, appeal and hearing process, the County Auditor uses this assessed value to
calculate the tax for the following fiscal year (i.e., taxes paid in FYOO are based on
assessed value as ofJanuary 1998.)

•

Based on the assessed property value, the County Auditor sets the taxable value, using
the state-mandated "rollback" of assessed value as shown in Table 4.3. This rollback
varies from year to year as shown below. A residential property assessed at $100,000 as
of January 1998 has a taxable value of $56,479 after rollback for taxes due in FYOO.
The Auditor also applies other adjustments to the taxable value and to the tax as allowed
by law that vary from property to property.

In August of the fiscal year in which the taxes are due, the County Treasurer sends out

•

the tax notice, which includes the taxable value and the property tax, to be paid in two
payments, September 30 and April 1. Taxes on January 1998 values are due April 1,
2000.

Table 4.3
Rollback adjustment (%) for assessment years (FY payable)
Property
1997
1998
Class
(FY99)
(FYOO)
Agricultural
96.4206%
0%
Residential

54.9090%

Commercial

97.3606%

56.4789%
0%

1999
(FY01)
96.3381%
54.8525%
98.7732%

Industrial

0%

0%

0%

Utility

0%

0%

0%

Railroad a

97.3606%

0%

98.7732%

Source: (Iowa State Association of Counties 2000) 15.
aThe rollback for railroads must equal the lowest % of commercial, industrial, utility properties.
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We used this property tax payable where it was available. However, for those properties
with homes completed after January 1998, we estimate property tax revenue. We multiplied the
assessed value by the 56.4789% rollback to estimate the taxable value. We then divided this by
$1000 and multiplied by the levy rate for that residence's location, based on the county levy sheet for
FYOO. For the purposes of each countywide analysis using the Per Capita Multiplier method, we
totaled the resulting actual or estimated property taxes paid to the county government for all selected
parcels. This is the total FYOO estimated county revenue from property taxes.

Estimating Non-Property Tax Revenue
New residential development generates significant revenue to county government beyond
property taxes. We estimated these revenues based on the population, number of units or property
value of new residential development and county revenue in the FYOO budget. Table 4.1 and 4.2
describes each revenue type and how we estimated the appropriate share of it to allocate to new
residential development. The Individual County Results section uses these same categories to report
the revenue estimates for each county.
Generally, where a revenue category accounted for less than 5% of the FYOO county budget,
we used per capita averages or per unit averages to allocate revenues. These averages were
determined by dividing the FYOO revenue by the population estimate for 1999 from the Book of
Census by ISU Department of Sociology or by the total county residential dwelling units from the
summary of assessors' audits/reconciliation report for 1999 obtained from the Iowa Department of
Management. Where the county did not have any revenue in its FYOO budget from a category, we
estimated no revenue for that category from new residential development. The appendices describe
any exceptions to this method for individual counties.
County budgets contain a budget category called "other sources" that includes operating
transfers from other county funds (such as Rural Services Basic and General Basic), proceeds from
long-term debt and proceeds from sales of (or compensation for loss of) fixed assets. These revenue
types would not be affected by new residential development and so have not been included in any of
the calculations.

Determining Public Costs
We used a per capita multiplier to determine the county dollar costs of facilities and services
associated with this development. Fortunately, this process is much less complicated than estimating
revenues. It uses readily available data and averages all costs over all county residents. In this way
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it treats all costs the same, which may not be an accurate treatment of some costs. Each county
results section discussed this issue.

County Costs Data
The county budget for FYOO obtained from the county auditor is the basis for all costs. We
used the FYOO budget year because it is the same year as the revenues were received. We used the
budget because the audited county financial report for FYOO was not yet available at the time of this
research. The costs include both operating and capital costs.
The county demographic data needed are population estimates for 1999 from Book of
Census by ISU Department of Sociology. The household size of2.50 is a 1999 estimate from the
U.S. Census of Population for the entire state of Iowa. 4

Calculating Residentially-Induced Costs
Not all county facilities and services are related only to residential land use-the vast road
system supports commercial, industrial and agricultural uses as well as residences, for example. So
typically, the Per Capita Multiplier method involves removing a portion of all costs to yield only
residentially induced costs. Methods used to determine this non-residential portion of expenditures
are designed for urban situations. They define non-residential as commercial and industrial use only
and then calculate the proportion of total valuation accounted for by land with these use categories,
sometimes also averaging this proportion with the similar proportion for number of parcels. The
resulting proportion is taken times the local government expenditures and this amount is deducted,
leaving the rest as residentially induced expenditures (Burchell and Listokin 1978; Burchell,
Listokin, and Dolphin 1985; Burchell et al. 1994).
We used the same method to identify residentially induced costs for county government.
However, the county provides infrastructure services only to property outside corporate limits and
the major infrastructure it provides are the roads. Most commercial and industrial property is within
city boundaries, which means that the city provides the streets, utilities and other usual infrastructure
support. Typically, less than 1.5% of the property in unincorporated areas has commercial and

Selection of household size proved interesting. We calculated household sizes specific to each
county, which varied, although not significantly. However, we were interested in people moving
into the area, whose demographic characteristics, and thus household size, may not mirror the
existing county population. Since we do not know where these people are moving from, in all
counties we used the statewide household size as the best guess of the persons per household in the
new residences.

4
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industrial use classification (as determined by the county assessor). As a result this adjustment was
not substantial: residentially induced costs ranged from 94% to 99.3o/00ftotal county expenditures.
This entire approach ignores the largest rural land use type: agricultural. If the value of
agricultural land is added in, the cumulative value of commercial, industrial and agricultural land
typically accounts for 40% to 50% of the total assessed valuation of rural land. However, it is
difficult to justify assigning over 40% of county costs only to farmers, when well over 60% of the
total county budget is for services other than roads, services that farmers don't necessarily consume
any more than non-farm residents. Farm residents do not account for 60% of county residents. In
fact, in 1999 in the seven counties studied rural farm dwellings typically accounted for around 25%
of all county dwellings. We found no obvious, defendable and reliable way to estimate the farmers"
extra road use costs.
Because of this, we chose to ignore the issue of agricultural land service costs. This is the
same approach as taken by Minnesota Extension in a publication teaching fiscal impact analysis for
rural communities and townships. In that publication they simply divided total expenditures by
population. However, the publication did include a number of caveats about the overall usefulness
of this analysis. (Ryan and Taff 1996) The effect of excluding agricultural impacts may be to
slightly overstate the costs to service residences by the amount of extra road use that should be
charged to farmers, but we believe the effect would be very small.
The property valuations are based on a report from the Iowa Department of Revenue and
Finance for 1999, which comes from reports made by county assessors based on their January 1999
assessments.
Recognizing that there is not a direct relationship between services required and land
valuation, Burchell et aI, (1994) provide "refinement coefficients" to adjust the proportion of land
value in calculating the residentially induced share. However, these refinement coefficients are
based on empirical data from the 1980's in urban situations-not particularly relevant for our
application. So no such coefficient is used here.

Calculation Steps
The following steps estimate the annual county costs to be allocated to the new, rural, nonfarm, residential development:
•

Divide total, residentially induced, annual cost by total county population to create the
Per Capita Multiplier.

•

Multiply the quantity of new, rural, non-farm, residential units by the average household
SIze.
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•

Multiply this estimated population of the new residential development by the Per Capita
Multiplier to provide the estimated annual county cost of serving the new residential
development.

Isolating Costs that Vary by Location and Development Pattern
This Per Capita Multiplier method treats all costs the same and averages all costs over all
county residents. This ignores differences in the costs of providing services and facilities to
development in different locations or in different patterns. The literature clearly documents that
costs for some services and facilities can vary depending on development location and pattern. For
rural areas these are roads, school busing, law enforcement, fire protection and emergency medical
servIces.
Due to lack of readily available data and time constraints, we were not able to carryout the
detailed case studies or development models that are needed to identify the costs implications of
different patterns of development. However, we have isolated these costs by allocating costs to
different expenditure categories. We selected these categories based on whether the costs for that
service tend to vary with development pattern and location. In the county budget such locationsensitive facilities and services are roads, law enforcement and to some degree fire protection and
emergency medical services. Table 4.4 shows how we define these categories in detail and what
portion of the average county budget each category typically accounts for.
Table 4.4 lists the types of costs we included in the "Other County expenditures" category.
What these types have in common is that the location and pattern of new development has little
impact on their costs. The costs to provide these facilities and services to people or properties vary
little whether they are in unincorporated or incorporated areas, close or distant to population centers
or concentrated or dispersed in pattern.
The Per Capita Multiplier method generally includes all capital and operating costs,
including debt service (Burchell and Listokin 1978). Also, the residents of the new rural residential
development do enjoy the benefits of capital improvement projects and thus these costs cannot be
ignored. However, because capital and debt service costs are complicated by issues of whether
existing or future residents are paying for them, the time value of money, the life of bonds vs. the life
of improvements (Altshuler and Gomez-Ibanez 1993) we isolate these costs in two other county
expenditure categories, debt service and capital projects.
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Table 4.4

Categories for allocating county costs associated with new residential development

Study expenditure categories and county budget service areas included"
Secondary roads
Service Area 7: Roads and Transportation, including
Maintenance of roads, bridges and culverts
Snow and ice control, traffic control and road clearing
Equipment purchase and operation
Tools, materials and supplies
Support of aviation authority and aid to railroads
Administration and engineering

Share of
budget FY98 b

24.5%

Fire and emergency medical
From Service Area 1: Public Safety, only:
Ambulance and fire protection services (Townships provide most fire and
emergency medical services to rural residences.)

14.3%
(all of Service
Area 1)

Law enforcement
From Service Area 1: Public Safety, only Law Enforcement Program, including:
Patrol
Investigations
Unified and contract law enforcement
Law enforcement communications
Adult correctional services
Administration

14.3%
(all of Service
Area 1)

Other County expenditures
Service Area 1: Portions of Public Safety not included above
Service Area 2: Court Services
Service Area 3: Physical Health and Education
Service Area 4: Mental Health, Mental Retardation, Developmental Disabilities
Service Area 5: Social Services
Service Area 6: County Environment
Service Area 8: State & Local Government Services
Service Area 9: Interprogram Services
Service Area 10:Nonprogram expenditures and other budgetary financing uses

1.3%
5.6%
19.8%
6.4%
5.0%
2.9%
9.8%
1.2%

Debt service

2.2%

Capital projects
7.1 %
"Source: (Iowa Department of Management 1997)
bCalculated as share of cumulative total of budgets for all Iowa counties. (Iowa State Association of
Counties 2000)
Comparing Revenues and Costs
For each county we have compared all of the revenues attributable to the new rural
residential development in that county to all of the estimated costs to county government for FYOO.
This can be found in the Individual County Results section of this report.
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Where mobile homes account for a significant portion of that development and where such
detailed information was available, we made a separate individual county results comparisons for
mobile homes and for site-built homes. Site-built homes include modular type construction. We
made this separate comparison because of the difference in average value of mobile homes and sitebuilt homes, which results in different fiscal impacts for each housing type.

Relation of Cost to Development Regulations
Some elements of local regulations governing rural, non-farm, residential development may
directly impact either revenues or costs. For example, some subdivision and zoning regulations
contain provisions that assign public facility costs to those who benefit and other provisions set
standards that reduce future public maintenance costs. Some regulations discourage scattered lot
development, which may reduce some public service costs and increase others. Some regulations
restrict development to hard surface roads that require less maintenance .
. We have reviewed the subdivision and zoning regulations that were current in each county
between 1995 and 1999. We have discussed with county officials how these regulations were
applied in the county. Although we have not quantified the cost impact of these regulations, in the
Individual County Results section we have described the important provisions that have possible
impact on costs. In the subdivision ordinances there are requirement and standards for infrastructure
improvements within subdivisions, which are primary means the counties use to control direct public
costs. In the zoning ordinances, the principal permitted uses in different zones and the minimum lot
sizes have an impact on pattern and location of development, which in tum can have an impact on
public costs, either now or in the future.
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CHAPTER 5. INDIVIDUAL COUNTY RESULTS

Results for Plymouth County
Summary
From 1995 and 1999, new rural residential development in Plymouth County consisted
primarily of single-family homes on lots two acres or larger in size. As Figure 5.1 shows, most of
this development occurred within subdivisions and in the Loess Hills region in two townships in the
southern part of the county near Sioux City. Of all of the rural residences in Plymouth County,
nearly 18% were built in those five years.
The total value of these homes was $31,769,937 or 25% of the total valuation of all rural
residential property in the county. For Plymouth County government, in FYOO this development
generated $156,110 in revenues, of which $96,907 was property ta'i:. However, it also generated
$201,538 in cost to the county.
This net cost of $45,428, or $250 per unit, was less than the net cost for all rural residences,
$452,161 or $441 per unit, primarily because the average value of the new homes is higher than the
existing. A variety of state and federal funds cover these net deficits. In FYOO, the largest of these
intergovernmental transfers were for mental health services and for roads and transportation.
Plymouth County subdivision regulations affect costs by making the developer responsible
for the cost of infrastructure improvements. However, the county required minimal infrastructure in
subdivisions, with most having private rock roads and individual septic systems. Subdivision
regulations had no impact as a cost control strategy for the 47% of all new rural residences in the
past five years that were not built in subdivisions.
The Plymouth County zoning ordinance covered all residences on estate lots. Its primary
impact on costs was its influence on development pattern and location. The zoning ordinance
appears to have encouraged a relatively dispersed, low-density pattern distant from service centers.
Research on other urbanizing situations has usually found this pattern and location to be more costly
to serve than compact, medium- to high-density development located closer to service centers. The
zoning at the time of this development, while meeting other goals, appears to have encourage higher
costs to service new development. We cannot, however, at this time estimate the scope of those
costs.
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Planning and Subdivision Regulations
Plymouth County has a comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance and subdivision ordinances.
(Borich et al. 2000.) Since 1999 the county has been in the process of updating all of these. The
following discussion is based on these ordinances as they existed during the study period, 1995-1999.
Construction of a new home required a zoning permit, a sanitation permit and a 911 address, all
issued by the county zoning administrator.
The zoning ordinance regulated what we refer to throughout as estate lots, that is, individual
lots not created by a subdivision plat. The zoning ordinance permitted single-family non-farm
dwellings in agricultural zoning districts and rural residential districts. In the agricultural related
districts, these homes were required to be on a two-acre minimum lot size. In the residential district,
the minimum lot size was 20,000 square feet. However, a county official reported that no
development took place in these zones. Agriculture and residential districts had minimum lot
dimension and setbacks specific to single-family non-farm dwellings. There were no restrictions on
where such homes can be located within each district.
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Plymouth County: density of new rural residences, 1995-1999.
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The subdivision ordinance regulated lots created by subdivision plats. The zoning district
requirements applied also to subdivisions, but the subdivision ordinance contained additional design
standards for lot arrangement and for infrastructure improvements. Roads met certain design
standards and required hard surface paving if they were to be dedicated to the county for the county
to maintain. However, although a number of subdivisions were platted, few had public roads,
according to public officials. Most had private streets not regulated by the county and owned and
maintained by the property owners. A few of the subdivision were within the two-mile subdivision
jurisdiction of Sioux City, which required paved streets. The county subdivision ordinance allowed
private, individual wells and septic systems.

Development Characteristics
New residential development in rural Plymouth County was primarily in Hungerford and
Perry Tmvnships, which are in the Loess Hills and directly north of Sioux City. U. S. Highway 75
and several paved county roads provide connections south to the Sioux City urban area and north to
Le Mars. New rural residential development also occurred to a lesser degree around Le Mars and in
the far southeastern Hancock Township, which is in the Loess Hills and has access south to Sioux
City on Iowa Highway 12.
A total of 182 new, non-fann residences were built or started in the unincorporated areas of
Plymouth County from 1995 through 1999. This represented 17.6% of all rural residential realty
(non-fann property parcels) in the county at the end of 1999. Figure 5.2 shows how many building
pennits were issued in each of those years.
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Building pennits issued 1995-1999 in Plymouth County
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Slightly under half of these homes were on individual parcels, "estate lots": 86 parcels were
not part ofa platted subdivision. Ninety-six of the parcels (53%) were in 39 subdivisions. Martins
Subdivision had 15 of these parcels and Better Life Homes Subdivision had 12 of the parcels. The
other 37 subdivisions contained six or fewer of the parcels.
The size of the parcels with new non-farm residences ranged widely, with an average of 11.4
acres and a median size of 3.2 acres (see Table 5.1). Although most areas of Plymouth County have
a minimum lot size of two acres for these residences, 26% of the parcels were below this minimum.

Table 5.1

Parcel size of new residential development in Plymouth County (acres)
All lots

Estate lots

Subdivision lots

19.4

3.8

11.4

Median

6.2

2.1

3.2

Minimum

0.5

1.0

0.5

Maximum

155.4

3l.4
96

155.4
182

Mean

86

Count

Subdivisions tend to create a more compact development pattern than estate lots. As the
mean and median values in Table 5.1 indicate, the size of subdivision lots were generally smaller
than estate lots. Of the 96 subdivision lots, 37, or 39%, were below two acres and 90 of them, or
94% were below 10 acres. Figure 5.3 shows that of the 86 estate lots, only 11, or 13% were below
two acres and 55, or 64%, were below 10 acres.
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Assessed Valuation
The total assessed valuation of all 182 improved properties was $31,769,937. Table 5.2 and
Figure 5.4 show the range of parcel values including land and improvements. The minimum value
shown is for an uncompleted home on a lot in Broken Kettle Estates subdivision in the southwest
comer of the county. The maximum value shown is for an 80-acre estate lot in Perry Township
within a mile of the south county line, for which a building permit was issued in 1997.

Table 5.2

Assessed value of new rural development in Plymouth County
All Parcels

Mean

$174,560

Median

$161,680

Minimum

$33,830

Maximum

$666,060

To put this into context, the total valuation of all rural residential realty in Plymouth County
as of January 2000 was $127,800,992. Thus, the value of the new, rural, residential development
was 25% of the total valuation of all such property in the county. The average assessed value for
these homes and properties was $174,560, compared to the average value of all rural, non-farm,
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Distribution of values of site-built homes in Plymouth County
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residential parcels in Plymouth County in January 2000, $124,684. The new homes were on the
whole higher than average in value. 5

Revenue
The 182 new developed parcels paid a total of $319,380 in property taxes in FYOO. This
total is split among seven taxing authorities, as Table 5.3 shows.

Table 5.3

Total property taxes paid by new residential development in Plymouth County
(FYOO)
Total Tax

County

$96,907

School district

$201,187

Community College

$9,775

Township

$4,330

Agiculture Extension Ed.

$1,825

County Assessor

$5,269

State (Brucellosis)

$87
$319,380

Total

In addition to the $96,907 in property tax revenue, Plymouth County government receives
revenue in other forms from the growth in total valuation and population growth that is assumed to
accompany such new development. Table 5.4 estimates all of the county revenue that can be
attributed to the 182 new homes.
As the first line item in Table 5.4 shows, property tax revenue represented more than half of
the estimated annual revenue from this new development. Property tax is a type of "own source
revenue." The other large types of o\\n source revenues were charges for services (real estate
transfer tax, auto registration fees and use tax fees, zoning, subdivision and other building fees) and
interest earned on money and income earned from property, the capacity for which is assumed to
grow as taxable property value grows.
County governments receive a number of subsidies from state and federal government
sources that vary from year to year and from county to county. This revenue is categorized as
These percentages and averages should be used with caution. The January 2000 valuation total for
all rural residential had not been equalized by the state. The assessed values for the new, rural
residential included some January 1998 and January 1999 valuations, as explained in the Appendix
data source notes for Plymouth County.
5
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Table 5.4

Estimated revenue from new residential development in Plymouth County (FYOO)
Revenue source/Unit type

Own source revenues
County property and other taxes
Local option taxes
Gambling taxes
TIF tax revenues
Licenses and permits
Charges for service
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total own source revenues

Amount

$96,907
$0
$0
$0
$463
$7,591
$17,394
$2,086
$124,441

Percent of Total

62.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
4.9%
11.1%
1.3%
79.7%

Intergovernmental transfers
State shared revenues - road use tax
NA
NA
State grants and reimbursements
Secondary roads portion
NA
NA
Other revenues
$6,026
3.9%
State replacement against levied taxes
$2,728
1.7%
Other state replacements
$22,915
14.7%
Federal grants and entitlements
$0
0.0%
Contributions and reimbursements
NA
NA
Payments in lieu of taxes
NA
NA
Total intergovernmental
$31,669
20.3%
Total estimated revenue
$156,110
100%
(Refer to the Methods section for detailed description of all revenue categories and estimation
methods.)
intergovernmental transfers. The largest of these intergovernmental transfers to Plymouth County in
FYOO were for mental health services and for roads and transportation.

For example, $3,200,000 in transfers from the state, primarily from the road use tax fund,
supported county secondary bridges and roads. Because of statewide competition for these funds
and the complexities of the formula for its distribution, we believe the county would have received
these funds even without the development of 182 new rural homes. Therefore, we did not include
any of this subsidy in the revenue estimates, as indicated in Table 5.4 under "State shared revenues"
and "State grants and reimbursements."
However, this new development can increase other state subsidies, which we did include
under intergovernmental transfers. See the notes for Plymouth County in Appendix A for a detailed
description of how we treated all intergovernmental transfers.
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County Expenditures
The Methods section describes in detail the categories of expenditures of each county in
Iowa. Table 5.5 shows the various types of expenditures in Plymouth County.
The "other county expenditures" category includes $1.3 million for mental health, mental
retardation and development disabilities services, $400,000 for county environment programs,
$182,000 for social services and over $1.3 million for the general administration of county
government offices. An important consideration about these "other county expenditures" is that the
location and type of new development had little impact on the amount of these costs. County
residents required these services whether they live in the unincorporated areas or within the to\\'ns of
the county. Figure 5.5 shows the percentage of the total county budget accounted for by each of
these service categories.

Costs allocated to new rural development. We estimated that the portion of county costs
accounted for by the 182 new rural non-farm residences in FYOO was $201,538. To make this
estimate, we reduced the total county budget to only residentially induced costs, $10,993,405. (See
Methods section.) We then divided this by the estimated 1999 population of Plymouth County
(24,819) to determine a ='per capita multiplier" for costs ($442.94 per person). We estimated from
average household sizes that 455 people live in the 182 new rural homes built between 1995 and
1999. When then multiplied these 455 people by the $442.94 per capital multiplier to estimate total
county costs for new development of$201,538. Multiplying this total of$201,538 by the
percentages from the above chart separates this estimate into the expenditures in each of the service
categories, as Table 5.6 shows.

Table 5.5

Plymouth County expenditures (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical

Expenditure
$4,363,000
$54,000

Law Enforcement

$1,107,155

Other County Expenditures

$3,747,922

Debt Service
Capital projects
Total Expenditures

$108,160
$1,700,000
$11,080,237
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Plymouth County expenditures by service category

The fire and emergency medical services shown here is support for the emergency E911
system. The county did not provide fire and emergency medical services to rural homes. The
townships provided these services and collect property tax to support them.

Comparing revenues and costs
As the Table 5.7 shows, the new, rural, non-farm, residential development in Plymouth
County accounted for $156,110 in revenues to county government and $201,538 in expenditures in
FYOO, in very general terms.
The new rural residences resulted in a net cost of $45,428 to the county in FYOO, or $250 per

Table 5.6

Expenditures allocated to new rural development in Plymouth County (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical

Projected cost
$79,359
$982

Law Enforcement

$20,138

Other County Expenditures

$68,171

Debt Service
Capital projects
Total County Costs

$1,967
$30,921
$201,538

(See appendix for detailed description of all expenditure categories and estimation methods.)
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Table 5.7

Revenue to expenditure comparison for new residences in Plymouth County (FYOO)
All Parcels

Revenue

$156,110

Cost

$201,538

Revenue - Cost

($45,428)

Revenue - Cost per unit

($250)

unit. It is important to note that although the revenues shown were based on the value of the specific
group of homes built during the study period, the expenditures shown for the most part were based
on the estimated population of those homes. In other words, for any group of 455 people selected
from any homes in the county, newer or older, large or small, in town or rural, the revenues would
differ but the expenditures would be the same.
For example, we made a similar estimate of revenues and expenditures based on all 1025
rural, non-farm residences in Plymouth County in January 2000. Table 5.8 compares that estimate to
the above estimate for new, rural, non-farm residences.
This comparison demonstrates that the net cost of serving new development was less than
the average net cost of serving all rural residences. Since expenditures are calculated the same way
for both estimates, the difference reflects that the new development has a higher than average
assessed valuation.
Rural residences did not "pay their own way." County residents, urban and rural, did not
support all of their public service needs through county-financed government. However, new
residences came closer to this goal than the average rural residence.
Although FY2000 was used to represent an "average year" for which to compare these costs
and revenues from the new homes when completed, the county had not received this revenue from

Table 5.8

Revenue to expenditure comparison for aU and new rural residences in Plymouth
County (FYOO)
All rural residences

Revenue
Cost
Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

New rural residences

$682,881

$156,110

$1,135,042

$201,538

($452,161)

($45,428)

($441)

($250)
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all of the homes built from 1995 through 1999 by FYOO. Due to the 18-month lag between the times
an assessed value is established on a property improvement and when the county actually receives
the new property tax revenue, for homes completed after January 1998 the county did not receive
this revenue until after FYOO. Table 5.9 shows how the above calculations change if these revenues
are deducted.

Costs That Vary by Pattern and Location of Development
Roads and law enforcement. Traffic intensity and speed affect type of road needed and the
cost of maintaining roads. How many homes are located in certain areas and where people in those
houses need to travel affect the traffic intensity and speed. Discussion with a county official
indicated increased use of the roads in the southern part of the county, but that it is difficult to
detennine how much of that increase is due to the new residences built in that area. The official did
not believe there has been any increase in maintaining or paving of rock roads due to increased
development. Also activity and cost records lack enough detail to readily estimate improvement and
maintenance costs for just those roads. It was not possible within the scope of this study to
investigate further if any incremental road costs should be allocated to the 182 new residences.
The official did make several observations. A few segments of rock roads in the southern
part of the county require grading up to four times as often as the average rock road. This increased
maintenance is a very small part of the county budget for roads and transportation, due to the size of
the system and the size of the budget. Also, in a few cases, developers have paid partial costs of road
improvements whose timing coincided with their development, such as the Better Life Homes
subdivision. The official also pointed out that revenues generated by new rural residences would
comprise only a very small part of the county roads budget, due to the size of intergovernmental
transfers. Typically, only 30% of that budget comes from property tax revenues.
For this study, we are satisfied with the average costs allocated to the new rural residences
for Secondary Roads shown in Table 5.6. However, we have shown that as a separate cost item for
those who may want to explore these costs further.

Table 5.9

Revenue to expenditure comparision for new residences in Plymouth County with
delayed revenues deducted

Revenue
Cost
Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

All Parcels
$113,325
$201,538
($88,213)
($485)
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We have also shown law enforcement cost as a separate item in Table 5.6 for similar
reasons. Generally, location and pattern of development affects travel distance and time and thus the
cost to provide patrol services and to respond to law enforcement requests. Discussion with a county
official indicated the time to patrol and respond to calls in the southern part of Plymouth County
increased as development increased. Types of crime that might be expected to associate with this
development close to a large urban area include burglary, theft, vandalism and farm machinery and
tool theft. Although the official believed that a very large share of the daytime burglaries reported
have taken place in this southern part of Plymouth County, activity and cost records lacked enough
detail to readily and reliably estimate law enforcement costs for new residences only.
The categories of law enforcement costs that would be affected by time and distance to
provide service are uniformed patrol services and investigations, which made up half the total FYOO
county law enforcement budget. On the other hand, the entire two southern townships containing
most of the new residential development make up less than 10% of the county area. It was not
possible within the scope of this study to investigate further if any incremental law enforcement costs
should be allocated to the 182 new residences. However, the county official believed that scattered,
low-density development is more costly to serve than more compact development.
All of this is not to say that additional incremental costs needed to provide a road system and
law enforcement to continued rural development in the current pattern will never exceed average
costs or will never be significant. Indeed, we expect that they may be. Detailed studies comparing
costs to serve different development patterns would be needed to estimate those incremental cost
differences. Such studies have been done for many urban development situations, but rarely for rural
situations.

Fire and emergency medical services. Because development pattern and location affect
travel distance and time, other researchers have found that the cost and response time for fire and
emergency services varies for different developments. (Esseks, 1999.) In Table 5.6, we allocated
only $982 to new rural residences for costs of fire and emergency medical services. That is because
fire service districts, based on township government, provide the bulk of these services. These
residences produced $3,764 in property tax revenue in FYOO for all of the fire districts in Plymouth
County. This averages $20.68 per residence.

School busing. Other researchers have also found that development pattern and location
generally affect costs for school busing (Esseks, 1999. Fisher, 1980. RERC, 1974.). School districts,
not county government, incur these costs. In FYOO the new rural residences generated $201,187 in
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property tax revenue for all of the school districts in Plymouth County, or an average of$I,105 per
residence.

Capital improvements. County costs for capital improvements vary over time, as does
what revenue pays these costs. The FYOO budget for Plymouth County included over $1.7 million in
expenditures for a capital project in the road and transportation system. This was paid for either by
state shared revenues and/or state grants, for which we have allocated no revenue to the new
residential development, as discussed in section 4.1.5. Again, for clarity in Table 5.6 we have shown
separately $30,921 allocated to new development for expenditures for this capital.

Relation Of Cost To Development Regulations
A large body of related research indicates that development regulations may affect costs of
local government by impacting the amount or rate of development, the amount and types of
infrastructure improvements government must pay for and the type and intensity of ongoing county
operations. The primary ways regulations can affect these costs include what infrastructure
improvements they require, how they assign costs, and how they influence development pattern and
location.
We have not isolated the impact of planning regulations on the differences in amount and
rate of rural residential development among Plymouth County and its neighboring counties.
Although the permitted uses and minimum lot sizes in the Plymouth County zoning regulations were
very similar to Woodbury County's, Plymouth County required somewhat less in the way of
infrastructure improvements than Woodbury County. Certainly other factors such as access, land
cost, and amenities available also impacted how much development has occurred in Plymouth
County. County regulations were different from the municipal regulations for development within
the incorporated areas of Plymouth County and those of Sioux City. Again, access, land cost,
amenities and many other factors determine whether people built in town or in rural areas.
As to required infrastructure improvements, the county subdivision ordinance attempted to
shift all such costs to the private developer. The county did not provide roads, sewer and water
infrastructure, but in practice the county didn't require the subdivision developer to provide these
either. Although, more than half of all new rural residences in the past five years were built in
subdivisions, the lack of paved roads and sewer and water infrastructure indicate that the main
impact of the requirements is not to shift cost to the developer, but rather to discourage infrastructure
entirely. Using subdivision regulations as the primary cost control strategy had no impact on the
estate lots that made up 47% of the development.
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This leads to the question of the capital and maintenance costs for infrastructure serving the
estate lots. The county did not provide sewer or water infrastructure to those homes either, but it did
provide and maintain the road system and much of the overall storm drainage system. The
discussion above about roads and transportation indicates that so far the county did not experience
significant capital cost to provide these roads. In other words, the capacity of the existing system has
been sufficient to absorb the development.
As Table 5.6 shows, the county did incur cost to maintain county services for new
development. As Table 5.8 shows, these costs exceeded the revenue generated by that development.

In the absence of any specific on-going user fees to produce additional revenue from certain types of
development, the way planning regulations impacted the revenue to cost ratio is by influencing the
pattern and location of development.
Since the zoning ordinance allowed residential development in most areas of the county, the
primary way it impacted pattern and location is by its minimum lot sizes, generally two acres.
Seventy-four percent of all the parcels on which homes were built in the past five years were two
acres or larger. The predominant pattern of rural residential development in Plymouth County was
on lots larger than two acres. Although the fact that the majority of lots were in subdivisions within
two townships made the development pattern somewhat more compact than other counties studied, it
was still a relatively dispersed, low-density development pattern.

In other urbanizing situations, researchers have found dispersed, low-density development
patterns as more costly to serve than concentrated moderate to high-density patterns. As discussed
above under costs that vary by development pattern, so far the cost impact of this dispersed, lowdensity pattern appears to have been small, but little data exists or is being tracked to monitor such
. costs in the future. Further analysis of the long-term costs of this pattern in rural areas would be
useful, especially since the county's zoning regulations encouraged this low-density, dispersed
development.

Conclusions
•

The rural, non-farm residential development in Plymouth County from 1995 through
1999 has been in dispersed, low-density development pattern, most of it within two
townships in the Loess Hills near Sioux City.

•

New development incurred net cost to the county. For Plymouth County government, in
FYOO rural residences generated $156,110 in revenues and incurred $201,538 in
expenditures for a net deficit of $45,428, or $250 per unit.
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•

However, the county lost less money per unit on newer homes as a group than on all
rural residences as a whole. The net deficit for rural homes was less than the net deficit
of$452,161, or $441 per unit, for all rural residences, primarily because of the higher

than average value of new homes.
•

The average costs used for this study do not address differences in costs to serve
different development patterns and locations. It appears for now that such differences
were very small, at least for county costs. Part of the reason is that existing capacity in
the road system absorbed this new development.

•

However, such capacity is not infinite. Gradual increases in maintenance have been
seen in specific locations, for which future costs may become significant. Future road
reconstruction may be necessary, a large capital expense.

•

County zoning regulations encouraged the dispersed, low-density pattern, although
development practice has favored subdivisions.

•

The subdivision regulations have protected the county from infrastructure costs in
subdivisions, but most subdivisions have minimal infrastructure.

•

Dispersed, low-density development may also affect costs and level of service of school
and fire districts.

Results for Woodbury County

Summary
From 1995 and 1999, new rural residential development in Woodbury County consisted
primarily of single-family homes on individual lots. As Figure 5.6 shows, most of this development
occurred in the Loess Hills east of Sioux City and in the area south of it. Of all of the rural
residences in Woodbury County, 12% were built in those five years.
The total value ofthese homes was $21,882,744 or 15% of the total valuation of all rural
residential property in the county. For Woodbury County government, in FYOO this development
generated $150,310 in revenues, of which $94,259 was property tax. However, it also generated
$146,351 in costto the county.
This net revenue of $3,959, or $23 per unit, differed from the net cost for all rural residences,
$207,439, or $143 per unit, primarily because the average value of the new homes was higher than
the existing. A variety of state and federal funds supported this net surplus. In FYOO, the largest of
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Woodbury County: density of new rural residences, 1995-1999.

these intergovernmental transfers were several state grants, reimbursement for mental health services
and shared revenue for roads and transportation.
Woodbury County subdivision regulations affected costs by specifying required infrastructure
improvements and by making the developer responsible for the cost of these improvements.
However, nearly 70010 of all new rural residences in the past five years were not built in subdivisions,
which may limit the impact of subdivision regulations as a cost control strategy.
The Woodbury County zoning ordinance covered all residences on estate lots. Its primary
impact on costs was its influence on development pattern and location. The zoning ordinance appears
to have encouraged a dispersed, low-density pattern distant from service centers. Research on other
urbanizing situations has usually found this pattern and location to be more costly to serve than
compact, medium- to high-density development located closer to service centers. The county zoning.
while meeting other goals, appears to have encouraged higher costs to service new development. We
cannot, however, at this time estimate the scope of those costs.
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Planning and Subdivision Regulations
Woodbury County has a general development plan, zoning ordinance and subdivision
ordinance. (Borich, 2000.) The general development plan was prepared in 1970 and the zoning and
subdivision ordinances in 1971. The zoning and subdivision ordinances have been revised several
times through recent years. Construction of a new home required a zoning permit issued by the
county zoning administrator.The comprehensive plan (Woodbury County 1970) contained little
detail about overall development and resource management goals. It proposed residential
development in two land use zones. Low density residential with an average density of two to five
persons per acre was planned for 3000 acres, mostly just east and southeast of Sioux City. Medium
density residential with an average density of eight to ten persons per net acre was planned for 1000'
acres, mostly near the residentially developed unincorporated areas at the time and near Sioux City
and some other incorporated towns.
The zoning ordinance (Woodbury County 1971) regulated what we refer to throughout as
estate lots, that is, individual lots not created by a subdivision plat. The zoning ordinance permits
any single- and two-family dwellings in agricultural and agricultural residential zoning districts.
These homes were required to have a two-acre minimum lot size; there were no maximum lot
coverage limits. The ordinance also had a residential zoning district intended primarily for singleand two-family non-farm dwellings that required only a 20,000 square-foot minimum lot size.
Agriculture and residential districts had minimum lot dimension and setbacks specific to
single-family non-farm dwellings. Although the district boundaries specified locations of each
district type in the county, there were no restrictions on where such homes could be located within
each district. Because of the extent of agricultural districts, most land parcels in the county could be
developed with single- and two-family homes.
The subdivision ordinance (Woodbury County 1971) regulated lots created by subdivision
plats. It contained design standards for lot and street arrangement. If the subdivision included new
interior roads, the ordinance required such roads to have hard surface paving and curb and gutters if
they were to be dedicated to the county for the county to maintain. The subdivision ordinance
required public sanitary sewer and water systems unless such system connections were "not within
reasonable distance." In that case, private septic systems and wells were allowed as "a temporary
measure pending future sewer service." Lots, soils and private systems were required to meet certain
local and state requirements. The subdivider had to provide and pay for all of these infrastructure
improvements.
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Development Characteristics
New residential development in rural Woodbury County was primarily in the area of Sioux
City and in the Loess Hills east of it. TIlls area had good highway access to the Sioux City urban
area on Interstate 29 and U.S. Highway 20.
A total of 169 new, non-farm residences were built or started in the unincorporated areas of
Woodbury County from 1995 through 1999. TIlls represented 12% of all rural residential realty
(non-farm property parcels) in the county at the end of 1999. Figure 5.7 shows how many building
permits were issued in each of those years.
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Most of these homes were on individual parcels, "estate lots:" 117 parcels were not part of a
platted subdivision. Fifty-two of the parcels (31 %) were in 30 subdivisions. Galland's Lakeview
Subdivision near Brown's Lake and Interstate 29 south of Sioux City had 13 of these parcels. The
other 29 subdivisions contained five or fewer homes built in the study period.

Assessed Valuation
The total assessed valuation of all 169 improved properties was $21,882,744. Table 5.10
shows the range of parcel values including land and improvements.
The minimum value shown is for a residence on an estate lot in Liberty Township south of
Sergeant Bluff, near 1-29. The date built is not known. The maximum value shown is for a
residence in Layhee Addition Subdivision in Woodbury Township within a mile of Sergeant Bluff,
constructed in 1997.
Figure 5.8 shows that most of the parcels were in the moderate value range, with 33% valued
between $100,000 and $150,000 and 73% between $50,000 and $200,000. To put this into context,
the total valuation of all rural residential realty in Woodbury County as of January 2000 was
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Table 5.10

Assessed value of new rural development in Woodbury County
All Parcels

Mean

$129,484

Median

$122,970

Minimum

$5,060

Maximum

$584,200

$144,734,628. Thus, the value of the new, rural, residential development was 15% of the total
valuation of all such property in the county. The average assessed value for these homes and
properties is $129,484, compared to the average value of all rural, non-farm, residential parcels in
Woodbury County in January 2000, $99,474. The new homes were higher than average in value.

6

Revenue
The 169 new developed parcels paid a total of $94,259 in property taxes to Woodbury
County in FYOO and other property taxes to six other types of taxing authorities, as Table 5.11
shows. (School district property tax paid for each parcel was not available.)
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Distribution of values of site-built homes in Woodbury County

These percentages and averages should be used with caution. The January 2000 valuation total for
all rural residential had not been equalized by the state. The assessed values for the new, rural
residential included some January 1998 valuations, as explained in the Appendix A data source notes
for Woodbury County.
6
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Table 5.11

Property taxes paid by new residential development in Woodbury County (FYOO)
Total Tax

County

$94,259

School district

NA

Community College

$6,915

Township

$5,097

Agiculture Extension Ed.
County Assessor
State (Brucellosis)

$718
$5,206
$62
$112,200

Total

In addition to the $94,259 in property tax revenue, Woodbury County government received

revenue in other forms from the growth in total valuation and population growth that is assumed to
accompany such new development. Table 5.12 shows all of the county revenue that can be
attributed to the 169 new homes.
As the first line item in Table 5.12 shows, property tax revenue represented more than half
of the estimated annual revenue from this new development. Property tax is a type of "own source
revenue." Other significant types of own source revenue were local option sales taxes, charges for
services (real estate transfer tax, auto registration fees and use tax fees, zoning, subdivision and other
building fees) and interest earned on money and income earned from property, the capacity for
which is assumed to grow as taxable property value grows.
County governments receive a number of subsidies from state and federal government
sources that vary from year to year and from county to county. This revenue is categorized as
intergovernmental transfers. The largest of these intergovernmental transfers to Woodbury County in
FYOO were several state grants, reimbursement for mental health services and shared revenue for
roads and transportation.
For example, $3,800,000 in transfers from the state from the road use tax fund supported
county secondary bridges and roads. Because of statewide competition for these funds and the
complexities of the formula for their distribution, we believe the county would have received these
funds even without the development of 169 new rural homes. Therefore, we did not include any of
this subsidy in the revenue estimates, as indicated in Table 5.12 under "State shared revenues." For
similar reasons, we also did not include any revenue (or expenditures) corresponding to two large
one-time grants from the state, one for roads and one for public health.
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Table 5.12

Estimated revenue from new residential development in Woodbury County (FYOO)
Revenue source/Unit type

Own source revenues
County property and other taxes
Local option taxes
Gambling taxes
TIF tax revenues
Licenses and permits
Charges for service
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total own source revenues

Amount

Percent of Total

$94,259
$7,173
$0
$0
$1,199
$6,836
$4,997
$1,011
$115,475

62.7%
4.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
4.5%
3.3%
0.7%
76.8%

Intergovernmental transfers
State shared revenues - road use tax
NA
NA
State grants and reimbursements
Secondary roads portion
NA
NA
Other revenues
7.4%
$11,111
0.0%
State replacement against levied taxes
$0
Other state replacements
14.5%
$21,782
Federal grants and entitlements
1.3%
$1,942
Contributions and reimbursements
NA
NA
NA
Payments in lieu of taxes
NA
$34,835
23.2%
Total intergovernmental
100%
Total estimated revenue
$150,310
(Refer to the Methods section for detailed description of all revenue categories and estimation
methods.)
However, this new development can increase other state subsidies, which we have included
under intergovernmental transfers. See the notes for Woodbury County in Appendix A for a detailed
description of how we treated all intergovernmental transfers.

County Expenditures
The Methods section describes in detail the categories of expenditures of each county in
Iowa. Table 5.13 shows the various types of expenditures in Woodbury County. The "other county
expenditures" category includes $7.9 million for mental health, mental retardation and development
disabilities services; $2 million for physical health and education; $2.6 million for social services and
$5.3 million for the general administration of county government offices. One consideration about
these "other county expenditures" is that the location and type of new development had little impact
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Table 5.13

Woodbury County expenditures (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads

Expenditure
$4,807,277

Fire and Emergency Medical
Law Enforcement

$81,535
$5,105,797

Other County Expenditures

$21,616,060

Debt Service

$1,990,468

Capital projects

$2,123,020

Total Expenditures

$35,724,157

on the amount of these costs. County residents required these services whether they lived in the
unincorporated areas or within the towns of the county.
Figure 5.9 shows the percentage of the total county budget accounted for by each of these
service categories.

Costs allocated to new rural development. We estimated that the portion of county costs
accounted for by the 169 new rural non-farm residences in the average year is $146,351. To make
this estimate, we reduced the total county budget to only residentially induced costs, $35,137,151.
(See Methods section.) We then divided this by the estimated 1999 population of Woodbury County
(101,437), to determine a "per capita multiplier" for costs ($346.39 per person). We estimated from

Law Enforcement
Fire and Emergency
Medical
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Capital projects
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Other County
Expenditures
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Figure 5.9

Woodbury County expenditures by service category
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average household sizes that 423 people live in the 169 new rural homes built between 1995 and
1999. When then multiplied these 423 people by the $346.39 per capita multiplier to estimate total
county costs for new development of $146,351. Multiplying this total of $146,351 by the
percentages from Figure 5.9 separated this estimate into the expenditures in each of the service
categories, as Table 5.14 shows.
The fire and emergency medical services shown here is support for the emergency E911
system. The county did not provide fire and emergency medical services to rural homes. The
townships provided these services and collect property tax to support them.

Comparing Revenues and Costs
As Table 5.15 shows, the new, rural, non-farm, residential development in Woodbury
County accounted for $150,310 in revenues to county government and $146,351 in expenditures in
FYOO, in very general terms.
The new rural residences resulted in a net surplus of$3,959 to the county in FYOO, or $23
per unit. It is important to note that although the revenues shown were based on the value of the
specific group of homes built during the study period, the expenditures shown for the most part were
based on the estimated population of those homes. In other words, for any group of 423 people
selected from any homes in the county, newer or older, large or small, in town or rural, the revenues
would differ but the expenditures would be the same.
For example, we made a similar estimate of revenues and expenditures based on all 1455
rural, non-farm residences in Woodbury County in January 2000. Table 5.16 compares that estimate
to the above estimate for new, rural, non-farm residences. This comparison demonstrates that

Table 5.14

Expenditures allocated to new rural development in Woodbury County (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical

Projected cost
$19,694
$334

Law Enforcement

$20,917

Other County Expenditures

$88,555

Debt Service

$8,154

Capital projects

$8,697

Total County Costs

$146,351

(See appendix for detailed description of all expenditure categories and estimation methods.)
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Table 5.15

Revenue to expenditure comparison in Woodbury County (FYOO)
All Parcels

Revenue

$150,310

Cost

$146,351

Revenue - Cost

$3,959

Revenue - Cost per unit

$23

although there was on average a net cost for all rural residences, serving new development resulted
in a net revenue surplus. Since expenditures are calculated the same way for both estimates, the
difference reflects that the new development had a higher than average assessed valuation.
As a whole, rural residences did not "pay their own way." County residents, urban and rural,

did not support all of their public service needs through county-financed government. However, the
new rural residences do meet this goal.
Although FY2000 was used to represent an "average year" for which to compare these costs
and revenues from the new homes when completed, the county had not received this revenue from
all ofthe homes built from 1995 through 1999 by FYOO. Due to the 18-month lag between the times
an assessed value is established on a property improvement and when the county actually receives
the new property tax revenue, for homes completed after January 1998 the county did not receive
this revenue until after FYOO. Table 5.17 shows how the above calculations change if these revenues
are deducted.

Costs That Vary by Pattern and Location of Development
Roads and law enforcement. Traffic intensity and speed affect the type of road needed and
the cost of maintaining roads. How many homes are located in certain areas and where people in
those houses need to travel affect the traffic intensity and speed. Discussion with a county official
indicated increased use of the roads in the area around Sioux City and a few other parts of the county

Table 5.16

Revenue to expenditure comparison for all and new rural residences in Woodbury
County (FYOO)
All rural residences

New rural residences

Revenue

$1,052,569

$150,310

Cost

$1,260,008

$146,351

Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

($207,439)

$3,959

($143)

$23
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Table 5.17

Revenue to expenditure comparision for new residences in Woodbury County with
delayed revenues deducted

Revenue
Cost
Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

All Parcels
$124,661
$146,351
($21,690)
($128)

This increased use increased the need for
•

blading and rock surfacing for rock roads (in some cases frequency increasing by a
factor of four),

•

snow removal,

•

maintaining entrance culverts and

•

dust control for county roads.

It is difficult to determine how much of that increase was due to the new residences built. It was not
possible within the scope of this study to accurately determine how much of the road costs should be
allocated to the 169 new residences.
The county official did draw several conclusions. Any increased maintenance or capital
costs that could be allocated specifically to the new rural residences were absorbed into the county
secondary roads budget, due to the size of the system and the size of the budget. Also, revenues
generated by those residences would comprise only a small part of the revenue used to pay those
costs, due to the size of intergovernmental transfers. In FYOO, the revenue for the secondary roads
budget was
•

11 % from property tax

•

22% from local option sales tax

•

59% from road use tax

•

8% from reimbursements and grants

•

1% from miscellaneous sou·rces.

Finally, increased development has contributed to the need for major road reconstruction projects.
An example is the reconstruction of Old Lakeport Road.
For this study, we are satisfied with the average costs allocated to the new rural residences
for Secondary Roads shown in Table 5.14. However, we have shown that as a separate cost item for
those who may want to explore these costs further.
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We have also shown law enforcement cost as a separate item in Table 5.14 for similar
reasons. Generally, the location and pattern of development affects travel distance and time and thus
the cost to provide patrol services and to respond to law enforcement requests.
All of this is not to say that additional incremental costs needed to provide a road system and
law enforcement to continued rural development in the current pattern will never exceed average
costs or will never be significant. Indeed, we expect that they may be. Detailed studies comparing
costs to serve different development patterns would be needed to estimate those incremental cost
differences. Such studies have been done for many urban development situations, but rarely for rural
situations.

Fire and emergency medical services. Because development pattern and location affect
travel distance and time, other researchers have found that the cost and response time for fire and
emergency services varies for different developments. (Esseks, 1999.) In Table 5.14, we allocated
only $334 to new rural residences for costs of fire and emergency medical services. That is because
fire service districts, based on township government, provide the bulk of these services. These
residences produced $3,856 in property tax revenue in FYOO for all of the fire districts in Woodbury
County. This averages $22.82 per residence.

School busing. Other researchers have also found that development pattern and location
affect costs for school busing. (Esseks, 1999. Fisher, 1980. RERC, 1974.) School districts, not
county government, incur these costs. The property tax levy sheets indicated that the school district
property tax levy rate in FYOO was from l.3 to l.9 times the county property tax levy rate, depending
on which of the county's ten school districts is being considered. The total property tax generated by
the new residential development depends on their distribution within those ten districts.

Capital improvements. County costs for capital improvements vary over time, as does
what revenue pays these costs. The FYOO budget for Woodbury County included over $2.1 million
in expenditures for capital projects, which were paid for mostly from intergovernmental transfers for
which we did not allocate any revenue to the new development, as discussed above and in Appendix
A. Again, for clarity in Table 5.14 we have shown separately the $8,697 allocated to new
development for expenditures for capital projects.
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Relation of Cost to Development Regulations
A large body of related research indicates that development regulations may affect costs of
local government by impacting the amount or rate of development, the amount and types of
infrastructure improvements government must pay for and the type and intensity of ongoing county
operations. The primary ways regulations can affect these costs include what infrastructure
improvements they require, how they assign costs, and how they influence development pattern and
location.
We have not isolated the impact of planning regulations on the differences in amount and
rate of rural residential development among Woodbury County and its neighboring counties. The
planning and subdivision regulations of Woodbury County were not largely different from those of
surrounding counties, although minimum lot sizes varied from those in Monona County in some
situations. Certainly other factors such as access, land cost, and amenities available also impact how
much development has occurred in Woodbury County. County regulations were different from the
municipal regulations for development within the incorporated areas of Woodbury County. Again,
access, land cost, amenities and many other factors determine whether people build in town or in
rural areas.
As to required infrastructure improvements, the county subdivision ordinance attempted to
shift all such costs to the private developer. The county did not provide roads, sewer or water
infrastructure within subdivisions. However, nearly 70% of all new rural residences in the past five
years were not built in subdivisions. This predominance of estate lot development must call into
question the long-term effectiveness of subdivision regulations as the primary cost control strategy.
This leads to the question of the capital and maintenance costs for infrastructure serving the
estate lots. The county did not provide sewer or water infrastructure to those homes either, but it did
provide and maintain the road system and much of the overall storm drainage system. The
discussion above about roads and transportation indicates that so far the county has absorbed capital
and maintenance cost to provide these roads. In other words, the capacity of the existing system and
its financial support has been sufficient to absorb the development.
As Table 5.14 shows, the county did incur cost to maintain county services for new
development. As Table 5.15 shows, these costs were less than the revenue generated by that
development. Will this surplus continue with more development? In the absence of any specific ongoing user fees to produce additional revenue from certain types of development, the way planning
regulations can impact the revenue to cost ratio is by influencing the pattern and location of
development.
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Since the zoning ordinance allowed residential development in most areas of the county, the
primary way it impacted pattern and location was by its minimum lot sizes for single-family homes,
two acres in most areas. Some residential districts allowed a smaller lot size, but it appears that few
used those districts. The predominant pattern of rural residential development in Woodbury County
was on scattered estate lots, in a dispersed, low-density development pattern, even though most of
this development was in unincorporated areas of three townships around the Sioux City arca.
In other urbanizing situations, researchers have found dispersed, low-density development
patterns as more costly to serve than concentrated moderate to high-density patterns. As discussed
above under costs that vary, so far the cost impact of this dispersed, low-density pattern appears to
have been small, but little data exists or is being tracked to monitor such costs in the future. Further
analysis of the long-term costs of this pattern in rural areas would be useful, especially since the
county's zoning regulations encouraged this low-density, dispersed development.

Conclusions
•

The rural, non-farm residential development in Woodbury County from 1995 through
1999 was in a dispersed, low-density development pattern, most of it in the area east and
southeast of Sioux City.

•

New development incurred net surplus to the county that was small compared to the total
county budget. For Woodbury County government, in FYOO rural residences generated
$150,310 in revenues and incurred $146,351 in expenditures for a net surplus of $3,959,
or $23 per unit.

•

While the county enjoyed a surplus from the new development, primarily because of the
higher than average value of new homes, rural residences as a whole resulted in a net
deficit to the county of $207,439, or $143 per unit.

•

The average costs used for this study did not address differences in costs to serve
different development patterns and locations. It appears for now that such differences
were very small, at least for county costs. Part of the reason is that existing capacity in
the road system has absorbed this new development.

•

Such capacity is not infinite. Increases in maintenance have been seen in specific
locations, for which future costs may become significant. Some road construction has
already been necessary, a large capital expense.

•

County zoning regulations encourage the dispersed, low-density pattern. Cost-control
techniques of the subdivision ordinance affect only 69% of new development.
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•

Dispersed, low-density development may also affect costs and level of service of school
and fire districts.

Results for Monona County

Summary
Because some reliable records were not available for homes built before 1997, for Monona
County we studied the period 1997 through 1999. During that period, new rural residential
development in Monona County consisted primarily of site-built homes on individual lots larger than
ten acres in size. As Figure 5.10 shows, this development was dispersed in the county, with a
significant share scattered through the Loess Hills region. Of all of the rural residences in Monona
County, 6% were built in those three years.
The total value of these homes was $2,344,525 or 9.7% of the total valuation of all rural
residential property in the county. For Monona County government, in FYOO this development
generated $30,215 in revenues, of which $10,825 was property tax. However, it also generated
$66,398 in cost to the county.
This net cost of$36,183, or $1,248 per unit, was less than the net cost for all rural
residences, $685,157 or $1,430 per unit, primarily because the average value of the new homes was
higher than the existing. A variety of state and federal funds covered these net deficits. In FYOO, the
largest of these intergovernmental transfers were for mental health services and for roads and
transportation.
Monona County subdivision regulations affected costs by specifying required infrastructure
improvements and by making the developer responsible for the cost of these improvements.
However, 76% of all new rural residences in the past three years were not built in subdivisions,
which may limit the impact of subdivision regulations as a cost control strategy.
The Monona County zoning ordinance covered all residences on estate lots. Its primary impact on
costs was its influence on development pattern and location. The zoning ordinance appeared to
encourage a dispersed, low-density pattern distant from service centers. Research on other
urbanizing situations has usually found this pattern and location to be more costly to serve than
compact, medium- to high-density development located closer to service centers. The zoning
ordinances, while meeting other goals, appeared to encourage higher costs to service new
development. We cannot, however, at this time estimate the scope of those costs.
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Monona County: density of new rural residences, 1997-1999.

Planning and Subdivision Regulations
During the time of the development studied, Monona County had a comprehensive plan,
zoning ordinance and subdivision ordinance. (Borich et al. 2000.) The zoning and subdivision
ordinances were adopted in 1978. Construction of a new home required a zoning permit, sanitation
permit and 911 address issued by the county zoning administrator.
The zoning ordinance (Monona County 1978) regulated what we refer to throughout as estate
lots, that is, individual lots not created by a subdivision plat. The zoning ordinance permitted any
single- and two-family dwellings in agricultural, agricultural residential and suburban residential
zoning districts.
However, in the agricultural zoning district, if the soils met certain criteria that indicated high
productivity within a forty-acre parcel, no dwellings were permitted. Soil capability criteria also
served as a basis for two other classes for lot size requirements, one with a half-acre minimum and
one-acre maximum and one with a one-acre minimum and no maximum. In this way, the zoning
ordinance regulated maximum density of residences in the agricultural zone.
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In the agricultural residential district, homes required a one-acre minimum lot size. In the

suburban residential district, homes required a 20,000 square-foot minimum lot size. There were no
maximum lot coverage limits. The ordinance also had a residential zoning district intended primarily
for single- and two-family non-farm dwellings that required only a 20,000 square-foot minimum lot
SIZe.

Each of these zoning districts had minimum lot dimensions and setbacks. Although the
district boundaries specified locations of each district type in the county, there were no restrictions
on where such homes could be located within each district, other than the soil-based criteria for the
agricultural district. The zoning ordinance included a planned development district but it was
restricted to commercial and industrial uses.
The subdivision ordinance (Monona County 1978) regulated lots created by subdivision
plats. It contained design standards for lot and street arrangement. If the subdivision included new
interior roads, the ordinance required such roads to have hard surface paving and curb and gutters.
The subdivision ordinance required public sanitary sewer and water systems unless such system
connections were "not within reasonable distance." In that case, private septic systems and wells
were allowed as "a temporary measure pending future sewer service." Lots, soils and private
systems werer required to meet certain local and state requirements.
The subdivider had to provide and pay for all of these infrastructure improvements.

Development Characteristics
From 1997 and 1999, even on an average annual basis, new residential development in rural
Monona County was less than in the other Loess Hills counties studied and generally dispersed
throughout the county. New development was also in two subdivisions in the Missouri River flat
land area, although to a lesser degree.
A total of 29 new, non-farm residences were built or started in the unincorporated areas of
Monona County from 1997 through 1999. This represents 6% of all rural residential realty (nonfarm property parcels) in the county at the end of 1999. Figure 5.11 shows how many building
permits were issued in each of those years.
Of these homes, 10 (34%) were mobile homes, either single or doublewide units, and 19
(66%) were site built homes, including those listed on building permits as "modular" type
construction. Most of these homes were on individual parcels, "estate lots": 22 parcels were not part
ofa platted subdivision. Seven of the parcels (24%) were in four subdivisions. Blue Haven had three
of these parcels. The other three subdivisions contained one or two of the parcels.
The size of the parcels with new non-farm residences ranged widely, with an average of 16.3
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acres and a median size of 6.7 acres. Subdivisions tend to create a more compact development
pattern than estate lots. As the mean and median values in Table 5.18 indicate, the size of
subdivision lots was generally smaller than estate lots. Of the five subdivision lots for which parcel
size data were available, four were below the half-acre minimum lot size for agricultural residential
districts and all were below the one-acre minimum for agricultural residential districts. Of the 17
estate lots for which parcel size data was available, none were below the half-acre minimum lot size
for agricultural residential districts and only two were below the one-acre minimum for agricultural
residential districts.

Figure 5.12 shows that 59% of the estate lots were larger than 10 acres.

Assessed Valuation
The total assessed valuation of all 29 improved properties was $2,344,525 with $1,931,312
(82%) of the value accounted for by site built homes and $413,213 by mobile homes. Table 5.19
shows the difference in value between the site built and mobile homes. Figure 5.13 shows the
distuctions of the values of site built homes. The minimum value shown was for a mobile horne
moved onto a parcel in late 1999 in the Franklin Township northeast of Blencoe, west of the Loess

Table 5.18

Parcel size of new residential development in Monona County (acres)
Estate lots

Subdivision lots

All lots

Mean

21.0

0.4

16.3

Median

15.0

0.4

6.7

Minimum

0.9

0.2

0.2

Maximum

80.0

0.7

80.0

n=

17.0

5.0

29.0

Note: Size not available for 5 estate lots and 2 subdivision lots.
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Distribution of estate lots by size in Monona County

Hills. The maximum value shown was for a lot in Fairview Subdivision in the extreme northwest
comer of the county along the Missouri River, for which a building permit was issued in 1998.
To put this into context, the total valuation of all rural residential realty in Monona County
as of January 2000 was $24,134,989. Thus, the value of the new, rural, residential development was
9.7% of the total valuation of all such property in the county. The average assessed value for these
homes and properties is $80,846, compared to the average value of all rural, non-farm, residential
parcels in Monona County in January 2000, $50,386. The new homes are on the whole higher than
average in value.

Revenue
The 29 new developed parcels paid a total of $27,261 in property taxes in FYOO. This total
is split among seven taxing authorities, as Table 5.20 shows. In addition to the $10,285 in property
tax revenue, Monona County government received revenue in other forms from the growth in total

valuation and population growth that is assumed to accompany such new development. Table 5.21

Table 5.19

Assessed value of new rural development in Monona County
Site built homes

Mobile homes

All parcels

Mean

$101,648

$41,321

$80,846

Median

$101,224

$38,967

$72,459

Minimum

$27,708

$3,889

$3,889

Maximum

$190,475

$107,170

$190,745
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shows estimates of all of the county revenue that can be attributed to the 29 new homes.
As the first line item in Table 5.21 shows, property tax revenue represents slightly more than
one-third of the estimated annual revenue from this new development. Property tax is a type of
"own source revenue." The other large types of own source revenues are the local option tax,
charges for services (real estate transfer tax, auto registration fees and use tax fees, zoning,
subdivision and other building fees) and interest earned on money and income earned from property,
the capacity for which is assumed to grow as taxable property value grows.
County governments receive a number of subsidies from state and federal government

Table 5.20

Total property taxes paid by new residential development in Monona County (FYOO)
Site-built homes

Mobile homes

Total

$8,917

$1,908

$10,825

$11,581

$2,463

$14,044

Community College

$610

$131

$741

Township

$602

$112

$714

Agiculture Extension Ed.
County
Assessor
State (Brucellosis)

$199

$42

$241

$568

$122

$690

$5

$1

$6

$22,482

$4,779

$27,261

County
School district

Total
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sources that vary from year to year and from county to county. This revenue is categorized as
intergovernmental transfers. The largest of these intergovernmental transfers to Monona County in
FYOO were for mental health services, roads and transportation and grants for capital projects. For
example, $2,162,778 in transfers from the state, primarily from the road use tax fund, supported
county secondary bridges and roads. Because of statewide competition for these funds and the
complexities of the formula for their distribution, we believe the county would have received these
funds even without the development of 29 new rural homes. Therefore, we did not include any of
this subsidy in the revenue estimates, as indicated in Table 5.21 under "State shared revenues" and
"State grants and reimbursements." However, this new development can increase other state and
federal subsidies, which we have included under intergovernmental transfers. See Appendix A for a
detailed description of how we treated all intergovernmental transfers.

Table 5.21

Estimated revenue from new residential development in Monona County (FYOO)

Revenue source/Unit type
Own source revenues
County property and other taxes
Local option taxes
Gambling taxes
TIF tax revenues
Licenses and permits
Charges for service
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total own source revenues

Site-built
homes

Mobile
homes

Amount

Percent
of total

$8,917
$1,415
$0
$0
$42
$640
$781
$154
$11,949

$1,908
$745
$0
$0
$22
$337
$167
$81
$3,260

$10,825
$2,160
$0
$0
$64
$977
$948
$235
$15,209

35.8%
7.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
3.2%
3.1%
0.8%
50.3%

Intergovernmental transfers
State shared revenues - road use tax
NA
State grants and reimbursements
Secondary roads portion
NA
Other revenues
$3,879
State replacement against levied taxes
$0
$1,888
Other state replacements
Federal grants and entitlements
$4,451
Contributions and reimbursements
NA
NA
Payments in lieu of taxes
Total intergovernmental
$10,218
$22,167
Total estimated revenue
(Refer to the Methods section for detailed description of all
methods.)

NA

NA

NA

NA
$2,041
$0
$404
$2,343
NA
NA
$4,788
$8,048

NA
$5,920
$0
$2,292
$6,794
NA
NA
$15,006
$30,215

NA
19.6%
0.0%
7.6%
22.5%
NA
NA
49.7%
100%

revenue categories and estimation
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County Expenditures
The Methods section describes in detail the categories of expenditures of each county in Iowa. Table
5.22 shows the various types of expenditures in Monona County. The "other county expenditures"
category includes $855,400 for mental health, mental retardation and development disabilities
services, over $425,000 for county environment and $1.3 million for the general administration of
county government offices. An important consideration about these "other county expenditures" is
that the location and type of new development had little impact on the amount of these costs. County
residents required these services whether they lived in the unincorporated areas or within the towns
of the county. Figure 5.14 shows the percentage of the total county budget accounted for by each of
these service categories.

Costs allocated to new rural development. We estimated that the portion of county costs
accounted for by the 29 new rural non-farm residences in the FYOO was $66,398.
To make this estimate, we reduced the total county budget to only residentially induced
costs, $9,239,817. (See Methods section.) We then divided this by the estimated 1999 population of
Monona County (10,089), to determine a "per capita multiplier" for costs ($915.83 per person). We
estimated from average household sizes that 73 people live in the 29 new rural homes built between
1997 and 1999. When then multiplied these 73 people by the $915.83 per capita multiplier to
estimate total county costs for new development of$66,398. Multiplying this total of$66,398 by the
percentages from the above chart separates this estimate into the expenditures in each of the service
categories, as Table 5.23 shows. The county did not provide fire and emergency medical services to
rural homes. The townships provided these services and collect property tax to support them.

Table 5.22

Monona County expenditures (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical

Expenditure
$3,801,000
$0

Law Enforcement

$1,015,998

Other County Expenditures

$3,573,207

Debt Service
Capital projects
Total Expenditures

$0
$963,000
$9,353,205
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Comparing revenues and costs
The new, rural, non-farm, residential development in Monona County accounted for $30,215
in revenues to county government and $66,398 in expenditures in FYOO, in very general terms.
Table 5.24 shows this comparison by structure type.
The new rural residences resulted in a net cost of$36,183 to the county in FYOO, or $1,248
per unit. It is important to note that although the revenues shown were based on the value of the
specific group of homes built during the study period, the expenditures shown for the most part were
based on the estimated population of those homes. In other words, for any group of 73 people

Table 5.23

Expenditures allocated to new rural development in Monona County (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical
Law Enforcement
Other County Expenditures
Debt Service
Capital projects
Total County Costs

Projected cost
$26,984
$0
$7,212
$25,366
$0
$6,836
$66,398

(See appendix for detailed description of all expenditure categories and estimation methods.)
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Table 5.24

Revenue to expenditure comparison by structure type in Monona County (FYOO)
Site built homes

Mobile homes

All parcels

Revenue

$22,167

$8,048

$30,215

Cost

$43,502

$22,896

$66,398

($21,335)

($14,848)

($36,183)

($1,123)

($1,485)

($1,248)

Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

selected from any homes in the county, newer or older, large or small, in town or rural, the revenues
would differ but the expenditures would be the same.
For example, we made a similar estimate of revenues and expenditures based on all 479
rural, non-farm residences in Monona County in January 2000. Table 5.25 compares that estimate to
the above estimate for new, rural, non-farm residences.
This comparison demonstrates that the net cost of serving new development was less than
the average net cost of serving all rural residences. Since expenditures are calculated the same way
for both estimates, the difference reflects that the new development had a higher than average
assessed valuation.
Rural residences did not "pay their own way." County residents, urban and rural, did not
support all of their public service needs through county-financed government. However, new
.residences came closer to this goal than the average rural residence.
Although FY2000 was used to represent an "average year" for which to compare these costs
and revenues from the new homes when completed, the county had not received this revenue from
all of the homes built from 1997 through 1999 by FYOO. Due to the 18-month lag between the times
an assessed value is established on a property improvement and when the county actually receives
the new property tax revenue, for homes completed after January 1998 the county did not receive
this revenue until after FYOO. Table 5.26 shows how the above calculations change if these revenues
are deducted.

Table 5.25

Revenue to expenditure comparison for all and new rural residences in Monona
County (FYOO)
All rural residences

New rural residences

$411,55

$30,21

Cost

$1,096,707

$66,39

Revenue - Cost

($685,157)

($36,183)

($1,430)

($1,248)

Revenue

Revenue - Cost per unit
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Table 5.26

Revenue to expenditure comparision for new residences in Monona County with
delayed revenues deducted

Revenue
Cost
Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

All Parcels
$21,081
$66,398
($45,317)
($1563)

Costs That Vary by Pattern and Location of Development
Roads and law enforcement. Traffic intensity and speed affect type of road needed and the
cost of maintaining roads. How many homes are located in certain areas and where people in those
houses need to travel affect the traffic intensity and speed. Discussion with county officials
indicated no noticeable increased use of the roads and no increase in maintenance or capital costs
due to the new residences built since 1997. It was not possible within the scope of this study to
investigate further whether any such incremental road costs should be allocated to the 29 new
residences.
County officials said that any increased maintenance or capital costs that could be allocated
specifically to the new rural residences would be a very small part of the county budget for roads and
transportation, due to the size of the system and the size of the budget. Also, revenues generated by
those residences would comprise only a very small part of the revenue used to pay those costs, due to
the size of intergovernmental transfers. For this study, we are satisfied with the average costs
allocated to the new rural residences for secondary roads shown in Table 5.23. However, we have
shown that as a separate cost item for those who may want to explore these costs further.
We have also shown law enforcement cost as a separate item in Table 5.23 for similar
reasons. Generally, the location and pattern of development affects travel distance and time and thus
the cost to provide patrol services and to respond to law enforcement requests. Again, the scope of
this study did not permit us to reliably estimate law enforcement costs for new residences only.
All of this is not to say that additional incremental costs needed to provide a road system and
law enforcement to continued rural development in the current pattern will never exceed average
costs or will never be significant. Indeed, we expect that they may be. Detailed studies comparing
costs to serve different development patterns would be needed to estimate those incremental cost
differences. Such studies have been done for many urban development situations, but rarely for rural
situations.
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Fire and emergency medical services. Because development pattern and location affect
travel distance and time, other researchers have found that the cost and response time for fire and
emergency services varies for different developments. (Esseks, 1999.) In Table 5.23, we have
allocated no expenditures to new rural residences for costs of fire and emergency medical services.
That is because fire service districts, based on township government, not the county, provide these
services. These residences produced $458 in property tax revenue in FYOO for all of the fire districts
in Monona County. This averages $15.79 per residence.
School busing. Other researchers have also found that development pattern and location
affect costs for school busing. (Esseks, 1999. Fisher, 1980. RERC, 1974.) School districts, not
county government, incur these costs. In FYOO the new rural residences generated $14,044 in
property tax revenue for all of the school districts in Monona County, or an average of$484.28 per
residence.

Capital improvements. County costs for capital improvements vary over time, as does
what revenue pays these costs. The FYOO budget for Monona County included $963,000 in
expenditures for capital projects, which appear to have been paid for mostly from state and federal
grants. Although we have accounted for these revenues and the capital expenditures, for clarity in
Table 5.23 we have shown separately $6,836 allocated to new development for expenditures for
capital projects.

Relation of cost to development regulations
A large body of related research indicates that development regulations may affect costs of
local government by impacting the amount or rate of development, the amount and types of
infrastructure improvements government must pay for and the type and intensity of ongoing county
operations. The primary ways regulations can affect these costs include what infrastructure
improvements they require, how they assign costs, and how they influence development pattern and
location.
We have not isolated the impact of planning regulations on the differences in amount and
rate of rural residential development among Monona County and its neighboring counties. The
zoning regulations of Monona County have some differences in minimum lot sizes from those of
surrounding counties. However, other factors such as access, land cost, and amenities available also
impact how much development has occurred in Monona County. County regulations are different
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from the municipal regulations for development within the incorporated areas of Monona County.
Again, access, land cost, amenities and many other factors determine whether people build in town
or in rural areas. The general demographic trends discussed above show the population of rural areas
growing faster than incorporated areas.
As to required infrastructure improvements, the county subdivision ordinance attempted to
shift all such costs to the private developer. The county did not provide roads or sewer and water
infrastructure within subdivisions. However, 76% of all new rural residences in the past five years
were not built in subdivisions. This predominance of estate lot development must call into question
the long-term effectiveness of subdivision regulations as the primary cost control strategy.
This leads to the question of the capital and maintenance costs for infrastructure serving the
estate lots. The county did not provide sewer or water infrastructure to those homes either, but it did
provide and maintain the road system and much of the overall storm drainage system. The
discussion above about roads and transportation indicates that so far the county has not experienced
significant capital cost to provide these roads. In other words, the capacity of the existing system
was sufficient to absorb the development.
As Table 5.23 shows, the county did incur cost to maintain county services for new

development. As Table 5.24 shows, these costs exceeded the revenue generated by that
development. In the absence of any specific on-going user fees to produce additional revenue from
certain types of development, the way planning regulations could impact the revenue to cost ratio
was by influencing the pattern and location of development.
Since the zoning ordinance allowed residential development in most areas of the county, the
primary way it impacted pattern and location was by its minimum lot sizes. Eighty-eight percent of
the new, non-farm, rural residences were on lots larger than one acre and 59% were on lots larger
than ten acres. The predominant pattern of new rural residential development in Monona County
was on larger, scattered estate lots. This has to be seen as a dispersed, low-density development
pattern.

In other urbanizing situations, researchers have found dispersed, low-density development
patterns as more costly to serve than concentrated moderate to high-density patterns. As discussed
above under variable costs, so far the cost impact of this dispersed, low-density pattern appears to
have been small, but little data exists or is being tracked to monitor such costs in the future. Further
analysis of the long-term costs of this pattern in rural areas would be useful, especially since the
county's zoning regulations encourage this low-density, dispersed development.
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Conclusions
•

The rural, non-farm residential development in Monona County from 1997 through 1999
was in a dispersed, low-density development pattern, much of it in the Loess Hills
region.

•

New development incurred net cost to the county. For Monona County government, in

FYOO rural residences generated $30,215 in revenues and incurred $66,398 in
expenditures for a net deficit of $36,183, or $1,248 per unit.
•

However, the county lost less money per unit on newer homes as a group than on all
rural residences as a whole. The net deficit for new residences was less than the net
deficit of$685,157, or $1,430 per unit, for all rural residences, primarily because of the
higher than average value of new homes.

•

The average costs used for this study do not address differences in costs to serve
different development patterns and locations. It appears for now that such differences
were very small, at least for county costs. Part of the reason is that existing capacity in
the road system absorbed this new development.

•

However, such capacity is not infinite. In other counties we studied, gradual increases in
maintenance have been seen in specific locations, for which future costs may become
significant.

•

County zoning regulations encouraged the dispersed, low-density pattern. Cost-control
techniques of the subdivision ordinance affected only 24% of new development.

•

Dispersed, low-density development may also affect costs and level of service of school
and fire districts.

Results for Harrison County

Summary
From 1995 and 1999, new rural residential development in Harrison County consisted
primarily of site-built homes on individual lots larger than two acres in size. As Figure 5.15 shows,
most of this development occurred within the Loess Hills region in three townships around Missouri
Valley. Of all of the rural residences in Harrison County, 18% were built in those five years.
The total value of these homes was $22,247,529 or 23% of the total valuation of all rural
residential property in the county. For Harrison County government, in FYOO this development
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Harrison County: density of new rural residences, 1995-1999.

generated $198,776 in revenues, of which $113,206 was property tax. However, it also generated
$303,793 in cost to the county.
This net cost of $1 05,0 17, or $583 per unit, was less than the net cost for all rural residences,
$784,487, or $787 per unit, primarily because the average value of the new homes was higher than
the existing. A variety of state and federal funds covered these net deficits. In FYOO, the largest of
these intergovernmental transfers were for mental health services and for roads and transportation.
Harrison County subdivision regulations affected costs by specifying required infrastructure
improvements and by making the developer responsible for the cost of these improvements. The
county also limited its capital and maintenance costs by not accepting any new public road
dedications since 1992. However, nearly 80010 of all new rural residences in the past five years were
not built in subdivisions, which may limit the impact of subdivision regulations as a cost control
strategy.
The Harrison County zoning ordinance covered all residences on estate lots. Its primary
impact on costs was its influence on development pattern and location. The zoning ordinance appears
to have encouraged a dispersed, low-density pattern distant from service centers. Research
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on other urbanizing situations has usually found this pattern and location to be more costly to serve

than compact, medium- to high-density development located closer to service centers. The zoning
ordinance, while meeting other goals, appears to have encouraged higher costs to service new
development. We cannot, however, at this time estimate the scope of those costs.

Planning and Subdivision Regulations
During the time of the development studied, although Harrison County had no
comprehensive plan, it did have zoning and subdivision ordinances. (Borich, 2000.) The zoning
ordinance was enacted in 1971 and the subdivision ordinance in 1996. Construction ofa new home
required a zoning permit, a sanitation permit and a 911 address, all issued by the county zoning
administrator.
The zoning ordinance (Harrison County 1971) regulated what we refer to throughout as
estate lots, that is, individual lots not created by a subdivision plat. The zoning ordinance permitted
single-family non-farm dwellings in agricultural zoning districts and rural residential districts. These
homes required a two-acre minimum lot size and a maximum of 10% of the lot could be developed.
The ordinance had various residential zoning districts in which single-family non-farm dwellings
were also principal permitted uses. Agriculture and residential districts had minimum lot dimension
and setbacks specific to single-family non-farm dwellings. There were no restrictions on where such
homes could be located within each district. The zoning ordinance included two planned
development districts that allow flexibility in lot sizes, setbacks and other requirement under certain
conditions.
The subdivision ordinance (Harrison County 1996) regulated lots created by subdivision
plats. It contained design standards for lot arrangement and for infrastructure improvements It also
included standards for street system arrangement and street construction. Roads were required to
have hard surface paving if they were to be dedicated to the county for the county to maintain. Such
roads required curbs and gutters under some conditions. However, according to county officials, the
county has not accepted any new, dedicated roads since 1992, although a number of subdivisions
have been platted. Some of these have private streets not regulated by the county and owned and
maintained by the property owners.
The subdivision ordinance required public or community sanitary sewer and water systems
unless such systems are "not practical." In that case, private septic systems and wells were allowed
and lots were required to meet certain area requirements. Subdivisions were also required to have
"adequate" storm drainage systems including either surface and underground components or both.
The subdivider had to provide and pay for all of these infrastructure improvements.
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Development Characteristics
New residential development in rural Harrison County was primarily in the area of Missouri
Valley and in the Loess Hills east and north of it. This area has good highway access on Interstate
29, U. S. Highway 30 and Iowa Highway 183, which provide connections in all directions, including
the Omaha/Council Bluffs urban area. New development was also near other Harrison County
communities, although to a lesser degree.
A total of 180 new, non-farm residences were built or started in the unincorporated areas of
Harrison County from 1995 through 1999. This represented 18% of all rural residential realty (nonfarm property parcels) in the county at the end of 1999. Figure 5.16 shows how many building
permits were issued in each of those years. Of these homes, 22 (12%) were mobile homes, either
single or double-wide units, and 158 (88%) were site built homes, including those listed on building
permits as "modular" type construction.
Most of these homes were on individual parcels, "estate lots:" 143 parcels were not part of a
platted subdivision. Thirty-seven of the parcels (21%) were in 15 subdivisions with six in Heritage
Hills Subdivision and four in Eagle Ridge Acres subdivision.
As Table 5.27 shows, the size of the parcels with new non-farm residences ranged widely,
with an average of 11.8 acres and a median size of five acres. Subdivisions tend to create a more
compact development pattern than estate lots. As the mean and median values in Table 5.27
indicate, the size of subdivision lots was generally smaller than estate lots. Of the 26 subdivision lots
for which parcel size data was available, 11, or 42%, were below the two-acre minimum lot size for
agricultural and rural residential districts. Of the 136 estate lots for which parcel size data was
available, 25, or 18%, were below the two-acre minimum lot size for agricultural and rural
residential districts.

These lots might have been located in other zoning districts. Figure 5. 17

shows that 42% of the estate lots are between 2 and 10 acres.
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Table 5.27

Parcel size of new residential development in Harrison County (acres)
Subdivision lots

All lots

13.1

4.8

11.8

Median

5.9

2.9

5.0

Minimum

0.4

0.7

0.4

Maximum

41.4

39.5

41.4

Estate lots
Mean

n=

136

26

162

Note: Size not available for 7 estate lots and 11 subdivision lots.
Assessed Valuation
The total assessed valuation of all 180 improved properties was $22,247,529 with
$21,236,693 (95%) of the value accounted for by site built homes and $1,010,836 by mobile homes.
Table 5.28 shows the difference in value between the site built and mobile homes. Figure 5.18
shows the distibution of values for site built homes. The minimum value shown is for a parcel that
had a building permit issued in January 1999 and may not have a completed home; the maximum
value is for a home on a three-acre lot in the small Suncrest Ridge subdivision, southwest of
Missouri Valley in the Loess Hills region.
The total valuation of all rural residential realty in Harrison County as of January 2000 was
$94,982,552. Thus, the value of the new, rural, residential development was 23% of the total
valuation of all such property in the county. The average assessed value for these homes and
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Distribution of estate lots by size in Harrison County
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Table 5.28

Assessed value of new rural development in Harrison County
Site built homes

Mobile homes

All Parcels

Mean

$l34,409

$45,947

$123,597

Median

$122,085

$28,959

$1l3,967

Minimum

$3,299

$11,426

$3,299

Maximum

$616,504

$116,905

$616,504

properties is $123,597, compared to the average value of all rural, non-farm, residential parcels in
Harrison County in January 2000, $95,268. The new homes are on the whole higher than average in
value. 7

Revenue
The 180 new developed parcels paid a total of $302,743 in property taxes in FYOO. This
total was split among seven taxing authorities, as Table 5.29 shows. In addition to the $113,206 in
property tax revenue, Harrison County government received revenue in other forms from the growth
in total valuation and population growth that is assumed to have accompanied new development.
Table 5.30 shows of all of the county revenue that can be attributed to the 180 new homes.
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Distribution of values of site-built homes in Harrison County

7 These percentages and averages should be used with caution. The January 2000 valuation total for
all rural residential had not been equalized by the state. The assessed values for the new, rural
residential included some January 1998 valuations (see Appendix A)
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Table 5.29

Total property taxes paid by new residential development (FYOO)
Site-built homes

Mobile homes

Total

County

$108,159

$5,047

$113,206

School district

$158,341

$7,416

$165,757

Community College

$7,705

$359

$8,064

Township

$8,046

$339

$8,385

Agiculture Extension Ed.

$2,489

$116

$2,605

County Assessor

$4,461

$208

$4,669

$59

$3

$62

$289,263

$13,480

$302,743

State (Brucellosis)
Total

As the first line item in Table 5.30 shows, property tax revenue represents slightly more than
half of the estimated annual revenue from this new development. Property tax is a type of "O\\TI
source revenue." The other large types of own source revenues are charges for services (real estate
transfer tax, auto registration fees and use tax fees, zoning, subdivision and other building fees) and
interest earned on money and income earned from property, the capacity for which is assumed to
grow as taxable property value grows.
County governments receive a number of subsidies from state and federal government
sources that vary from year to year and from county to county. This revenue is categorized as
intergovernmental transfers. The largest of these intergovernmental transfers to Harrison County in
FYOO were for mental health services and for roads and transportation.
For example, $2,682,387 in transfers from the state, primarily from the road use tax fund,
supported county secondary bridges and roads. Because of statewide competition for these funds and
the complexities of the formula for their distribution, we believe the county would have received
these funds even without the development of 180 new rural homes. Therefore, we did not include
any of this subsidy in the revenue estimates, as indicated in Table 5.30 under "State shared revenues"
and "State grants and reimbursements."
However, this new development can increase other subsidies, which we have included under
intergovernmental transfers. See the notes for Harrison County in Appendix A for a detailed
description of how we treated all intergovernmental transfers.

County Expenditures
Table 5.31 shows the various types of expenditures in Harrison County, categorized as the
Methods section describes in detail. The "other county expenditures" category includes $1.5 million
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Table 5.30

Estimated revenue from new residential development in Harrison County (FYOO)

Revenue source/Unit type
Own source revenues
County property and other taxes
Local option taxes
Gambling taxes
TIF tax revenues
Licenses and permits
Charges for service
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total own source revenues

Site-built
homes
$108,159
$0
$0
$0
$933
$13,081
$10,479
$7,317
$139,969

Intergovernmental transfers
State shared revenues - road use tax
NA
State grants and reimbursements
Secondary roads portion
NA
Other revenues
$8,631
State replacement against levied taxes
$3,429
Other state replacements
$21,720
Federal grants and entitlements
$12,416
Contributions and reimbursements
NA
Payments in lieu of taxes
NA
Total intergovernmental
$46,196
Total estimated revenue
$186,165

Mobile
homes

Amount

Percent
of Total

$5,047
$0
$0
$0
$130
$1,821
$489
$1,019
$8,506

$113,206
$0
$0
$0
$1,063
$14,902
$10,968
$8,336
$148,475

57.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
7.5%
5.5%
4.2%
74.7%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

$1,202
$160
$1,014
$1,729

$9,833
$3,589
$22,734
$14,145

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

$4,105
$12,611

$50,301
$198,776

25.3%
100%

4.9%
1.8%
11.4%
7.1%

(Refer to the Methods section for detailed description of all revenue categories and estimation
methods.)

Table 5.31

Harrison County expenditures (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical
Law Enforcement
Other County Expenditures

Expenditure
$3,620,000
$7,678
$763,056
$5,283,923

Debt Service

$395,517

Capital projects

$275,500

Total Expenditures

$10,345,674
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for mental health, mental retardation and development disabilities services, over $670,000 for social
services and over $1.3 million for the general administration of county government offices. One
consideration about these "other county expenditures" is that the location and type of new
development had little impact on these costs. County residents required these services whether they
lived in the unincorporated areas or in the towns of the county. Figure 5.19 shows the percentage of
the county budget accounted for by each of these service categories.

Costs allocated to new rural development. We estimated that the portion of county costs
accounted for the 180 new rural non-farm residences in the average year is $303,793. To make this
estimate, we reduced the total county budget to only residentially induced costs, $10,272,238. (See
Methods section.) We then divided this by the estimated 1999 population of Harrison County
(15,216 people), to determine a "per capita multiplier" for costs $675.09 per person). We estimated
from average household sizes that 450 people live in the 180 new rural homes built between 1995
and 1999. When then multiplied these 450 people by the $675.09 per capita multiplier to estimate
total county costs for new development of$303,793. Multiplying this total of $303,793 by the
percentages from Figure 5.19 separated this estimate into the expenditures in each of the service
categories, as Table 5.32 shows. The fire and emergency medical services shown here is for
ambulance services. The county did not provide fire and emergency medical services to rural homes.
The townships provided these services and collected property tax to support them.

Law Fnforcetrent
Fire and &rergency
Medical
Secondary Roads
Capital projects
Debt Service
Other County
Expenditures
O~O

Figure 5.19
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Harrison County expenditures by service category

40%
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Table 5.32

Expenditures allocated to new rural development in Harrison County (FYOO)
County Service Category

Projected cost

Secondary Roads

$106,298

Fire and Emergency Medical

$225

Law Enforcement

$22,407

Other County Expenditures

$155,158

Debt Service

$11,614

Capital projects

$8,090

Total County Costs

$303,792

(See appendix for detailed description of all expenditure categories and estimation methods.)
Comparing Revenues And Costs
The new, rural, non-farm, residential development in Harrison County accounted for
$198,776 in revenues to county government and $303,793 in expenditures in FYOO, in very general
terms. Table 5.33 shows this comparison by structure type. The new rural residences resulted in a
net cost of$105,017 to the county in FYOO, or $583 per unit. It is important to note that although the
revenues shown were based on the value of the specific group of homes built during the study
period, the expenditures shown for the most part were based on the estimated population of those
homes. In other words, for any group of 450 people selected from any homes in the county, newer
or older, large or small, in town or rural, the revenues would differ but the expenditures would be the
same.
For example, we made a similar estimate of revenues and expenditures based on all 997
rural, non-farm residences in Harrison County in January 2000. Table 5.34 compares that estimate
to the above estimate for new, rural, non-farm residences. This comparison demonstrates that the net
cost of serving new development was less than the average net cost of serving all rural residences.
Since expenditures were calculated the same way for both estimates, the difference reflects that the
new development had a higher than average assessed valuation.

Table 5.33

Revenue to expenditure comparison by structure type in Harrison County (FYOO)
Site built homes

Mobile homes

All parcels

Revenue

$186,166

$12,610

$198,776

Cost

$266,662

$37.130

$303,793

Revenue - Cost

($80,496)

($24,520)

($105,017)

($509)

($1,115)

($583)

Revenue - Cost per unit
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Table 5.34

Revenue to expenditure comparison for all and new rural residences in Harrison
County (FYOO)
All rural residences

Revenue
Cost
Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

New rural residences

$898,186

$198,776

$1,682,673

$303,793

($784,487)

($105,017)

($787)

($583)

Rural residences did not "pay their own way." County residents, urban and rural, did not
support all of their public service needs through county-financed government. However, new
residences came closer to this goal than the average rural residence.
Although FY2000 was used to represent an "average year" for which to compare these costs
and revenues from the new homes when completed, the county had not received this revenue from
all of the homes built from 1997 through 1999 by FYOO. Due to the 18-month lag between the times
an assessed value is established on a property improvement and when the county actually receives
the new property tax revenue, for homes completed after January 1998 the county did not receive
this revenue until after FYOO. Table 5.35 shows how the above calculations change if these revenues
are deducted.

Costs That Vary by Pattern and Location of Development
Roads and law enforcement. Traffic intensity and speed affect type of road needed and the
cost of maintaining roads. How many homes are located in certain areas and where people in those
houses need to travel affect the traffic intensity and speed. Discussion with a county official
indicated increased use of the roads in the area around Missouri Valley, but that is it is difficult to
determine how much of that increase was due to the new residences built in that area. Also activity
and cost records lack enough detail to reliably estimate improvement and maintenance costs for just
those roads. It was not possible within the scope of this study to accurately determine how much of

Table 5.35

Revenue to expenditure comparision for new residences in Harrison County with
delayed revenues deducted

Revenue
Cost
Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

All Parcels
$152,706
$303,793
($151,087)
($839)
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the road costs should be allocated to the 180 new residences.
The county official did draw several conclusions. Any increased maintenance or capital
costs that could be allocated specifically to the new rural residences would be a very small part of the
county budget for roads and transportation, due to the size of the system and the size of the budget.
Also, revenues generated by those residences would comprise only a very small part of the revenue
used to pay those costs, due to the size of intergovernmental transfers. Finally, increased
development at the existing intensity in the southern part of Harrison County will contribute to the
need for major road reconstruction projects in the future. An example is the need for paving County
RoadF66.
For this study, we are satisfied with the average costs allocated to the new rural residences
for Secondary Roads shO\Vll in Table 5.32. However, we have shown that as a separate cost item for
those who may want to explore these costs further.
We have also shO\Vll law enforcement cost as a separate item in Table 5.32 for similar
reasons. The location and pattern of development affects travel distance and time and thus the cost to
provide patrol services and to respond to law enforcement requests. Again, activity and cost records
lack enough detail to reliably estimate law enforcement costs for new residences only. Also, those
distance and time differences associated with the new rural residences are small compared to the
total travel distance and time needed to cover all of Harrison County.
All of this is not to say that additional incremental costs needed to provide a road system and
law enforcement to continued rural development in the current pattern will never exceed average
costs or will never be significant. Indeed, we expect that they may be. Detailed studies comparing
costs to serve different development patterns would be needed to estimate those incremental cost
differences. Such studies have been done for many urban development situations, but rarely for rural
situations.

Fire and emergency medical services. Because development pattern and location affect
travel distance and time, other researchers have found that the cost and response time for fire and
emergency services varies for different developments. (Esseks, 1999.) In Table 5.32, we have
allocated only $225 to new rural residences for costs of fire and emergency medical services. That is
because fire service districts, based on township government, provide the bulk of these services.
These residences produced $4,656 in property tax revenue in FYOO for all of the fire districts in
Harrison County. This averages $25.87 per residence.
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School busing. Other researchers have also found that development pattern and location
affect costs for school busing. (Esseks, 1999. Fisher, 1980. RERC, 1974.) School districts, not
county government, incur these costs. The new rural residences generated $165,757 in property tax
revenue for all of the school districts in Harrison County, or an average of$920.87 per residence.
Capital improvements. County costs for capital improvements vary over time, as does
what revenue pays these costs. The FYOO budget for Harrison County included over $1.6 million in
expenditures for capital projects, $1.4 million of which were paid for mostly from the reserves in
county accounts, not from revenues in the same year as the expenditures. In other words, the county
incurred expenditures without balancing new revenues in the same year. Therefore, we deducted the
$1.4 million from the total expenses that we used as a basis for estimating costs of the new
residences. Again, for clarity in Table 5.32 we have shown separately the resulting $8,090 allocated
to new development for expenditures for capital projects.

Relation of cost to development regulations
A large body of related research indicates that development regulations may affect costs of
local government by impacting the amount or rate of development, the amount and types of
infrastructure improvements government must pay for and the type and intensity of ongoing county
operations. The primary ways regulations can affect these costs include what infrastructure
improvements they require, how they assign costs, and how they influence development pattern and
location.
We have not isolated the impact of planning regulations on the differences in amount and
rate of rural residential development among Harrison County and its neighboring counties. The
planning and subdivision regulations of Harrison County are somewhat different from those of
Pottawattamie County and Monona. County regulations are different from the municipal regulations
for development within the incorporated areas of Harrison County. Again, access, land cost,
amenities and many other factors determine whether people build in Harrison County or neighboring
counties, or in town or rural areas. The general demographic trends discussed above show the
population of rural areas growing faster than incorporated areas.
As to required infrastructure improvements, the county subdivision ordinance and county
practice attempt to shift all such costs to the private developer. The county does not provide sewer
and water infrastructure and neither builds nor accepts responsibility for any new public roads within
subdivisions. However, nearly 80% of all new rural residences in the past five years were not built
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in subdivisions. This predominance of estate lot development must call into question the long-term
effectiveness of subdivision regulations as the primary cost control strategy.
This leads to the question of the capital and maintenance costs for infrastructure serving the
estate lots. The county does not provide sewer or water infrastructure to those homes either, but it
does provide and maintain the road system and much of the overall storm drainage system. The
discussion above about roads and transportation indicates that so far the county has not experienced
significant capital cost to provide these roads. In other words, the capacity of the existing system has
been sufficient to absorb the development.
As Table 5.32 shows, the county does incur cost to maintain county services for new
development. As Table 5.33 shows, these costs exceed the revenue generated by that development.

In the absence of any specific on-going user fees to produce additional revenue from certain types of
development, the way planning regulations can impact the revenue to cost ratio is by influencing the
pattern and location of development.
Since the zoning ordinance allows residential development in most areas of the county, the
primary way it impacts pattern and location is by its minimum lot sizes, generally two acres. Some
residential districts allow a smaller lot size, but the fact that 80% of all residences are on lots larger
than two acres means that few are using those districts. The predominant pattern of rural residential
development in Harrison County is on scattered estate lots larger than two acres. This has to be seen
as a dispersed, low-density development pattern, even though most of this development is in
unincorporated areas of three townships around Missouri Valley.

In other urbanizing situations, researchers have found dispersed, low-density development
patterns as more costly to serve than concentrated moderate to high-density patterns. As discussed
above under variable costs, so far the cost impact of this dispersed, low-density pattern appears to
have been small, but little data exists or is being tracked to monitor such costs in the future. Further
analysis of the long-term costs of this pattern in rural areas would be useful, especially since the
county's zoning regulations encourage this low-density, dispersed development.

Conclusions
•

The rural, non-farm residential development in Harrison County from 1995 through
1999 has been in dispersed, low-density development pattern, most of it within three
townships around Missouri Valley.

•

New development incurs net cost to the county. For Harrison County government, in
FYOO rural residences generated $198,776 in revenues and incurred $303,793 in
expenditures for a net deficit of $1 05,0 I 7, or $583 per unit.
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•

However, the county loses less money per unit on newer homes as a group than on all
rural residences as a whole. The net deficit was less than the net deficit of $784,487, or
$787 per unit, for all rural residences, primarily because the higher than average value of
new homes.

•

The average costs used for this study do not address differences in costs to serve
different development patterns and locations. It appears for now that such differences
are likely to be very small, at least for county costs. Part of the reason is that existing
capacity in the road system has absorbed this new development.

•

However, such capacity is not infinite. Gradual increases in maintenance have been
seen in specific locations, for which future costs may become significant. Future road
reconstruction may be necessary, a large capital expense.

•

County zoning regulations encourage the dispersed, low-density pattern. Cost-control
techniques of the subdivision ordinance affect only 20% of new development.

•

Dispersed, low-density development may also affect costs and level of service of school
and fire districts.

Results for Pottawattamie County

Summary
From 1995 and 1999, new rural residential development in Pottawattamie County consisted
primarily of single-family homes on individual lots. As Figure 5.20 shows, most of this
development occurred in the area of Council Bluffs and in the Loess Hills north and east of it. Of all
of the rural residences in Pottawattamie County, 10% were built in those five years.
The total value of these homes was $75,755,121 or 13% of the total valuation of all rural
residential property in the county. For Pottawattamie County government, in FYOO this development
generated $495,910 in revenues, of which $353,166 was property tax. However, it also generated
$471,427 in cost to the county.
This net surplus of $24,483, or $60 per unit, compares with a net cost for all rural residences,
$737,517, or $181 per unit, primarily because the average value of the new homes was higher than
the existing. A variety of state and federal funds contributed to this net surplus. In FYOO, the largest
of these intergovernmental transfers were reimbursement for mental health services and shared
revenue for roads and transportation.
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Pottawattamie County: density of new rural residences, 1995-1999.

Pottawattamie County subdivision regulations affected costs by specifying required
infrastructure improvements and by making the developer responsible for the cost of these
improvements. However, 64% of all new rural residences in the past five years were not built in
subdivisions, which may limit the impact of subdivision regulations as a cost control strategy.
The Pottawattamie County zoning ordinance covered all residences on estate lots. Its primary
impact on costs was its influence on development pattern and location. The zoning ordinance appears
to have encouraged a dispersed, low-density pattern distant from service centers. Research on other
urbanizing situations has usually found this pattern and location to be more costly to serve than
compact, medium- to high-density development located closer to service centers. The county zoning,
while meeting other goals, appears to have encouraged higher costs to service new development. We
cannot, however, at this time estimate the scope of those costs.

Planning and Subdivision Regulations
Pottawattamie County has a land use plan, zoning ordinance and subdivision ordinance.
(Borich et at. 2000.) All three were adopted in 1981. The zoning and subdivision ordinances have
been revised several times through recent years, most recently in 2000. Construction of a new home
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required a zoning pennit, sanitation pennit and 911 address, all issued by the county planning and
zoning department.
The land use plan (Midwest Research Institute 1974) was a combined plan for the Council
Bluffs area and Pottawattamie County and incorporated much from the 1969 comprehensive plan for
the Council Bluffs metropolitan area (HNTB 1969). Its proposed land use goals for rural, non-fann
dwellings included
•

avoiding scattered development,

•

discouraging rural residential subdivisions,

•

promoting residential development in communities where services can be provided

•

and requiring sufficient standards and services where such development is allowed in
rural areas.

It also contained goals on preserving natural resources and providing open space.
The zoning ordinance (Pottawattamie County 1981a) regulated what we refer to throughout
as estate lots, that is, individual lots not created by a subdivision plat. The zoning ordinance
pennitted any single-family dwellings in the agricultural zoning district and in two residential zoning
districts. In all three districts, these homes were required have a one-acre minimum lot size and
development could cover no more than 10% of the lot area. There was an urban residential district
for use within two miles of incorporated communities and in unincorporated communities that had
smaller lots and allowed greater lot coverage.
These districts had minimum lot dimension and setbacks specific to single-family non-farm
dwellings. Although the district boundaries specified locations of each district type in the county,
there were no restrictions on where such homes could be located within each district. Because of the
extent of agricultural districts, most land parcels in the county could be developed with single-family
homes. The zoning ordinance included a planned residential district that allowed flexibility in
requirements under certain conditions appropriate for conservation site design projects.
The subdivision ordinance (Pottawattamie County 1981 b) regulated lots created by
subdivision plats. It allowed subdivisions only where soil and drainage were suitable for
development and required parks and open space under certain conditions. It contained design
standards for lot and street arrangement and required roads to have hard surface paving and curb and
gutters. The ordinance only allowed private roads under certain conditions and provided design
standards for those as well. The subdivision ordinance required public sanitary sewer and water
systems unless such systems were not "readily accessible." In that case, on-site common systems or
private septic systems and wells were allowed. Lots, soils and private systems were required to meet
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certain local and state requirements. The subdivider had to provide and pay for all of these
infrastructure improvements.

Development Characteristics
New residential development in rural Pottawattamie County was primarily in the area of
Council Bluffs and in the Loess Hills north and east of it. This area has good highway access to the
Omaha/Council Bluffs metropolitan area on Interstate 29 and U.S. Highway 20. A total of 411 new,
non-farm residences were built or started in the unincorporated areas ofPottawattamie County from
1995 through 1999. This represented 10% ofa11 rural residential realty (non-farm property parcels)
in the county at the end of 1999. Figure 5.21 shows how many building permits were issued in each
of those years.
Most of these homes were on individual parcels, "estate lots:" 261 parcels were not part of a
platted subdivision. One hundred fifty of the parcels (36%) were in 44 subdivisions. Cloverleaf
Acres in Hardin Township east of Council Bluffs had 47 of these parcels and Heartland Country
Estates in Lewis Township southeast of Council Bluffs had 23. All but one of the other 42
subdivisions contained six or fewer homes built in the study period.
As Table 5.36 shows, the size of the parcels with new non-farm residences ranged widely,
with an average of6.2 acres and a median size of3.3 acres. Most areas ofPottawattamie County had
a minimum lot size of one acre for these residences and only 5% of the parcels were below this
minimum.
Subdivisions tend to create a more compact development pattern than estate lots. As the
mean and median values in Table 5.36 indicate, the size of subdivision lots was generally smaller
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Building permits issued 1995-1999 in Pottawattarnie County
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Table 5.36

Parcel size of new residential development in Pottawattamie County (acres)
Estate lots

Subdivision lots

All lots

Mean

8.3

2.5

6.2

Median

5.0

2.5

3.3

Minimum

0.6

0.3

0.3

Maximum

39.2

19.6

39.2

n=

261

150

411

than estate lots. Of the 150 subdivision lots, 16, or 11%, are below one acre and 149 of them, or
99% are below 10 acres. Figure 5.22 shows that of the 261 estate lots, only 3, or 1% are below one
acre and 187, or 71%, are below 10 acres.

Assessed Valuation
The total assessed valuation of all 411 improved properties was $75,775,121. Table 5.37
shows the range of parcel values including land and improvements. The minimum value shown was
for a residence on an estate lot in Rockford Township begun in 1999 but only partially complete
when assessed in January 2000. The maximum value shown was for a residence on a 4.3-acre lot in
Deer Run Subdivision in Lewis Township constructed in 1997. Figure 5.23 shows that most of the
parcels were valued between $100,000 and $250,000. To put this into context, the total valuation of
all rural residential realty in Pottawattamie County as of January 2000 was $580,946,568. Thus, the
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Distribution of estate lots by size in Pottawattmie County
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Table 5.37

Assessed value of new rural development in Pottawattmie County
All Parcels

Mean

$184,368

Median

$176,099

Minimum

$9,821

Maximum

$774,300

value of the new, rural, residential development was 13% of the total valuation of all such property
in the county. The average assessed value for these homes and properties was $184,368, compared
to the average value of all rural, non-farm, residential parcels in Pottawattamie County in January
2000, $142,673. The new homes were on the whole higher than average in value. 8

Revenue
The 411 new developed parcels paid a total of $958,170 in property taxes to Pottawattamie
County in FYOO. They also paid property taxes to six other types of taxing authorities, as
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Figure 5.23

Distribution of values of site-built homes in Pottawattmie County

8 These percentages and averages should be used with caution. The January 2000 valuation total for
all rural residential had not been equalized by the state. The assessed values for the new, rural
residential included some January 1998 valuations, as explained in the Appendix data source notes
for Pottawattamie County.
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Table 5.38

Property taxes paid by new residential development in Pottawattmie County (FYOO)
Total Tax

County

$353,166

School district

$540,756

Community College

$27,328

Township

$22,614

Agiculture Extension Ed.
County Assessor
State (Brucellosis)
Total

$2,684
$11,411
$211
$958,170

Table 5.38 shows. In addition to the $353,166 in property tax revenue, Pottawattamie County
government received revenue in other forms from the growth in total valuation and population
growth that is assumed to accompany such new development. Table 5.39 shows all of the county
revenue that could be attributed to the 411 new homes.
As the first line item in Table 5.39 shows, property tax revenue represented more than 70%
of the estimated annual revenue from this new development. Property tax is a type of "own source
revenue." Other significant types of own source revenue were local option sales taxes, charges for
services (real estate transfer tax., auto registration fees and use tax fees, zoning, subdivision and other
building fees) and interest earned on money and income earned from property, the capacity for
which is assumed to grow as taxable property value grows.
County governments receive a number of subsidies from state and federal government
sources that vary from year to year and from county to county. This revenue was categorized as
intergovernmental transfers. The largest of these intergovernmental transfers to Pottawattamie
County in FYOO were several reimbursements for mental health services, reimbursement for shared
law enforcement costs and shared revenue for roads and transportation.
For example, $5,076,000 in transfers from the state from the road use tax fund supported
county secondary bridges and roads. Because of statewide competition for these funds and the
complexities of the formula for their distribution, we believe the county would have received these
funds even without the development of 411 new rural homes. Therefore, we did not include any of
this subsidy in the revenue estimates, as indicated in Table 5.39 under "State shared revenues." We
also did not include the portion of "contributions and reimbursements" that relates to shared law
enforcement with Council Bluffs, nor did we include these expenditures in the costs analysis.
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Table 5.39

Estimated revenue from new residential development in Pottwattamie County
(FYOO)

. Revenue source/Unit type
Own source revenues
County property and other taxes
Local option taxes
Gambling taxes
TIF tax revenues
Licenses and permits
Charges for service
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total own source revenues

Amount

$353,166
$25,114
$0
$0
$852
$16,889
$15,804
$1,964
$413,789

Percent of Total

71.2%
5.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
3.4%
3.2%
0.4%
83.4%

Intergovernmental transfers
State shared revenues - road use tax
NA
NA
State grants and reimbursements
Secondary roads portion
NA
NA
$11,098
Other revenues
2.2%
$6,377
State replacement against levied taxes
1.3%
$55,080
Other state replacements
11.1%
$9,566
Federal grants and entitlements
1.9%
NA
Contributions and reimbursements
NA
NA
NA
Payments in lieu of taxes
$82,121
Total intergovernmental
16.6%
$495,910
100%
Total estimated revenue
(Refer to the Methods section for detailed description of all revenue categories and estimation
methods.)
However, this new development can increase other state subsidies, which we have included
under intergovernmental transfers. See the notes for Pottawattamie County in Appendix A for a
detailed description of how we treated all intergovernmental transfers.

County Expenditures
The Methods section describes in detail the categories of expenditures of each county in
Iowa. Table 5.40 shows the various types of expenditures in Pottawattamie County. The "other
county expenditures" category includes $7 million for mental health, mental retardation and
development disabilities services; $1.6 for social services and $5 million for the general
administration of county government offices. An important consideration about these "other county
expenditures" is that the location and type of new development had little impact on the amount of
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Table 5.40

Pottawattamie County expenditures (FYOO)
Expenditure

County Service Category

$7,472,310

Secondary Roads

$25,000

Fire and Emergency Medical

$8,621,314

Law Enforcement

$17,058,959

Other County Expenditures
Debt Service

$2,009,728

Capital proj ects

$5,030,718
$40,218,029

Total Expenditures

these costs. County residents required these services whether they lived in the unincorporated areas
or within the towns of the county. Figure 5.24 shows the percentage of the total county budget
accounted for by each of these service categories.

Costs allocated to new rural development. We estimated that the portion of county costs
accounted for by the 411 new rural non-farm residences in the average year is $471,427. To make
this estimate, we reduced the total county budget to only residentially induced costs, $39,652,559.
(See Methods section.) We then divided this by the estimated 1999 population ofPottawattamie
County (86,425), to determine a "per capita multiplier" for costs ($458.81 per person). We estimated

Law Enforcement
Fire and Emergency Medical
Secondary Roads
Capital projects
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Other County Expenditures
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from average household sizes that 1028 people live in the 411 new rural homes built between 1995
and 1999. We then then multiplied these 1028 people by the $458.81 per capita multiplier to
estimate total county costs for new development of$471,427. Multiplying this total of$471,427 by
the percentages Figure 5.24 separated this estimate into the expenditures in each of the service
categories, as Table 5.41 shows.
The fire and emergency medical services expenditure shown here was for ambulance
services. Generally, the county did not provide fire and emergency medical services to rural homes.
The townships provided these services and collected property tax to support them.

Comparing Revenues and Costs
As Table 5.42 shows, the new, rural, non-fann, residential development in Pottawattamie
County accounted for $495,910 in revenues to county government and $471,427 in expenditures in
FYOO, in very general terms.
The new rural residences resulted in a net surplus of $24,483 to the county in FYOO, or $60
per unit. It is important to note that although the revenues shown were based on the value of the
specific group of homes built during the study period, the expenditures shown for the most part were
based on the estimated population of those homes. In other words, for any group of 1028 people
selected from any homes in the county, newer or older, large or small, in town or rural, the revenues
would differ but the expenditures would be the saine.
For example, we made a similar estimate of revenues and expenditures based on all 4,073
rural, non-fann residences in Pottawattamie County in January 2000. Table 5.43 compares that
estimate to the above estimate for new, rural, non-fann residences.

Table 5.41

Expenditures allocated to new rural development in Pottawattamie County (FYOO)
. County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical

Projected cost
$87,589
$293

Law Enforcement

$101,057

Other County Expenditures

$199,961

Debt Service

$23,558

Capital proj ects

$58,969

Total County Costs

$471,427

(See appendix for detailed description of all expenditure categories and estimation methods.)
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Table 5.42

Revenue to expenditure comparison for new residences in Pottawattamie County
(FYOO)
All Parcels

Revenue

$495,910

Cost

$471,427

Revenue - Cost

$24,483

Revenue - Cost per unit

$60

This comparison demonstrates that although there is on average a net cost for serving all
rural residences, serving new development results in a net revenue surplus. Since expenditures were
calculated the same way for both estimates, the difference reflects that the new development had a
higher than average assessed valuation.
As a whole, rural residences did not "pay their own way." County residents, urban and rural,
did not support all of their public service needs through county-financed government. However, the
new rural residences met this goal.
Although FY2000 was used to represent an "average year" for which to compare these costs
and revenues from the new homes when completed, the county had not received this revenue from
all of the homes built from 1997 through 1999 by FYOO. Due to the 18-month lag between the times
an assessed value is established on a property improvement and when the county actually receives
the new property tax revenue, for homes completed after January 1998 the county did not receive
this revenue until after FYOO. Table 5.44 shows how the above calculations change if these revenues
are deducted.

Costs That Vary by Pattern and Location of Development
Roads and law enforcement. Traffic intensity and speed affect the type of road needed and
the cost of maintaining roads. How many homes are located in certain areas and where people in
Table 5.43

Revenue to expenditure comparison for all and new rural residences in Pottwattmie
County (FYOO)
All rural residences

New rural residences

Revenue

$3,934,305

$495,910

Cost

$4,671,822

$471,427

Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

($737,517)

$24,483

($181)

$60
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Table 5.44

Revenue to expenditure comparision for new residences in Pottawattamie County
with delayed revenues deducted

Revenue
Cost
Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

All Parcels
$338,766
$471,427
($132,661)
($323)

those houses need to travel affect the traffic intensity and speed. Discussion with county officials
indicated increased maintenance and paving of roads due to development before the county changed
its regulations in 1996 and in 1999. Since 1996, the county has required that all new subdivision
roads have concrete curb and gutter. Since 1999, the county has required all new subdivision to be
located on a paved road or to pave its access road. It was not possible within the scope of this study
to accurately determine how much of the road costs should be allocated to the 411 new residences.
From discussions with all county officials in the study area, it seems likely that any
increased maintenance or capital costs that could be allocated specifically to the new rural residences
were absorbed into the county secondary roads budget, due to the size of the system and the size of
the budget. Also, revenues generated by those residences would comprise only a small part of the
revenue used to pay those costs, due to the size of intergovernmental transfers, 68% of the roads and
transportation budget in the case ofPottawattamie County .
. For this study, we are satisfied with the average costs allocated to the new rural residences
for secondary roads shown in Table 5.41. However, we have shown that as a separate cost item for
those who may want to explore these costs further.
We have also shown law enforcement cost as a separate item in Table 5.41 for similar
reasons. The location and pattern of development affect travel distance and time and thus the cost to
provide patrol services and to respond to law enforcement requests. We believe those distance and
time differences associated with the new rural residences to have been small compared to the total
travel distance and time needed to cover aU ofPottawattamie County.
AU of this is not to say that additional incremental costs needed to provide a road system and
law enforcement to continued rural development in the current pattern will never exceed average
costs or will never be significant. Indeed, we expect that they may be. Detailed studies comparing
costs to serve different development patterns would be needed to estimate those incremental cost
differences. Such studies have been done for many urban development situations, but rarely for rural
situations.
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Fire and emergency medical services. Because development pattern and location affect
travel distance and time, other researchers have found that the cost and response time for fire and
emergency services varies for different developments. (Esseks, 1999.) In Table 5.41 we have
allocated only $293 to new rural residences for costs of fire and emergency medical services. That is
because fire service districts, based on township government, provided the bulk of these services.
These residences produced $20,049 in property tax revenue in FYOO for all of the fire districts in
Pottawattamie County. This averages $48.78 per residence.
School busing. Other researchers have also found that development pattern and location
affect costs for school busing. (Esseks, 1999. Fisher, 1980. RERC, 1974.) School districts, not
county government, incurred these costs. These residences produced $540,756 in property tax
revenue in FYOO for all of the school districts in Pottawattamie County. This averages $1,315.71 per
residence .

. Capital improvements. County costs for capital improvements vary over time, as does
what revenue pays these costs. The FYOO budget for Pottawattamie County included over $5 million
in expenditures for capital projects, which were paid for mostly from an intergovernmental transfer
from the road use tax fund for which we did not allocate any revenue to the new development, as
discussed in Appendix A. A smaller portion was paid from outstanding balance in the capital
projects fund. Again, for clarity in Table 5.41 we have shown separately the $58,969 allocated to
new development for expenditures for capital projects.

Relation of Cost to Development Regulations
A large body of related research indicates that development regulations may affect costs of
local government by impacting the amount or rate of development, the amount and types of
infrastructure improvements government must pay for and the type and intensity of ongoing county
operations. The primary ways regulations can affect these costs include what infrastructure
improvements they require, how they assign costs, and how they influence development pattern and
location.
We have not isolated the impact of planning regulations on the differences in amount and
rate of rural residential development among Pottawattamie County and its neighboring counties. The
planning and subdivision regulations of Pottawattamie County were different from those of
surrounding counties; for example, Mills County has no zoning regulations. County regulations
were different from the municipal regulations for development within the incorporated areas of
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Pottawattamie County. Certainly other factors such as access, land cost, and amenities available also
impacted how much development Occurred in Pottawattamie County and whether people built in
town or in rural areas.
As to required infrastructure improvements, the county subdivision ordinance attempted to
shift all such costs to the private developer. The county did not provide roads, sewer or water
infrastructure within subdivisions. However, 64% of all new rural residences in the past five years
were not built in subdivisions. This predominance of estate lot development must call into question
the long-term effectiveness of subdivision regulations as the primary cost control strategy.
This leads to the question of the capital and maintenance costs for infrastructure serving the
estate lots. The county did not provide sewer or water infrastructure to those homes either, but it did
provide and maintain the road system and much of the overall storm drainage system. The
discussion above about roads and transportation indicates that so far the county has absorbed capital
and maintenance cost to provide these roads. In other words, the capacity of the existing system and
its financial support was sufficient to absorb the development.
As Table 5.41 shows, the county did incur cost to maintain county services for new
development. As Table 5.42 shows, the revenue from this development slightly exceeded these
costs. Will this surplus continue with more development? In the absence of any specific on-going
user fees to produce additional revenue from certain types of development, the way planning
regulations can impact the revenue to cost ratio is by influencing the pattern and location of
development.
Since the zoning ordinance allowed residential development in most areas of the county, the
primary way it impacted pattern and location is by its minimum lot sizes for single-family homes,
one acre in most areas. Some residential districts allowed a smaller lot size, but it appears that few

used those districts. Although with smaller lot sizes than most other counties in the study, in an
urbanizing context, rural Pottawattamie County still had a dispersed, low-density development
pattern.

In other urbanizing situations, researchers have found dispersed, low-density development
patterns as more costly to serve than concentrated moderate to high-density patterns. As discussed
above under variable costs, so far the cost impact of this dispersed, low-density pattern appears to
have been small, but little data exists or is being tracked to monitor such costs in the future. Further
analysis of the long-term costs of this pattern in rural areas would be useful, especially since the
county's zoning regulations encourage this low-density, dispersed development.
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Conclusions
•

The rural, non-farm residential development in Pottawattamie County from 1995
through 1999 was in dispersed, low-density development pattern, most of it in the area
east and southeast of Council Bluffs.

•

New development incurred net surplus to the county that is small compared to the total
county budget. For Pottawattamie County government, in FYOO rural residences
generated $495,910 in revenues and incurred $471,427 in expenditures for a net surplus
of $24,483, or $60 per unit.

•

While the county enjoyed a surplus from the new development, primarily because of the
higher than average value of new homes, rural residences as a whole resulted in a net
deficit to the county of $737,517, or $181 per unit.

•

The average costs used for this study do not address differences in costs to serve
different development patterns and locations. It appears for now that such differences
are likely to be very small, at least for county costs. Part of the reason is that existing
capacity in the road system has absorbed this new development.

•

However, such capacity is not infinite. Increases in maintenance have been seen in
specific locations, for which future costs may become significant. Some road
construction has already been necessary, a large capital expense.

•

County zoning regulations encouraged the dispersed, low-density pattern. Cost-control
techniques of the subdivision ordinance affect only 34% of new development.

•

Dispersed, low-density development may also affect costs and level of service of school
and fire districts.

Results for Mills County

Summary
From 1995 and 1999, new rural residential development in Mills County consisted primarily
of site-built homes on subdivision lots between one and ten acres in size. As Figure 5.25 shows,
most of this development occurred in the Loess Hills region between Glenwood and Council Bluffs
and in townships east and northeast of Glenwood. Of all of the rural residences in Mills County,
23% were built in those five years.
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Mills County: density of new rural residences, 1995-1999.

The total value ofthese homes was $53,504,436 or 29.3% of the total valuation of all rural
residential property in the county. For Mills County government, in FYOO this development
generated $469,653 in revenues, of which $284,339 was property tax. However, it also generated
$515,533 in cost to the county.
This net cost of $45,880, or $142 per unit, was less than the net cost for all rural residences,
$617,941 or $438 per unit, primarily because the average value of the new homes was higher than the
existing. A variety of state and federal funds covered these net deficits. In FYOO, the largest of these
intergovernmental transfers were for mental health services and for roads and transportation.
With no zoning ordinance and no minimum lot size, county regulations had little impact on
the pattern and location of development, which is low density and dispersed, with subdivisions and
estate lots distributed through two or three townships.
Under the subdivision regulations and other policies in effect at the time of this development,
most of the new homes in subdivisions were served by private roads for which there were no unifonn
design standards. Also, 23% of all new rural residences were on lots that did not meet current
minimum size standards for septic systems and wells. County policies did avoid immediate county
expense, but it remains to be seen if the resulting lower levels of service will cause
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future public cost for corrective measures. The county enacted new subdivision standards and road
dedication standards and practices in 1999.

Planning and Subdivision Regulations
Mills County has a comprehensive plan and subdivision ordinance, but no zoning ordinance.
(Borich,2000.) The county adopted a new subdivision ordinance that took effect on February I,
1999. The following discussion is based on the previous subdivision ordinance that was in effect
during the period 1995 through January 1999, as described by a county official. Construction ofa
new home required a building permit issued by the county engineer and a sanitation permit issued by
the sanitation officer.
Because there is no zoning ordinance, there were no standards for minimum lot size,
dimensions or setbacks. Although state law with regards to required space for septic systems still
applied, enforcement of that law was inconsistent, which has since led to a class action lawsuit
against the county. Also there is no regulation ofland use; that is, there are no restrictions on where
homes can be located within the county.
The subdivision ordinance regulated lots created by subdivision plats. It contained design
standards for lot arrangement and required design of roads and infrastructure improvements to be
approved by the county engineer, but onIy if they were to be dedicated to the county for the county
to maintain. However, accroding to a county official, the county onIy accepted one new, dedicated
road between 1993 and 1999. Therefore, private roads generally served the homes identified in this
study that are in subdivisions. Also, since rural areas were not served by public sewer and water
systems, private wells and septic systems generally served these subdivision lots.
The current subdivision ordinance in Mills County contains many new provisions, including
a minimum lot size for lots served by private septic systems and wells of one acre, or larger if
required to meet certain minimum performance criteria. The current ordinance allows subdivisions
only where soil and drainage are suitable for development and requires parks and open space under
certain conditions. The current subdivision ordinance carries more detailed standards for
infrastructure such as walks and storm drainage. The county now also has a policy that requires all
public or private subdivision roads to meet county standards, which allows the county engineer to
require hard surface paving and curb and gutter (Mills 1999).

Development Characteristics
New residential development in rural Mills County was primarily in the Loess Hills area of
north of Glenwood and south of Council Bluffs. This area has good highway access to the
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Omaha/Council Bluffs urban area on Interstate 29 and U.S. Highway 275. Significant development
also occurred northeast and east of Glenwood. (See Figure 5.25)
A total of324 new, non-farm residences were built or started in the unincorporated areas of
Mills County from 1995 through 1999. This represented 23% of all rural residential realty (non-farm
property parcels) in the county at the end of 1999. Figure 5.26 shows how many building pennits
were issued in each of those years. Of these homes, 22 (7%) were mobile homes, either single or
doublewide units, and 302 (93%) were site-built homes, including those listed on building pennits
as "modular" type construction.
Most of these homes, 194 (60%), were on lots within 49 different platted subdivisions. In
Park Place Subdivision 28 homes were built, the most of any subdivision, but there were several
other subdivisions where ten or more were built. The rest (130) were built on individual parcels that
we refer to as "estate lots": parcels not part of a platted subdivision.
The size of the parcels with new non-farm residences did not vary widely between estate lots
and subdivision lots, with an overall average of3 acres and a median size of 1.9 acres. In the study
area as a whole, subdivisions tend to create a more compact development pattern than estate lots.
Table 5.45 indicates that the mean and median values for size of subdivision lots in Mills County
were only slightly smaller than for estate lots. The subdivisions tend to have more of the smaller
lots: 27% of the subdivision lots were below the current one-acre minimum lot size and 66% were
between one and ten acres. Figure 5.27 shows that 19% of the estate lots were less than one acre and
69% were between one and ten acres.

Only 12% of the estate lots were larger than 10 acres,

compared to 7% of the subdivision lots. Overall, parcel size in Mills County was smaller than in
most of the other counties studied.
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Table 5.45

Parcel size of new residential development in Mills Couoty (acres)
Estate lots

Subdivision lots

All lots

Mean

4.4

2.2

3.0

Median

2.2

1.7

1.9

Minimum

0.3

0.3

0.3

Maximum

27.8

18.1

27.8

n=

124

194

318

Note: Size not available for 6 estate lots.
Assessed Valuation
The total assessed valuation of all 324 improved properties was $53,504,436 with
$52,077,011 (97%) of the value accounted for by site built homes and $1,427,428 by mobile homes.
Table 5.46 shows the difference in value between the site built and mobile homes.
Figure 5.28 shows the distribution in values of site built homes. The minimum value shown
is for a site-built home constructed on a 3.79-acre estate lot in Rawles Township in 1999. The
maximum value shown is for a 4.69-acre lot in Broadmoor Estates Subdivision in Glenwood
Township with a site-built home constructed in 1998.
To put this into conteA1:, the total valuation of all rural residential realty in Mills County as of
January 2000 was $182,325,038. Thus, the value of the new, rural, residential development was
29.3% of the total valuation of all such property in the county. The average assessed value for these
homes and properties was $165,137, compared to the average value of all rural, non-farm, residential
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Table 5.46

Assessed value of new rural development in Mills County
Site built homes

Mobile homes

All Parcels

Mean

$172,440

$64,883

$165,137

Median

$159,563

$66,309

$155,002

Minimum

$17,360

$36,911

$17,360

Maximum

$558,429

$90,403

$558,429

parcels in Monona County in January 2000, $129,309. The new homes are on the whole higher than
. va1ue. 9
average III

Revenue
The 324 new developed parcels paid a total of $284,339 in property taxes in FYOO. They
also paid property taxes to six other types oftaxllg authorities, as shown in Table 5.47. (School
district property tax paid for each parcel was not available.) In addition to the $246,618 in property

tax revenue, Mills County government received revenue in other forms from the growth in total
valuation and population growth that is assumed to accompany such new development. Table 5.48
estimates all ofthe county revenue that can be attributed to the 324 new homes.
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Distribution of values of site-built homes in Mills County

9 These percentages and averages should be used with caution. The January 2000 valuation total for
all rural residential had not been equalized by the state. The assessed values for the new, rural
residential included some January 1998 and January 1999 valuations, as explained in the Appendix
data source notes for Mills County.
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Table 5.47

Total property taxes paid by new residential development in Mills County (FYOO)
Site-built homes

County

$240,039

School district

NA

Community College

Mobile homes

Total

$6,579

$246,618

NA

NA

$19,019

$521

$19,540

Township

$5,051

$142

$5,193

Agiculture Extension Ed.

$4,347

$119

$4,466

County Assessor

$8,148

$223

$8,371

$147

$4

$151

$276,751

$7,588

$284,339

State (Brucellosis)
Total

Table 5.48

Estimated revenue from new residential development in Mills County (FYOO)
Revenue source/
Unit type

Own source revenues
County property and other taxes
Local option taxes
Gambling taxes
. TIF tax revenues
Licenses and permits
Charges for service
Use of money and property
Miscellaneous
Total own source revenues

Site-built
homes
$240,039
$0
$0
$0
$879
$13,187
$16,678
$697
$271,480

Mobile
homes

Amount

Percent
of Total

$6,579
$0
$0
$0
$64
$961
$456
$51
$8,111

$246,618
$0
$0
$0
$943
$14,148
$17,134
$748
$279,591

52.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
3.0%
3.6%
0.2%
59.5%

Intergovernmental transfers
NA
NA
NA
NA
State shared revenues - road use tax
State grants and reimbursements
NA
NA
NA
NA
Secondary roads portion
19.4%
$91,217
$6,194
$85,023
Other revenues
1.8%
$225
$8,458
$8,233
State replacement against levied taxes
13.5%
$1,696
$63,588
$61,892
Other state replacements
5.7%
$26,799
$1,820
$24,979
Federal grants and entitlements
NA
NA
NA
NA
Contributions and reimbursements
NA
NA
NA
NA
Pa)111ents in lieu of taxes
40.5%
$190,062
$9,935
$180,127
Total intergovernmental
100%
$469,653
$18,046
$451,607
Total estimated revenue
(Refer to the Methods section for detailed description of all revenue categories and estimation
methods.)
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As the first line item in Table 5.48 shows, property tax revenue represents slightly more than
half of the estimated annual revenue from this new development. Property tax is a type of "own
source revenue." The other large types of own source revenues are charges for services (real estate
transfer tax, auto registration fees and use tax fees, zoning, subdivision and other building fees) and
interest earned on money and income earned from property, the capacity for which is assumed to
grow as taxable property value grows.
County governments receive a number of subsidies from state and federal government
sources that vary from year to year and from county to county. This revenue is categorized as
intergovernmental transfers. The largest of these intergovernmental transfers to Mills County in
FYOO were for mental health services and roads and transportation.
For example, $2,077,870 in transfers from the state, primarily from the road use tax fund,
supported county secondary bridges and roads. Because of statewide competition for these funds
and the complexities of the formula for its distribution, we believe the county would have received
these funds even without the development of 324 new rural homes. Therefore, we did not include
any of this subsidy in the revenue estimates, as indicated in Table 5.48 under "State shared revenues"
and "State grants and reimbursements."
However, this new development can increase other state and federal subsidies, which we
have included under intergovernmental transfers. See the notes for Mills County in Appendix A for
a detailed description of how we treated all intergovernmental transfers.

County Expenditures
The Methods section describes in detail the categories of expenditures of each county in
Iowa. Table 5.49 shows the various types of expenditures in Mills County.

Table 5.49

Mills County expenditures (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical
Law Enforcement
Debt Service
Capital projects

Expenditure
$3,301,900
$6,241
$1,404,470
$0
$71,495

Other County Expenditures

$5,167,933

Total Expenditures

$9,952,039
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The "other county expenditures" category includes $1.3 million for mental health, mental retardation
and development disabilities services, $795,000 for physical health and education, $889,000 for
social services and $1.6 million for the general administration of county government offices. An
important consideration about these "other county expenditures" is that the location and type of new
development had little impact on the amount of these costs. County residents required these services
whether they live in the unincorporated areas or within the towns of the county. Figure 5.29 shows
the percentage of the total county budget accounted for by each of these service categories.

Costs allocated to new rural development. We estimated that the portion of county costs
accounted for by the 324 new rural non-farm residences in the FYOO was $515,533. To make this
estimate, we reduced the total county budget to only residentially induced costs, $9,359,159. (See
Methods section.) We then divided this by the estimated 1999 population of Mills County (14,705),
to determine a "per capita multiplier" for costs ($636.46 per person). We estimated from average
household sizes that 810 people live in the 324 new rural homes built between 1995 and 1999.
When then multiplied these 810 people by the $636.46 per capita multiplier to estimate total county
costs for new development of$515,533. Multiplying this total of$515,533 by the percentages from
Figure 5.29 separates this estimate into the expenditures in each of the service categories, as Table
5.50 shows.
The expenditure shown for fire and emergency medical services is for ambulance services.
The county generally did not provide fire and emergency medical services to rural homes. The
townships provided these services and collected property tax to support them.

Capital projects
Debt Service
Law Enforcement
Fire and Emergency Medical
Secondary Roads
Other County Expenditures

r:=<==
0%

Figure 5.29
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Comparing Revenues and Costs
The new, rural, non-fann, residential development in Mills County accounted for $469,653
in revenues to county government and $515,533 in expenditures in FYOO, in very general terms.
Table 5.51 shows this comparison by structure type.
The new rural residences resulted in a net cost of$45,880 to the county in FYOO, or $142 per
unit. It is important to note that although the revenues shown were based on the value of the specific
group of homes built during the study period, the expenditures shown for the most part were based
on the estimated population of those homes. In other words, for any group of 810 people selected
from any homes in the county, newer or older, large or small, in town or rural, the revenues would
differ but the expenditures would be the same.
For example, we made a similar estimate of revenues and expenditures based on all 1410
rural, non-farm residences in Mills County in January 2000. Table 5.52 compares that estimate to
the above estimate for new, rural, non-farm residences. This comparison demonstrates that the net
cost of serving new development was less than the average net cost of serving all rural residences.
Since expenditures were calculated the same way for both estimates, the difference reflects that the
new development had a higher than average assessed valuation.
Rural residences did not "pay their own way." County residents, urban and rural, did not
support all of their public service needs through county-financed government. However, new
residences came closer to this goal than the average rural residence.
Although FY2000 was used to represent an "average year" for which to compare these costs
and revenues from the new homes when completed, the county had not received this revenue from
all of the homes built from 1997 through 1999 by FYOO. Due to the 18-month lag between the times
an assessed value is established on a property improvement and when the county actually receives

Table 5.50

Expenditures allocated to new rural development in Mills County (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical
Law Enforcement
Other County Expenditures
Debt Service
Capital proj ects
Total County Costs

Projected cost
$171,044
$323
$72,754
$267,708
$0
$3,704
$515,533

(See appendix for detailed description of all expenditure categories and estimation methods.)
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Table 5.51

Revenue to expenditure comparison by structure type in Mills County (FYOO)
Site built homes

Mobile homes

All parcels

Revenue

$451,607

$18,046

$469,653

Cost

$480,528

$35,005

$515,533

Revenue - Cost

($28,921)

($16,959)

($45,880)

($96)

($771)

($142)

Revenue - Cost per unit

the new property tax revenue, for homes completed after January 1998 the county did not receive
this revenue until after FYOO. Table 5.53 shows how the above calculations change if these revenues
are deducted.

Costs That Vary by Pattern and Location of Development
Roads and law enforcement. Traffic intensity and speed affect type of road needed and the
cost of maintaining roads. How many homes are located in certain areas and where people in those
houses need to travel affect the traffic intensity and speed. Discussion with a county official
indicated increased use of the roads in the area north of Glenwood and a few other parts of the
county. This increased use and the impact of development increased the need for
•

maintaining entrance culverts,

•

dust control for county roads,

•

installing 911 address signs and

•

inspecting septic systems and processing permits.

It is difficult to determine how much of that increase was due to the new residences built.
With the level of detail of the available data, it was not possible within the scope of this study to
accurately determine how much of the county road costs should be allocated to the 324 new
residences.

Table 5.52

Revenue to expenditure comparison for all and new rural residences in Mills County
(FYOO)
All rural residences

New rural residences

Revenue

$1,625,615

$469,653

Cost

$2,243,525

$515,533

Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

($617,910)

($45,880)

($438)

($142)
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Table 5.53

Revenue to expenditure comparision for new residences in Mills County with
delayed revenues deducted

Revenue
Cost
Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

All Parcels
$375,921
$515,533
($139,612)
($431)

The county official did say that more than two-and-a-half miles of roads have been added to
the secondary roads system by subdivision development. This increased the need for blading and
rock surfacing for rock roads and snow removal. However, those additional miles were only a very
small part of the total secondary roads. system.
For this study, we are satisfied with the average costs allocated to the new rural residences
for secondary roads shown in Table 5.50. However, we have shown that as a separate cost item for
those who may want to explore these costs further.
We have also shown law enforcement cost as a separate item in Table 5.50 for similar
reasons. The location and pattern of development affect travel distance and time and thus the cost to
provide patrol services and to respond to law enforcement requests. Again, the scope of this study
did not permit us to reliably estimate law enforcement costs for new residences only.
All of this is not to say that additional incremental costs needed to provide a road system and
law enforcement to continued rural development in the current pattern will never exceed average
costs or will never be significant. Indeed, we expect that they may be. Detailed studies comparing
costs to serve different development patterns would be needed to estimate those incremental cost
differences. Such studies have been done for many urban development situations, but rarely for rural
situations.

Fire and emergency medical services. Because development pattern and location affect
travel distance and time, other researchers have found that the cost and response time for fire and
emergency services varies for different developments. (Esseks, 1999.) In Table 5.50, we have
allocated only $323 to new rural residences for costs of fire and emergency medical services. That is
because fire service districts, based on township government, not the county, provided these services.
These residences produced $3,070 in property tax revenue in FYOO for all of the fire districts in Mills
County. This averaged $9.48 per residence.
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School busing. Other researchers have also found that development pattern and location
affect costs for school busing. (Esseks, 1999. Fisher, 1980. RERC, 1974.) School districts, not
county government, incur these costs. The property tax levy sheets indicated that the school district
property tax levy rate in FYOO was from 1.2 to 1.9 times the county property tax levy rate, depending
on which of the county's seven school districts is being considered. The total property tax generated
by the new residential development depends on their distribution within those seven districts.

Capital improvements. County costs for capital improvements vary over time, as does
what revenue pays these costs. The FYOO budget for Mills County included $71,495 in expenditures
for capital projects, which appear to have been paid for by grants and other intergovernmental
transfers. Although we have accounted for these revenues and the capital expenditures, for clarity in
Table 5.50 we have shown separately $3,704 allocated to new development for expenditures for
capital projects.

Relation of Cost to Development Regulations
A large body of related research indicates that development regulations may affect costs of
local government by impacting the amount or rate of development, the amount and types of
infrastructure improvements government must pay for and the type and intensity of ongoing county
operations. The primary ways regulations can affect these costs include what infrastructure
improvements they require, how they assign costs, and how they influence development pattern and
location.
We have not isolated the impact of planning regulations on the differences in amount and
rate of rural residential development among Mills County and its neighboring counties. Mills
County had no zoning regulations and the neighboring counties did. County regulations were
different from the municipal regulations for development within the incorporated areas of Mills
County. However, other factors such as access, land cost, and amenities available also impacted how
much development has occurred in Mills County and whether people built in town or in rural areas.
The general demographic trends discussed above show the population of rural areas grew faster than
incorporated areas.
As to required infrastructure improvements, the county subdivision ordinance and county

practice in effect during the study period attempted to shift all such costs to the private developer.
The county did not provide sewer and water infrastructure within subdivisions and neither built nor
accepted responsibility for any new roads within subdivisions. Consequently, 60% of all new rural
residences were served by private roads built without uniform standards. The new homes were also
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dependent on private septic systems and wells and 23% of these homes are on lots less than one acre
in size, a size that the current subdivision ordinance considers below what is needed for a septic
system and well. So the county policy did avoid immediate county expense, but it remains to be
seen if the resulting lower levels of service will cause future public cost for corrective measures.
This also leads to the question of the capital and maintenance costs for infrastructure serving
the estate lots. The county did not provide sewer or water infrastructure to those homes either, but it
did provide and maintain the road system and much of the overall storm drainage system. The
discussion above about roads and transportation indicates that so far the county has not experienced
significant capital cost to provide these roads. In other words, the capacity of the existing system has
been sufficient to absorb the development.
As Table 5.50 shows, the county did incur cost to maintain county services for new

development. As Table 5.51 shows, these costs exceeded the revenue generated by that
development. In the absence of any specific on-going user fees to produce additional revenue from
certain types of development, the way planning regulations can impact the revenue to cost ratio is by
influencing the pattern and location of development.
With no zoning ordinance and no minimum lot size, county regulations have had little
impact on the pattem and location of development. The new, non-farm, rural residences had lot sizes
between one and ten acres. Estate lots and subdivisions were mixed and mostly distributed within
two to three townships in the north part of the county. Although with smaller lot sizes and more
subdivision lots than most other counties in the study, in an urbanizing contex1, rural Mills County
still had a dispersed, low-density development pattern.
In other urbanizing situations, researchers have found dispersed, low-density development
patterns as more costly to serve than concentrated moderate to high-density patterns. As discussed
above under variable costs, so far the cost impact of this dispersed, low-density pattern appears to
have been small, but little data exists or is being tracked to monitor such costs in the future. Further
analysis of the long-term costs of this pattern and analysis of the impact of the new subdivision
regulations on this pattern would be useful.

Conclusions
•

The rural, non-farm residential development 10 Mills County from 1995 through 1999
was in a dispersed, low-density development pattern in the northwest part of the county,
much of it in the Loess Hills region.
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•

New development incurred net cost to the county. For Mills County government, in

FYOO rural residences generated $469,653 in revenues and incurred $515,533 in
expenditures for a net deficit of$45,880 or $142 per unit.
•

However, the county lost less money per unit on newer homes as a group than on all
rural residences as a whole. The net deficit for new residences was less than the net
deficit of$617,91O, or $438 per unit, for all rural residences, primarily because the
higher than average value of new homes.

•

The average costs used for this study do not address differences in costs to serve
different development patterns and locations. It appears for now that such differences
are likely to be very small, at least for county costs. Part of the reason is that existing
capacity in the road system absorbed this new development.

•

However, such capacity is not infinite. The road system has been expanding. In other
counties we studied, gradual increases in maintenance have been seen in specific
locations, for which future costs may become significant.

•

Past county subdivision regulations encouraged development served by private roads,
built without uniform standards. A significant proportion of lots may not be large
enough for the private septic systems and wells on which they depend. These conditions
could add to future public costs.

•

Relying on the subdivision ordinance to control costs does not affect 40% of new
development that is outside subdivisions.

•

Dispersed, low-density development may also affect costs and level service of school
and fire districts.

Results for Fremont County

Summary
From 1995 and 1999, new rural residential development in Fremont County consisted
primarily of site-built homes on individual lots larger than two acres in size. As Figure 5.30 shows,
this development was distributed across the county. Of all of the rural residences in Fremont
County, 8.2% were built in those five years.
The total value of these homes was $3,696,093 or 15.5% of the total valuation of all rural
residential property in the county. For Fremont County government, in FYOO this development
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generated $38,163 in revenues, of which $16,648 was property tax. However, it also generated
$77,507 in cost to the county.
This net cost of$39,344, or $1,035 per unit, was less than the net cost for all rural
residences, $618,428, or $1,350 per unit, primarily because the average value of the new homes was
higher than the existing. A variety of state and federal funds covered these net deficits. In FYOO, the
largest of these intergovernmental transfers were for mental health services and for roads and
transportation.
Fremont County subdivision regulations affected costs by specifying required infrastructure
improvements and by making the developer responsible for the cost of these improvements.
However, nearly 90% of all new rural residences in the past five years were not built in subdivisions,
which may limit the impact of subdivision regulations as a cost control strategy.
The Fremont County zoning ordinance covered all residences on estate lots. Its primary
impact on costs was its influence on development pattern and location. The zoning ordinance
appears to have encouraged a dispersed, low-density pattern distant from service centers. Research
on urbanizing situations has usually found this pattern and location to be more costly to serve than
compact, medium- to high-density development located closer to service centers. The county
zoning, while meeting other goals, appears to have encouraged higher costs to service new
development. We cannot, however, at this time estimate the scope of those costs.

Planning and Subdivision Regulations
Fremont County has a comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance and subdivision ordinance.
(Borich,2000.) All were enacted in 1968, although the county is now preparing new zoning
regulations. The following discussion is based on discussions with county officials about the
ordinances in affect at the time of the development being studied. Construction of a new home
required a zoning permit, issued by the county engineer, and a sanitation permit.
The zoning ordinance regulated what we refer to throughout as estate lots, that is, individual
lots not created by a subdivision plat. The zoning ordinance permitted single-family non-farm
dwellings in the agricultural zoning district. These homes were required to be on a two-acre
minimum lot size; there was no maximum allowable percentage of the lot that could be developed.
The ordinance had a residential zoning district in which the single-family non-farm dwelling was
also a principal permitted use. In that district the minimum lot size was 20,000 square feet or 40,000
square feet if common sewer and water systems did not serve the lot. Agriculture and residential
districts had minimum lot dimension and setbacks specific to single-family non-farm dwellings.
There were no restrictions on where such homes could be located within each district.
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Fremont County: density of new rural residences, 1995-1999.

The subdivision ordinance regulated lots created by subdivision plats. It contained design
standards for lot arrangement and for infrastructure improvements. It also included standards for
street system arrangement and street construction. Roads were required to have hard surface paving
if they were to be dedicated to the county for the county to maintain. The ordinance allowed private

streets not regulated by the county and owned and maintained by the property owners.
The subdivision ordinance required subdivision lots to connect to public or community
sanitary sewer and water systems unless such systems were not reasonably accessible. In that case,
private septic systems and wells were allowed and lots had to meet certain soil and area requirements.
The subdivider had to provide and pay for all of these infrastructure improvements.

Development Characteristia
During the period 1995-1999 years, even on an average annual basis, new residential
development in rural Fremont County was less than in all of the other Loess Hills counties studied,
except Monona County, and generally dispersed throughout the county. A total of38 new, non-fann
residences were built or started in the unincorporated areas of Fremont County from 1995 through
1999. This represented 8.2% of all rural residential realty (non-farm property parcels) in the
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county at the end of 1999. Figure 5.31 shows how many building pennits were issued in each of
those years. Of these homes, 6 (16%) were mobile homes, either single or doublewide units, and 32
(84%) were site built homes, including those listed on building permits as "modular" type
construction. Most of these homes were on individual parcels, "estate lots": 34 parcels were not part
of a platted subdivision. Four of the parcels (11 %) were in 2 subdivisions. Three ofthose were in
Golden Heights Subdivision.
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Building permits issued 1995-1999 in Fremont County

The size of the parcels with new non-farm residences ranged widely, with an average of 12.6
acres and a median size of six acres. Subdivisions tend to create a more compact development
pattern than estate lots. As the mean and median values in Table 5.54 indicate, the size of
subdivision lots was generally smaller than estate lots, although with only four subdivision lots these
differences may not be highly significant. Of the four subdivision lots, only one was below the twoacre minimum lot size for the agricultural district. Of the estate lots, three, or 9%, were below the
two-acre minimum lot size the agricultural district.

Figure 5.32 shows that 55% of the estate lots

were between 2 and 10 acres.
Table 5.54
Mean
Median
Minimum
Maximum
n=

Parcel size of new residential development in Fremont County (acres)
Estate lots

Subdivision lots

All Lots

13.6
6.4
0.4
62.0
34

3.6
3.1
0.6
7.5

12.6
6.0
0.4
62.0

4

38
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Distribution of estate lots by size in Fremont County

Assessed Valuation
The total assessed valuation of all 38 improved properties was $3,696,093 with $3,357,383
(91 %) of the value accounted for by site-built homes and $338)10 by mobile homes. Table 5.55
shows the difference in value between the site-built and mobile homes. The minimum value shown
is for a site-built home constructed on a 4.79-acre estate lot in Scott Township and only partially
complete by January 2000. The maximum value shown is for a 40-acre estate lot in Scott Township
with a site-built home constructed in 1995. Figure 5.33 shows the distibution in values of site built
homes.
To put this into context, the total valuation of all rural residential realty in Fremont County
as of January 2000 was $23,787,760. Thus, the value of the new, rural, residential development
wasI5.5% of the total valuation of all such property in the county. The average assessed value for
these homes and properties was $97,266, compared to the average value of all rural, non-farm,
residential parcels in Fremont County in January 2000, $51,938. The new homes were on

Table 5.55

Assessed value of new rural development in Fremont County
Site built homes

Mobile homes

All Parcels

Mean

$104,918

$56,452

$97,266

Median

$100,405

$59,800

$88,990

Minimum

$25,280

$36,830

$25,280

Maximum

$275,320

$65,620

$275,320
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Distribution of values of site-built homes in Fremont County

the whole higher than average in value.

10

Revenue
The 38 newly developed parcels paid a total of $46,148 in property taxes in FYOO. This
total was split among seven taxing authorities, as Table 5.56 shows. In addition to the $16,468 in
property tax revenue, Fremont County government received revenue in other forms from the growth
in total valuation and population growth that is assumed to accompany such new development.
Table 5.57 below estimates all of the county revenue that can be attributed to the 38 new homes.
As the first line item in Table 5.57 shows, property tax revenue represented less than half of
the estimated annual revenue from this new development. Property tax is a type of "own source
revenue." The other large types of own source revenue are local option tax revenue, charges for
services (real estate transfer tax, auto registration fees and use tax fees, zoning, subdivision and other
building fees) and interest earned on money and income earned from property, the capacity for
which is assumed to grow as taxable property value grows.
County governments receive a number of subsidies from state and federal government
sources that vary from year to year and from county to county. This revenue is categorized as

10 These percentages and averages should be used with caution. The January 2000 valuation total for
all rural residential had not been equalized by the state. The assessed values for the new, rural
residential included some January 1998 valuations, as explained in the Appendix data source notes
for Fremont County.
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Table 5.56

Total property taxes paid by new residential development in Fremont County
(FYOO)
Site-built homes

Mobile homes

County

$14,959

$1,509

$16,468

School district

$23,772

$2,398

$26,170

$1,226

$124

$1,350

TO\\TIship

$784

$72

$856

County Assessor

$791

$80

$871

Agricultural Extension

$384

$39

$423

$9

$1

$10

$41,926

$4,222

$46,148

Community College

State (Brucellosis)
Total

Total

intergovernmental transfers. The largest of these intergovernmental transfers to Fremont County in
FYOO were for mental health services and for roads and transportation.
For example, $2,227,519 in transfers from the state, primarily from the road use tax fund,
supported county secondary bridges and roads. Because of statewide competition for these funds
and the complexities of the formula for their distribution, we believe the county would have received
these funds even without the development of 38 new rural homes. Therefore, we did not include any
of this subsidy in the revenue estimates, as indicated in Table 5.57 under "State shared revenues" and
"State grants and reimbursements."
However, this new development can increase other state subsidies, which we have included
under intergovernmental transfers. See the notes for Fremont County in Appendix A for a detailed
description of how we treated all intergovernmental transfers.

County Expenditures
The Methods section describes in detail the categories of expenditures of each county in
Iowa. Table 5.58 shows the various types of expenditures in Fremont County.

The "other county

expenditures" category includes $1.1 million for mental health, $420 mental retardation and
development disabilities services and nearly one million dollars for the general administration of
county government offices. An important consideration about these "other county expenditures" is
that the location and type of new development had little impact on the amount of these costs. County
residents required these services whether they lived in the unincorporated areas or within the towns
of the county. Figure 5.34 shows the percentage of the total county budget accounted for by each of
these service categories.
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Table 5.57

Estimated revenue from new residential development in Fremont County (FYOO)
Mobile
homes

Amount

Percent
of Total

$14,959

$1,509

$16,468

43.2%

$2,365

$443

$2,809

7.4%

Gambling taxes

$0

$0

$0

0.0%

TIF tax revenues

$0

$0

$0

0.0%

$27

$5

$32

0.1%

Charges for service

$4,023

$754

$4,776

12.5%

Use of money and property

$3,078

$310

$3,388

8.9%

Miscellaneous

$1,826

$342

$2,168

5.7%

$26,278

$3,363

$29,641

77.7%

Revenue source/Unit type

Site-built
homes

Own source revenues
County property and other taxes
Local option taxes

Licenses and permits

Total own source revenues

Intergovernmental transfers
State shared revenues - road use tax

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

State grants and reimbursements
Secondary roads portion
Other revenues

$2,172

$407

$2,579

6.8%

$586

$59

$646

1.7%

$4,031

$407

$4,438

1l.6%

Federal grants and entitlements

$724

$136

$859

2.3%

Contributions and reimbursements

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

Total intergovernmental

$7,513

$1,009

$8,522

22.3%

Total estimated revenue

$33,791

$4,372

$38,163

State replacement against levied taxes
Other state replacements

Payments in lieu of taxes

100%

(Refer to the Methods section for detailed description of all revenue categories and estimation
methods.)
Costs allocated to new rural development. We estimated that the portion of county costs
accounted for by the 38 new rural non-farm residences in FYOO was $77,507. To make this estimate,
we reduced the total county budget to only residentially induced costs, $6,287,070. (See Methods
section.) We then divided this by the estimated 1999 population of Fremont County (7,706) to
determine a "per capita multiplier" for costs ($815.87 per person). We estimated from average
household sizes that 95 people live in the 38 new rural homes built between 1995 and 1999.
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We then then multiplied these 95 people by the $815.87 per capital multiplier to estimate total
county costs for new development of $77,507. Multiplying this total of$77,507 by the percentages
from Figure 5.33 separates this estimate into the expenditures in each of the service categories, as
Table 5.59 shows.
The fire and emergency medical services shown here is for ambulance services. The county
generally did not provide fire and emergency medical services to rural homes. The townships
provided these services and collected property tax to support them.

Comparing Revenues and Costs
The new, rural, non-farm, residential development in Fremont County accounted for $38,163
in revenues to county government and $77,507 in expenditures in FYOO, in very general terms.
Table 5.60 shows this comparison by structure type.

Table 5.58

Fremont County expenditures (FYOO)
County Service Category

Secondary Roads
Fire and Emergency Medical
Law Enforcement
Other County Expenditures
Debt Service
Capital projects
Total Expenditures

Expenditure
$2,537,671
$5,573
$952,464
$2,718,795
$0
$294,095
$6,508,598
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Table 5.59

Expenditures allocated to new rural development in Fremont County (FYOO)
County Service Category

Projected cost

Secondary Roads

$30,220
$66

Fire and Emergency Medical
Law Enforcement

$11,342

Other County Expenditures

$32,377

Debt Service

$0
$3,502

Capital projects

$77,507

Total County Costs

(See appendix for detailed description of all expenditure categories and estimation methods.)
The new rural residences resulted in a net cost of $39,344 to the county in FYOO, or $1,035
per unit. It is important to note that although the revenues shown were based on the value of the
specific group of homes built during the study period, the expenditures shown for the most part were
based on the estimated population of those homes. In other words, for any group of95 people
selected from any homes in the county, newer or older, large or small, in to\'.11 or rural, the revenues
would differ but the expenditures would be the same.
For example, we made a similar estimate of revenues and expenditures based on all 458
rural, non-farm residences in Fremont County in January 2000. Table 5.61 compares that estimate
to the above estimate for new, rural, non-farm residences. This comparison demonstrates that the net
cost of serving new development was less than the average net cost of serving all rural residences.
Since expenditures were calculated the same way for both estimates, the difference reflects that the
new development had a higher than average assessed valuation.
Rural residences did not "pay their own way." County residents, urban and rural, did not
support all of their public service needs through county-financed government. However, new
residences came closer to this goal than the average rural residence.

Table 5.60

Revenue to expenditure comparison by structure type in Fremont County (FYOO)
All Parcels

Site built homes

Mobile homes

Revenue

$33,791

$4,372

$38,163

Cost

$65,269

$12,238

$77,507

($31,478)

($7,866)

($39,344)

($984)

($1,311)

($1,035)

Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit
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Table 5.61

Revenue to expenditure comparison for all and new rural residences in Fremont
County (FYOO)
All rural residences

New rural residences

Revenue

$315,737

$38,163

Cost

$934,165

$77,507

($618,428)

($39,344)

($1,350)

($1,035)

Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

Although FY2000 was used to represent an "average year" for which to compare these costs
and revenues from the new homes when completed, the county had not received this revenue from
all of the homes built from 1997 through 1999 by FYOO. Due to the 18-month lag between the times
an assessed value is established on a property improvement and when the county actually receives
the new property tax revenue, for homes completed after January 1998 the county did not receive
this revenue until after FYOO. Table 5.62 shows how the above calculations change if these revenues
are deducted.

Table 5.62

Revenue to expenditure comparision for new residences in Fremont County with
delayed revenues deducted

Revenue
Cost
Revenue - Cost
Revenue - Cost per unit

All Parcels
$27,795
$77,507
($49,712)
($1308)

Costs That Vary by Pattern and Location of Development
Roads and law enforcement. Traffic intensity and speed affect type of road needed and the
cost of maintaining roads. How many homes are located in certain areas and where people in those
houses need to travel affect the traffic intensity and speed. Discussion with a county official
indicated no noticeable increased use of the roads and no increase in maintenance or capital costs
due to the new residences built since 1995. It was not possible within the scope of this study to
investigate further whether any such incremental road costs should be allocated to the 38 new
residences.
Any increased maintenance or capital costs that could be allocated specifically to the new
rural residences would be a very small part of the county budget for roads and transportation, due to

the size of the system and the size of the budget. Also, revenues generated by those residences
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would comprise only a very small part of the revenue used to pay those costs, due to the size of
intergovernmental transfers.
For this study, we are satisfied with the average costs allocated to the new rural residences
for secondary roads shown in Table 5.58. However, we have shown that as a separate cost item for
those who may want to explore these costs further.
We have also shown law enforcement cost as a separate item in Table 5.58 for similar
reasons. The location and pattern of development affect travel distance and time and thus the cost to
provide patrol services and to respond to law enforcement requests. Again, activity and cost records
lack enough detail to reliably estimate law enforcement costs for new residences only. Also, those
distance and time differences associated with the new rural residences are small compared to the
total travel distance and time needed to cover all of Fremont County.
All of this is not to say that additional incremental costs needed to provide a road system and
law enforcement to continued rural development in the current pattern will never exceed average
costs or will never be significant. Indeed, we expect that they may be. Detailed studies comparing
costs to serve different development patterns would be needed to estimate those incremental cost
differences. Such studies have been done for many urban development situations, but rarely for rural
situations.

Fire and emergency medical services. Because development pattern and location affect
travel distance and time, other researchers have found that the cost and response time for fire and
emergency services varies for different developments. (Esseks, 1999.) In Table 5.58, we have
allocated only $66 to new rural residences for costs of fire and emergency medical services. That is
because fire service districts, based on township government, provided the bulk of these services.
These residences produced $463 in property tax revenue in FYOO for all of the fire districts in
Fremont County. This averages $12.18 per residence.

School busing. Other researchers have also found that development pattern and location
affects costs for school busing. (Esseks, 1999. Fisher, 1980. RERC, 1974.) School districts, not
county government, incurred these costs. Thenew rural residences generated $26,170 in property
tax revenue for all of the school districts in Fremont County, or an average of$688.68 per residence.

Capital improvements. County costs for capital improvements vary over time, as does
what revenue pays these costs. The FYOO budget for Fremont County included over $441,743 in
expenditures for capital projects, which were paid for from a federal grant and concurrent revenues.
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As discussed above we deducted the federal grant and for clarity in Table 5.58 we have shown
separately $3,502 allocated to new development for expenditures for the other capital project.

Relation of Cost to Development Regulations
A large body of related research indicates that development regulations may affect costs of
local government by impacting the amount or rate of development, the amount and types of
infrastructure improvements government must pay for and the type and intensity of ongoing county
'operations. The primary ways regulations can affect these costs include what infrastructure
improvements they require, how they assign costs, and how they influence development pattern and
location.
We have not isolated the impact of planning regulations on the differences in amount and
rate of rural residential development among Fremont County and its neighboring counties. The
planning and subdivision regulations of Fremont County were somewhat different from those of
Mills County to the north: Mills County had no zoning ordinance and its subdivision ordinance had
more stringent standards for design and infrastructure improvements. County regulations were
different from the municipal regulations for development within the incorporated areas of Fremont
County. Certainly other factors such as access, land cost, and amenities available also impacted how
much development has occurred in Fremont County and whether people built in town or in rural
areas. The general demographic trends discussed above show the population of rural areas grew
faster than incorporated areas.
As to required infrastructure improvements, the county subdivision ordinance attempted to
shift all such costs to the private developer. The county did not provide roads, sewer or water
infrastructure within subdivisions. However, nearly 90% of all new rural residences in the past five
years were not built in subdivisions. This predominance of estate lot development must call into
question the long-term effectiveness of subdivision regulations as the primary cost control strategy.
This leads to the question of the capital and maintenance costs for infrastructure serving the
estate lots. The county did not provide sewer or water infrastructure to those homes either, but it did
provide and maintain the road system and much of the overall storm drainage system. The
discussion above about roads and transportation indicates that so far the county has not experienced
significant capital cost to provide these roads. In other words, the capacity of the existing system has
been sufficient to absorb the development.

As Table 5.58 shows, the county did incur cost to maintain county services for new
development. As Table 5.59 shows, these costs exceeded the revenue generated by that
development. In the absence of any specific on-going user fees to produce additional revenue from
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certain types of development, the way planning regulations can impact the revenue to cost ratio is by
influencing the pattern and location of development.
Since the zoning ordinance allowed residential development in most areas of the county, the
primary way it impacted pattern and location is by its minimum lot sizes, generally two acres. The
residential district allowed a smaller lot size, but the fact that only two of parcels studied were below
the 40,000 square foot minimum lot size means that few used that district. Nearly 70% of the parcels
studied were larger than five acres. The predominant pattern of rural residential development in
Fremont County was on scattered, larger, estate lots. This has to be seen as a dispersed, low-density
development pattern.

In urbanizing situations, researchers have found dispersed, low-density development patterns
as more costly to serve than concentrated moderate to high-density patterns. As discussed above
under variable costs, so far the cost impact of this dispersed, low-density pattern appears to have
been small, but little data exists or is being tracked to monitor such costs in the future. Further
analysis of the long-term costs of this pattern in rural areas would be useful, especially since the
county's zoning regulations encourage this low-density, dispersed development.

Conclusions
•

The rural, non-farm residential development in Fremont County from 1995 through 1999
was in a dispersed, low-density development pattern spread throughout the county.

•

New development incurred net cost to the county. For Fremont County government, in
FYOO rural residences generated $38,163 in revenues and incurred $77,507 in
expenditures for a net deficit of $39,344, or $1,035 per unit.

•

However, the county lost less money per unit on newer homes as a group than on all
rural residences as a whole. The net deficit was less than the net deficit of$618,428, or
$1,350 per unit, for all rural residences, primarily because the higher than average value
of new homes.

•

The average costs used for this study do not address differences in costs to serve
different development patterns and locations. It appears for now that such differences
are likely to be very small, at least for county costs. Part of the reason is that existing
capacity in the road system has absorbed this new development.

•

However, such capacity is not infinite. Gradual increases in maintenance have been
seen in specific locations in other Loess Hills counties, for which future costs may
become significant.
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•

County zoning regulations encouraged the dispersed, low-density pattern. Cost-control
techniques of the subdivision ordinance affect only 10% of new development.

•

Dispersed, low-density development may also affect costs and level of service of school
and fire districts.
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CHAPTER6. CONCLUSIONS FOR FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

Summary of Results
Pace of Development within the Loess Hills Counties
From 1995 through 1999, 1352 new non-farm residences were built in the unincorporated
areas of the Loess Hills. The number per county varies from 29 in Monona County to 411 in
Pottawattamie County (see Figure 6.1). As shown in Figure 6.2, these new homes reflected a 6% to
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23% increase in the counties' total residential base as of 1999. Figure 6.3 shows that the five-year
trend for permitting activity in the seven-county region is increasing, although the brevity of the
period and unevenness in totals means that this conclusion is tentative. In addition, if overall
economic conditions take a downturn, the pace of development may decline as well.

Pattern of Development
As the maps for each county show, the patterns of development vary across the seven-county
regIOn. The most intense development is occurring in commuting ranges of the big metropolitan
areas - Council Bluffs and Sioux City. This development tends to follow highways and in some
cases, such as Missouri Valley, locate near to but outside of small towns. Many other areas of the
seven counties are also experiencing development pressure, although at a slower pace and more
widely dispersed across the townships.
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Comparing Costs and Revenues
The public cost of new, rural, non-farm residential development in the seven counties
studied ranged from $66,000 in Monona County to $515,500 in Mills County. Table 6.1 shows that
the revenues to these counties associated with this development ranged from $30,000 in Monona
County to $496,000 in Pottawattamie County. (All figures are for FYOO.) More significantly, Figure
6.4 shows that in five of the seven counties, the revenue associated with this development does not
cover these costs. In the other two counties, the revenue exceeded costs by a small amount. On a
per-unit basis, net benefits ranged from a surplus of $60 per unit in Pottawattamie County to costing
$1,248 per unit in Monona County.

Limitatons
Although FY2000 is used to represent an "average year" for which to compare these costs
and revenues from the new homes when completed, all of the homes built from 1995 through 1999
did not actually provide the county this revenue by FY2000. Due to the IS-month lag between the
times an assessed value is established on a property improvement and the county actually receives
the new property tax revenue, the county did not receive this revenue from homes completed after
January 1998. Table 6.2 shows how the above calculations change if these revenues are deducted.
This limitation is especially significant if new development continues at the current rate, because in
that case there is always a group of occupied homes that is receiving benefits for which they are not
paying property tax. However, these specific homes will catch up and create the new property tax
revenue within 18 months. In fact, had we studied homes built during any five-year period ending
before January 1998, the FYOO budget would have actually included the revenue from those homes.
We did not do that because the development rate in the region was reported to have increased

Table 6.1

Revenues and costs of new rural development in Loess Hills counties (FYOO)
Total Revenues

Total Costs

Annual
Benefit/Shortfall

Plymouth

$156,110

$201,538

($45,428)

Woodbury

$150,310

$146,351

$3,959

Monona

$30,215

$66,398

($36,183)

Harrison

$198,776

$303,793

($105,017)

Pottawatta.mie

$495,910

$471,427

$24,483

Mills

$469,653

$515,533

($45,880)

$38,163

$77,507

($39,344)

Fremont
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Annual benefit or shortfall per unit of new rural development in Loess Hills counties

substantially after 1994 and because building permit records before that year were incomplete in
some counties. Because over the long run this group of homes will be paying property taxes year in
and year out, it is a more accurate reflection of the relationship between the revenues and costs of
development to include this future revenue in the subsequent discussion.
All of the property valuation data include the value of the property and the improvement to
the property. Therefore, any property tax revenue the county would be receiving from that land even
without development is included on the revenue side as new revenue, which is not technically
accurate. However, as is usually the case with rural non-farm development, many of the parcels
were newly created, split from larger parcels. In these cases, the only record of the property tax paid
before development is the record for the larger parcels. Also, in many cases, the property valuation

Table 6.2

Revenues and costs of new rural development with delayed revenues deducted
Total
Revenues

Plymouth
Woodbury
Monona
Harrison
Pottawattamie
Mills
Fremont

$113,325
$124,661
$21,081
$152,706
$338,766
$375,921
$27,795

Total
Costs
$201,538
$146,351
$66,398
$303,793
$471,427
$515,533
$77,507

Annual
Benefit!
Shortfall
($88,213)
($21,690)
($45,317)
($151,087)
($132,661)
($139,612)
($49,712)
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before development was based on agricultural use, which changed to residential use upon
development. This increase in value does represent new revenue to the county and should be
included. Due to the time complexities of establishing past valuation and tax revenue for each of the
1352 parcels studied, this prior revenue was not discounted. We also did not
•

compare revenue to cost ratios for other land uses,

•

quantify future revenues and costs,

•

examine non-public costs or indirect economic effects of development,

•

directly identify cost impacts of various types or patterns of sprawl, or

•

compare revenues and costs in rural areas to revenues and costs within incorporated
communities.

We did not evaluate costs specific to development within the Loess Hills landform region itself, such
as comparing them to costs of development outside the landform region. Instead, we focused on
development in all areas within the political boundaries of each county.

Comparing Results to Related Research
Although there have been many studies of the public cost of development in urban areas,
there have been few in rural areas. The American Fannland Trust conducted several studies of small
towns and of rural areas between 1992 and 1997. (AFT, 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1997) These studies
found that for ten small town governments public revenues associated with new residential
development ranged from 87% to 167% of the public costs to service the new homes. For
urbanizing, unincorporated areas specifically, Figure 6.5 compares our results to two AFT studies
and one 1989 study by Cornell University Cooperative Extension. (Cornell, 1989.)
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Revenue to cost ratios for rural residential development
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Generally, our findings in the Loess Hills are comparable to these other studies. Percentages for
some of the Loess Hills counties were lower than those found in the other studies, but some of the
Loess Hills counties are doing much better under these measures.

Factors Influencing Results
Many conditions contribute to the counties' experiences in servicing new development. The
two factors that we could identify that most consistently matched the pattern of costs are:
•

Number of total rural residences

•

Proximity to an urban area

Other conditions influencing costs include:
•

Effects of planning regulations

•

Changing home values

•

Other external factors

All of these factors are discussed below.

Number and Proximity
The counties with the highest number of rural residences across which to spread costs
experienced the best cost-benefit ratios - Pottawattarnie and Woodbury -- while those with the least
number of total rural residences experienced the greatest deficits - Monona and Fremont. Similarly,
the most urban counties experienced the best cost-benefit ratios while the most rural counties
experienced the greatest deficits. Rural population and urban proximity, obviously, are interrelated.

In effect, the currently suburban counties had the best financial result from new development, while
for the currently rural counties, the results were less financially beneficial.
It is notable that the number of rural residences is a better pattern match to the revenue/cost
ratio than total county population. Similarly, neither the total county costs, the per capita multiplier,
nor the average value of new residences yielded a dependable pattern match.
Because of the small sample size (seven counties), we could not undertake statistical
regression analysis of the factors behind the cost results. As a result, we cannot comment on the
statistical significance of these patterns, and this finding should be considered tentative.
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Effects of Planning Regulations
County governments make planning policy at the local level. These regulations affect the
amount or rate of development, the amount and types of infrastructure improvements and who pays
for them and development location and pattern. In tum all of these can impact public costs of
development. The planning regulations in the seven counties differ somewhat. Although we have
not quantified their impact on the amount and rate of development, we can point out how these
regulations can impact public cost.

Infrastructure requirements. All seven Loess Hills counties have subdivision ordinances.
The primary differences are whether they regulate subdivision location and in their standards for
, infrastructure improvements.
Of the ordinances in effect from 1995 through 1999, only Pottawattamie County's ordinance
included provisions requiring adequate soils, drainage and other resource-based standards to be met
where a subdivision is proposed. Otherwise, location of development is left to zoning regulations.
All counties have some standards for public roads within a subdivision: for example, either
specific hard surface paving in the case of Fremont, Plymouth, Monona, Woodbury, Harrison and
Pottawattamie Counties, or approval of the county engineer in the case of Mills County. However,
all counties allowed private streets (not maintained by the county) that did not meet these standards,
although Pottawattamie County specified only certain conditions allowing such streets. County
policy about public streets varied even more: although all had new subdivisions during the study
period, Harrison County accepted no public roads, Mills County accepted only one and Plymouth
County allowed most new subdivisions to have private roads. Although these policies protected the
county from the cost of maintaining additional roads, it did result in roads that vary in width, paving
and drainage condition and thus in level of service to the users, including emergency and service
vehicles. Mills and Plymouth Counties have recently changed their policies.
The subdivision ordinances mandate little additional infrastructure. All require connection
to public sanitary sewer and water systems, except where no such system exists nearby. Therefore,
individual septic systems and wells serve the most (if not all) of new homes in subdivisions. Storm
water drainage is generally in surface swales. Walkways and other amenities are very infrequent.
The variability in road construction, sewer, water and other services is common in rural
areas and does not cause problems in the absence of strong development pressure. But this
variability can be a problem in developing suburban areas such as some parts of four of the Loess
Hills counties. Ifnearby cities are forced to consider annexing these areas, they will face the
expensive and difficult proposition of improving these substandard and highly variable infrastructure
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facilities to urban standards. Also, development bypassing an area ·with substandard infrastructure
encourages further sprawl outward.
All subdivision ordinances require the developer to pay for any subdivision infrastructure.

In this provision, in the minimal required infrastructure and in the policies on new public roads, the
subdivision ordinances appear to be a primary means for the counties to reduce public costs from
residential development. However, as Figure 6.6 shows, in five of the seven counties less than half
of the new residences were built within subdivisions.
Over the entire region, only 41 % of the new residences were built in subdivisions, which
limits the impact of subdivision regulations as a cost control strategy.
Most of the new development has been outside subdivisions, on estate lots, for which there
are no infrastructure requirements. The county does not provide sewer or water infrastructure to
those homes, but it does provide and maintain the road system and much of the overall storm
drainage system. Although 14% to 41 % of the public cost of the new development is for these
facilities, our calculations count these as average costs that could apply to any residence, new or
existing. So far it appears the counties have not experienced significant incremental cost to provide
roads to the new residences, although specific data are limited. In other words, the capacity of the
existing road and storm drainage system has been sufficient to absorb the development.
However, location and pattern of continued development have the potential to affect future
costs specific to new residences.
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Percentage of new residences in Loess Hills counties 1995-1999 in subdivisions
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Regulations and development patterns. As stated above, the subdivision ordinances of six
of the seven counties during the five-year study period do not specifically regulate where in the
county subdivisions occur and therefore have no impact on development location and pattern.
Zoning ordinances typically influence development location and pattern.
All of the counties except Mills had zoning ordinances between 1995 and 1999. However,
all of the ordinances allowed single-family, non-farm residences in agricultural zoning districts as
well as in residential zoning districts. Due to the extent of these districts, the effect is that the zoning
ordinances do not set aside specific places within the,county for residential development, or places
where it is not allowed. An exception is Monona County, which prohibits a non-farm residence in
quarter-quarter sections dominated by prime agricultural soils. But in most cases, the primary
impact of these zoning ordinances on development location and pattern is by the minimum lot sizes.
Generally, these minimums required parcels with single-family non-farm residences to be
either one or two acres or larger. These sizes are generally consistent with space requirements for
private septic systems and wells. However, parcels tend to be much larger than the minimum.
Except in Plymouth and Mills Counties, more than half of all the parcels are larger than five acres.
(Size data was not available for all parcels in Woodbury County.)
With respect to providing such facilities and services as roads, sewer and water systems, law
enforcement and school busing, even one and two acres lots are considered to form a dispersed, lowdensity development pattern. Research on other urbanizing situations has usually found this pattern
and location to be slightly more costly to serve than compact, medium- to high-density development
located closer to service centers. The current zoning in most Loess Hills counties, while meeting
other goals, appears to encourage higher costs to service new development. We cannot, however, at
this time estimate the scope of those costs.

Summary. Public policies related to planning and development had the following impacts:
•

encouraged location and pattern of development that can lead higher future costs to
service new development

•

ineffective at controlling costs for a large share of development

Changing Home Values
Figure 6.7 shows that in all counties the value of new residences is well above the average
residential property value. This new development includes some high value homes, with at least one
over $500,000 in every county except Monona and Fremont.
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Value of new rural development in Loess Hills counties

The impact of this above average value is that in every county the revenue to cost ratio is
more positive for the new residences as a group than for all rural residences as a whole, as Table 6.3
shows. Since expenditures are calculated the same way for both estimates, the difference between
the new residences and all residences for anyone county is due to the higher than average assessed
valuation of the new residences.
Generally, rural residences do not "pay their own way." County residents, urban and rural,
do not support all of their public service needs through county-financed government. There are
many reasons for this, such as the state-mandated rollback of residential property values for
assessment purposes, the state and national use of user fees in the form of fuel and vehicle taxes as a

Table 6.3

Annual benefit or shortfall per unit for all rural residences compared to new
All

New

Plymouth

($441)

($250)

Woodbury

($188)

$23

Monona

($1,430)

($1,248)

Harrison

($787)

($583)

Pottawattamie

($181)

$60

Mills

($438)

($142)

($1,350)

($1,035)

Fremont
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means of financing the highway system, and the county-based but state supported delivery system
for public mental health programs. These are all policy decisions based on issues more numerous
and complex than simply whether people will "pay their own way" though property taxes. However,
because of property values, new rural residences come closer to this goal than the average rural
residence. In the case of Woodbury and Pottawattamie Counties, the new residences did meet this
goal.

Other External Factors
As demonstrated by the related research, many factors can affect the results of fiscal impact
analysis. The following factors had major influence on the public revenues and costs associated with
rural development in the Loess Hills case. It is worth noting that these conditions are generally
outside the control of local policymakers:

Education is not part ofthe ratio. This affects the comparison of the results of this
analysis to other studies and also affects the conclusions that can be drawn from these results about
costs in the Loess Hills region. The well-known American Farmland Trust studies consistently
demonstrate that residential land uses arc more costly to serve than other land uses. Those studies
assign all revenues and costs for education to residential development. Education was not included
in this study, because it concerned only county revenues and costs, school districts are separate from
the county and county and school district boundaries don't coincide. Property tax revenue to school
districts is equal to or greater than property tax revenue to counties, education costs are major public
expenditures and the state subsidizes education costs by several complex programs. So it is unclear
how including education would have changed the net fiscal impact in these Loess Hills counties.
However, this is still a major fiscal issue, which is affected by rural residential development.

The rural services levy helps place some burden for county costs on rural residents.
Properties outside incorporated areas are assessed with a rural services levy in addition to the other
property taxes. Thus rural residents pay more tax to the county than do residents of incorporated
communities (although these people pay municipal property tax). State law restricts what counties
can pay for with these funds to services received by rural residents more than town residents. Most
counties pay a large share of this revenue source into their secondary roads funds. County
governments determine the levy rate, within limits set by the state legislature. Table 6.4 shows how
much of the total revenue associated with the new rural residences went to the rural services levy.
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Table 6.4

Revenue received for rural services levy from new residences in Loess Hills
counties (FYOO)
Total revenues

Rural services portion

Plymouth

$156,110

$49,770

31.88%

Woodbury

$150,310

$16,766

11.15%

Monona

$30,215

$4,635

15.34%

Harrison

$198,776

$43,901

22.09%

Pottawattamie

$495,910

$108,879

21.96%

Mills

$469,653

$81,183

17.29%

$38,163

$6,292

16.49%

Fremont

The amount of the rural services levy and the limits set for it by the state strongly influence
the fiscal impact of new rural development. It largely determines how much revenue is available to
cover road costs, but also how much is left for all of the other county costs. The straight cost to
revenue to comparison of a net fiscal impact number doesn't show how much is really available to
cover all county costs.

Facilities and services that benefit rural residents are commonly supported by outside
sources. From mental health services to roadside vegetation, from law enforcement facilities to
public parks and recreation facilities, grants and transfer payments cover a substantial share of
county costs, at least for now. The greatest area of this support is for the secondary road system, the
basic infrastructure that the county does provide. Because they are a significant portion of county
revenue, statewide decisions about the amount of these subsidies affect fiscal impact of new rural
development.

Level of service accepted for rural development is lower than commonly accepted in
urbanizing areas. Rock roads and fire protection are two examples. Most of the county road
system consists of rock roads, while paved roads predominate in urban areas. Rock roads are less
expensive to build and to maintain per mile than rock roads. Fire protection to rural areas is largely
supported by volunteer labor and charitable contributions for capital improvements. Larger urban
areas often use professional, paid, firefighters and pay for capital improvements from municipal
budgets. In rural areas, private septic systems and wells provide wastewater treatment and water to
residences, whereas urban residents rely on municipal systems. Because of such differences, rural
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areas are considered to receive lower levels of public service. These lower level rural services are
less expensive, which reduces the costs side of the fiscal impact ratio
However, urban residents who move to rural areas are accustomed to the higher levels of
service. Also, demand from new development may overtake the capacity of rural systems. So rural
areas could eventually require more costly facilities and services than the county now provides.
Unless revenues are increased accordingly, this will drastically change the cost to revenue
comparison.

The value of new residences is higher than average. As described above, this provides a
favorable revenue to cost ratio as long as the cost for the facilities and services that the public
requires do not rise faster than property values.

Rapid development. Other researchers in urbanizing situations have pointed out that
revenues compare well to costs whenever there is rapid new development within an area of lower
existing property value. During these times, property values are rising rapidly and, typically, public
services have not caught up to the often higher service expectations of these new residents. For
example, maintenance of rock roads may increase steadily as traffic volume increases. Although the
county may absorb the costs of such maintenance, collecting new revenue from property taxes may
lag several years behind. It may take awhile before the county can afford to upgrade the road itself.
Only when such costs appear in the budget will the net fiscal impact from the new development be
recognized. In situations of rapid development, only by tracking such costs and revenues over a
longer period of time can fiscal impact analysis reflect such costs.

To a large extent, the existing capacity of public infrastructure supports new rural
residential development. For example, when rock roads serve only agricultural land uses, traffic
volumes may be well under their intrinsic capacity with the typical maintenance that they receive.
Although residential development increases traffic on some roads, only after it reaches the threshold
capacity under that typical maintenance will maintenance and upgrade costs reach a level where they
significantly impact the revenue to cost ratio. In a few cases in the Loess Hills county engineers
reported needing maintain rock roads twice a week compared to the usual once every two weeks.

Certain costs may be deferred to the future, where, when they occur they could be
much greater. For example, rock roads are economical and provide an acceptable level of service
only up to certain level of use. When road reconstruction is needed, it requires a large capital
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expenditure in a short period of time. Once paved, the capacity of that road may be well over the
demand placed on it by residences in the immediate areas, while other new development in another
area requires another rock road to be rebuilt.
The same is true when an expanding community needs to provide public sewers and water to
existing areas with wells and septic systems. This sometimes happens when cities annex rural areas:
as they collect revenue for municipal services they are required to provide municipal services. Not
only is it much more expensive to install municipal sewer and water systems in developed areas, it is
more expensive per unit in areas with two- to five-acre lots compared to areas with lot sizes under
one acre. In such a case, the true fiscal impact of the rural development is not felt until the municipal
systems are installed.

Future Changes in These Conditions
Several factors could change the existing conditions discussed above, including:

•

Increased service demands from increasing use. Levels of service that involve public
safety, such as traffic conditions on public roads or the capacity to rapidly respond to
emergency medical services calls, can lead to the need for significant new costs to
upgrade services. At some level of traffic use, a rock road is no longer acceptable or
economical, and paving becomes necessary.

•

Absorption of existing capacity in infrastructure and environmental services. The
rural environment has the capacity to absorb certain environmental costs, but that
capacity is not infinite. Of most concern is septic and water systems. Scattered one-acre
lots may provide an acceptable environment for waste treatment with septic systems or
provide adequate water through private wells so long as not all lots are developed. But
as the concentration of development increases, these low-cost options begin to incur
high public health and environmental costs. This may be particularly true with new rural
residents, who may not realize their responsibilities in servicing septic systems.

•

Changing expectations of residents. Local officials have reported that urban or
suburban residents often have different expectations of public services than long-time
rural residents. These officials have cited timing of snow removal, dust control and
emergency response as examples. Fire protection expectations are also reported as a
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concern. Education of residents may be effective in some cases and probably should be
undertaken, but our experience suggests that over the long-term, elected officials will
feel obliged to respond to the expectations of their constituents.

Looking Ahead
The development we studied occurred over a five-year period and yet it now accounts for
13 % of all rural residences in the region and up to 23 % in one county. If that rate of development
continues, will these conditions continue unchanged for five more years? For ten more years? For
longer? What are the potential future costs of continued rural residential development in the Loess
Hills counties? Howcan fiscal impact analysis inform future policy in response to these potential
costs?

Potential Future Maintenance Costs
Examples of potential future maintenance costs include:

Increased maintenance of drainage systems. Increased development often brings more
rapid and more concentrated storm water runoff, during construction and after. In the loess soils of
the region, this may increase the need for repairing ditches, protecting structures and cleaning
deposited silt.

Increased blading of gravel and snow removal from increased traffic on rock roads.
This results from trying to maintain an acceptable level of service as frequency of use grows. Some
counties have seen a fourfold increase in the frequency of blading rock roads to keep the surface
uniform.

Increased· fire and emergency calls at far end of fire/emergency protection zone. With
little control over location of development within the county and little formal participation by the fire
districts in land use decisions, development may occur in places within the fire district where
response times are at their greatest. As this exceeds an acceptable level of service possible with
volunteers, paid staff may be required to improve response time.
County governments are responsible for maintaining drainage facilities and roads.
Township governments are responsible for fire protection and they compete with the county for a
share of the local property tax to pay for it.
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Potential Future Capital Costs
At some point, existing facilities cannot provide an acceptable level of service or it makes
little economic sense to pay for increased maintenance costs. Facility expansion and upgrade require
capital costs that must be paid all at once, or bonded and paid over time, with interest. In this
situation, examples include:

Existing road rebuilding and resurfacing. When rock roads are paved, improving level of
service at new and expected traffic use usually requires improving sight distances and safe travel
speed by reconstructing curves, shoulders and other elements. Paving and speeding of traffic
typically encourages more driving, thus creating cyclical effects. It also encourages dispersed
development, thereby again increasing traffic demand.

Road expansion. This can include widening existing lanes, adding lanes, increasing
shoulder widths, all in response to increased traffic.

Wastewater treatment systems. Major capital costs are involved for collection lines and
treatment systems when incorporated communities expand into areas with existing homes on septic
systems.

Increased fire protection facilities. This can involve adding vehicles and increasing the
capacity of fire stations or adding new fire stations closer to developing areas.

Increasing school facilities. Development is not necessarily occurring where rural schools
have excess capacity. Iowa's open enrollment also makes predicting impacts on schools more
difficult. Adding classrooms and other facilities and expanding bus fleets can all increase costs.

In many cases, the counties, school districts and fire districts responsible for these capital
costs are already hard pressed to meet current capital needs with available revenue, even considering
the subsidies they receive from other levels of government.

Implications for Policy
Those who look to an economic argument in favor of improving planning find mixed solace
in the fmdings of this fiscal impact analysis. On the one hand, rural residential development that has
occurred under existing planning regulations has been a positive public benefit, because it has
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brought in increased revenue that would not have been received without it. Also, the net fiscal
impact from new residents has in all cases been more positive than from existing residents.
On the other hand, the net fiscal impact of new, rural, residents has ranged from an
insignificant benefit to a significant cost. Furthermore, county planning regulations have been less
than completely effective at controlling the short-term impact of development on public budgets,
because they rely solely on subdivision ordinances, which cover less than half of the development.
Beyond that, the reasons that the net fiscal impact has not been more negative are factors outside of
the control of county government, for example existing capacity of a one hundred year old road
network and subsidies from other sources. There is no guarantee that these conditions will continue
and if they don't, the development patterns driven by market processes and encouraged by county
zoning regulations will make future costs high. In other words, the economic argument must look to
future potential impacts, rather than to actual historic impacts across entire counties.
If future costs are deemed sufficient to convince policy makers to improve planning, then
there are several kinds of research that may identify and quantify such costs. Detailed case studies
comparing demand for services, levels of service and costs of service associated with different
development patterns at the township scale in locations carefully selected within the Loess Hills
could provide a better understanding of the future possible impacts of development as it has been
happening in the Loess Hills. Models projecting different development patterns over a larger area
and using detailed engineering estimates to explore potential costs for providing equivalent levels of
service could help identify the most economical development patterns for future rural development.
Before launching such studies of development patterns, though, researchers and policy
makers should consider that most of the conceptions that planners hold about cost of residential
development are based on urban models. The differences between the urban and rural situations are
critical. Development patterns that have been found to reduce public costs have usually been based
on single-family unit densities that rely on small lots, townhomes and apartments, as well as on infill,
close-in development and combining different land uses to reduce dispersal and distance to centers.
Not only would such patterns require public water and wastewater utilities and improved roads, but
would such patterns meet the market demand? Would prospective rural residents see these patterns
as rural?
If not, all that may be accomplished is to shift some development to other counties. The
development patterns in Pottawattamie and Mills Counties may be an example of such a shift. If
Pottawattamie County did not require all subdivisions either to be located on paved roads or to pay
for paving its access route, or if it had no zoning ordinance, would rural residential development still
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have increased by 23% in neighboring Mills County? To have a meaningful impact on development
in the region, counties should coordinate their development policies.
To reduce potential future operating and capital costs planning policies should influence
development patterns such that remaining infrastructure capacities can continue to meet development
needs for as long as possible. Meaningful residential land use regulations, impact fees, density
incentives and public/private development partnerships have been applied in other places to
influence development patterns. To make efficient use of all scarce public resources, counties
should coordinate their development policies with capital improvement programs of school districts,
fire districts and incorporated communities.
Fiscal impact analysis is only one part of the larger picture. Development policy must also
consider such larger issues as what drives the demand for rural residential development and the
financing structure of local government.
Policy must incorporate methods and patterns for implementing and servicing rural
development so that it meets not only public needs, but also the needs of the people making that
development happen. This is what drives the market forces that influence development patterns as
strongly as, or more strongly than, development regulations. The "Social Analysis" and "General
Conclusions" sections of this thesis discuss some ways to better understand those people, their needs,
motivations and expectations.
If fiscal impact analysis is to frame the policy discourse on development and growth, it must
be understood that fiscal impact analysis is inextricably linked to how we have chosen to structure
and finance our government (Bunnell 1997). Is new development more worthwhile to the public the
closer it comes to paying for itself? Fiscal impact analysis comparing public revenues and costs
perhaps assumes that it does.

Does public policy expect all rural residents to pay for themselves?

Existing rural homes do not. If county taxpayers expect the revenue from rural residents to cover the
costs of their government facilities and services, then why do counties support their roads with state
subsidies? If state taxpayers expect counties to pay for their roads as much as possible, then why
doesn't the state road use tax formula substantially reward counties with rural population growth? If
state taxpayers expect these homes and all rural homes to "pay for themselves" then why not reduce
the state rollback of valuations for residential property taxes? The results offiscal impact analysis
are strongly affected by all of these questions. These larger policy choices will continue to affect
fiscal impacts of rural development in the future.
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PART II: SOCIAL ANALYSIS
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CHAPTER 7. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL ANALYSIS

We all know what a community is. In Iowa we recognize a physical community when we
approach one on a rural highway. We see the clustering of houses and trees, the water tower and
grain elevator rising above. As we approach we see the signs noting the city limits and population,
marking pride in local churches and service groups, welcoming us with the local slogan. But
community also has an expanded meaning in rural areas, where many who don't actually live in that
cluster of homes take their children to school there, go to the church in the town and attend the
volunteer firefighters' annual chili supper. In a very real sense, the concept ofa community's has
meaning beyond its town's incorporated limits.
A community exists when certain social bonds exist within a particular kind of territorial and
social environment. In a community, these social bonds manifest themselves as a local ecology, a
holistic organization and a field of community actions. The community coexists with many other
social structures to which its people are also connected, such as work environments, places and
habits of economic consumption, interest groups and friendship networks beyond the physical
community. (Wilkinson 1986)
This conception of community can help us understand how increased residential
development can benefit communities of place. It also helps us to recognize how the new non-farm
rural residents in the Loess Hills are part of a community of place. This community of place
includes an incorporated community and the rural residences around it. Throughout this analysis, I
refer to this aggregate as the community, to the portion with the incorporated community as the town
and the rest as the rural portion.
This social analysis explores potential community benefits even its rural residents are not
paying taxes to the town. First, the analysis explores what these social benefits might be and why
they should concern public policymakers. Then several aspects of these social characteristics and
what factors cause them to vary from place to place are identified, using the Loess Hills region as a
case study. Analysis of survey data from the Loess Hills region addresses several social indicators
not widely discussed in the literature. Finally, implications for social impacts from rural residential
development in the Loess Hills are considered. The "Overall Conclusions" section of this thesis
discusses how this analysis can be applied to planning and how future research can support that
planning.
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY OF RELATED LITERATURE

Important Social Aspects of Community
The raw ingredient of a community is its people or more precisely the social structures that
arise from their relationS with each other. Those relations can be seen as social capital. Certain
kinds of social relations are expansive, outward looking and inclusive of diverse groups and
interests. This is bridging social capital, which can help make connections with external resources,
facilitate the exchange of information, expand community identity to accommodate change and
generally help smaller niral communties advance (Putnam 2000). Social capital generally and
bridging social capital specifically is a resourcethat makes it possible for participants in community
relations to achieve goals that they could not achieve individually. The characteristics of those
relations indicate the value of that social capital. If those relations change in ways that improve
common efforts, those changes can be seen as beneficial to the community (Coleman 1990;
Wilkinson 1986).
Potential benefits of social capital extend beyond the physical limits of a particular town
. into the interactional field that includes the entire rural region. Because most healthy and
functioning individuals have a social dimension, whether they live in town or in a rural area, and
because community is an active ingredient in all social life, community is a central element of rural
life (Wilkinson 1986). Many rural people have some personal connections with people living in the
nearby town and consider themselves members of a specific goegraphic place, the community.
The character of social relations and the condition of social capital is of fundamental
importance to any community, including relations involving both its town and rural residents. New
rural, non-farm, residential development in the rural Loess Hills provides an opportunity to examine
social relations in the context of development. These social ties accect policies in rural towns and
the larger rural region: county, regional and state.
Two key indicators of the condition of social relations or social capital are community
attachment and community satisfaction. Although the degree of attachment to and satisfaction with
community are clearly elements ofan individual's psychological health (Sarason 1974), the public
policy question concerns how community attachment and satisfaction with community relate to
public goods. These indicators offer insight into the community's capacity for action, its stability
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and order and voluntary participation in the community. These characteristics are essential to
preserving and strengthening communities.
Strong attachment between each resident and the community increases its capacity for
community action (Kretzmann and McKnight 1993) (Beggs, Hurlbert, and Haines 1996). Such
attachment can be defined as commitment to one's neighbors or to other community residents
(Gerson, Stueve, and Fischer 1977) or as the integration and involvement of residents in their
community (Rank and Voss 1982). People choose to become involved for a variety of reasons.
Some people become involved to protect their own interests. Others have an affinity for other people
and so see the community as an extension of family support or family obligation. Others, whether
conscious of being bound together or not, believe that it is a virtue to nurture mutual interdependence
(Bellah et al. 1985). The more people are involved together, the more effective they can be in
working together for common goals. Such capacity for community action is an element of positive
and successful community development (Wilkinson 1986).
Another way to recognize the public value of community attachment is to consider the
community as a system of social networks. Interpersonal networks of kin and friends and
participation networks of informal and formal associations are linked in the community through jobs
schools, entertainment, and leisure and other community activities. Networks are at the core of
human communities and are dimensions of community attachment (Beggs, Hurlbert, and Haines
1996; Fischer 1982; Kasardaand Janowitz 1974; Sampson 1988). The more viable and the more
concentrated these networks, the greater the benefits for some kinds of community development
(Stinner et al. 1990).
New residents can also promote positive community development by expanding the
community network with their contacts outside the community. The interpersonal network ties of
new residents who come from urban areas will be especially useful in growing this bridging social
capital, as urban residents have been found to have wider, less locally based kinship and friendship
ties than rural and small town residents (Kasarda and Janowitz 1974). Expanded networks can
improve access to the greater resources and institutions of urban areas, reduce rural isolation, and
improve integration between the rural and urban portions of a region, all of which can improve the
quality of community development (Wilkinson 1986).
The participation network ties with formal and informal associations and organizations
within a community have also been found to stimulate voluntary participation. These types of ties
tend to be motivated by self-interest or shared self-interests (Ryan, Zhao, and Mullick 2000).
Promoting and stimulating such voluntary participation is an important public good, because
volunteerism is a valuable resource in smaller communities, which tend to have fewer financial
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resources to draw on to meet public needs. A good example of this need is the sharp increase in
demand being placed on the local volunteer fire departments in the Loess Hills region from the new
residences, which provide minimal increased revenue to those fire districts (see "Individual County
Results").
The more interrelated the personal networks in a community, the more the personal networks
operate as community networks. This also helps reduce loose ends in the networks. These network
characteristics, called density of networks, make the community more resilient in the face of change
or stress (Coleman 1990). Thus, since community attachment is an indicator of community
networks, it is an indicator of stability and order in a community. Weakness in community
attachment threatens the community with disorganization. (Gerson, Stueve, and Fischer 1977). Lack
of attachment of new residents to the community can lead to conflict between new residents and
existing residents. (Rank and Voss 1982). Fragility of community attachment can also be a
weakness, especially with newer residents. Due to changes in education and employment our culture
is one of increasing mobility. People do participate in and attach to communities, but are also ready
to leave if their needs or aspirations are no longer met. (Kasarda and Janowitz 1974). Retaining new
residents is an aspect of positive community development (Beggs, Hurlbert, and Haines 1996).
Although conflict between new and existing residents as well as population turnover can mobilize
and strengthen community action, it can also weaken stability and order and reduce the community's
capacity for effective action and thus for community development.
Community attachment.leads to community satisfaction. Although community attachment
by itself does not account for community satisfaction, (Fried 1984) greater involvement of new
residents in communities has been found to correlate with weaker desire to leave and live elsewhere
and with greater overall satisfaction with the community (Rank and Voss 1982). Overall satisfaction
with one's community is strongly connected to satisfaction with certain specific environmental
attributes, such as public services and facilities, physical condition and maintenance of housing and
other physical surroundings, dwelling unit density, traffic levels, cleanliness of air and adequate
space for recreation and leisure. But interconnected with the objective conditions of these attributes
are the subjective perceptions, standards of comparison and experiences of the individual, without
which the concept of community satisfaction is meaningless. The individual's overall satisfaction
with his or her life has also been found to correlate with various elements of community satisfaction
(Fried 1984; Marans and Rodgers 1975).
Community satisfaction and its attendant piece of mind and tendency to stay in the
community combined with the involvement, participation and commitment that indicates strong
community attachment improve order and stability in the community, volunteerism and the
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community's ability to act effectively as a community. These are all important elements of
community development. Community attachment and satisfaction with community, when not carried
to extremes of exclusionry elitism, can help support and direct the physical development now taking
place in the Loess Hills. So how can we assess the impact of development on these two social
elements?

Factors That Affect Community Attachment and Satisfaction
The extensive research on community attachment has involved the interplay of two
theoretical conceptions, called the linear model and the systemic model. In the later stages of this
interplay, since the mid-1970's, the bulk of the data has supported the systemic model. (Beggs,
Hurlbert, and Haines 1996; Goudy 1990). However, different elements of each model are relevant in
different situations involving community change.
The earlier, linear development theory is that community attachment has primarily to do
with characteristics of the community, particularly its physical size, population and dwelling unit
density. Small communities have rich, dense networks that foster strong attachment. But associated
with larger communities are less dense networks, alienation, and loss of identity with the community
(Kasarda and Janowitz 1974). This theory can be seen in the stereotype sometimes seen in the press
and other media that large, mass, urban communities represent social decline, disconnection and
dysfunction.
The systemic model holds that characteristics of the residents are more significant to
community attachment. Such characteristics include how long they have lived in the community
(tenure), their social and economic status, their age or stage in the life-cycle, education, and the
origin or distance they came from before becoming community residents.
Beginning with Kasarda and Janowitz (1974), most researchers have found that length of
residence is more significant to community attachment than either size of community or density
(Beggs, Hurlbert, and Haines 1996; Goudy 1990) (Sampson 1988) (Kasarda and Janowitz 1974).1l
One explanation for this is that community attachment arises from social bonds and from sentiments
about the community, both of which take time to develop. In his study comparing new residents to
existing residents in small communities and rural areas Rank (1982) found indicators of integration

Based on his replication in Michigan of the Kasarda and Janowitz study in Great Britain, ButteH
(1979) disputed the generalizations that they drew from their specific data, pointing out that they
ignored potential non-linear relations between the analysis factors and used unsophisticated
measurement techniques.
II
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and involvement, both fonnal and infonnal ties, to be greater after four to six years of residence.
Tenure was not only more significant than community size, but also more significant than the other
systemic model factors mentioned above. After ten years of residence, these other factors began to
be more significant. Other studies have found newcomers more likely to have connections to distant
friends (as compared to local friends) than people who had lived in the community for several years
and that this is true regardless of community size. (Fischer 1982; Stinner et al. 1990) However, the
effect of tenure is conditional. For greater attachment, the early new residents must be socially
involved. (Gerson, Stueve, and Fischer 1977)
The combination of social status, employment status, income and education has also been
found to be a strong indicator of greater community attachment, second only to tenure. It is thought
socioeconomic status provides more choices and opportunities and more means to take advantage of
these. In this sense, it contributes to psychological well-being, which promotes the sentiment-based
motivations for community attachment. (Fischer 1982; Gerson, Stueve, and Fischer 1977; Goudy
1990; Kasarda and Janowitz 1974; Rank and Voss 1982) Although people with higher
socioeconomic status have a larger percentage of their personal networks outside the local
community, they tend to be more involved with formal community associations and organizations.
(Fischer 1982) (Kasarda and Janowitz 1974; Rank and Voss 1982) People with higher income and
higher employment status were found to be more likely to work outside the community they lived in.
However, their satisfaction with that employment itselfwas more strongly associated with their
satisfaction with their community and with greater attachment to it than their employment location
(Brown 1993).

12

Other personal characteristics and situations have been found to affect community
attachment. People who own their homes exhibit greater community attachment and participation,
although this is correlated with their length of residence and the presence of children, which also
promotes stronger community attachment and participation. In the absence of children, younger
people are more likely to be attached to community than older people. The same has been found for
women who are not employed outside the home compared to those who are. However, none of these
12 This research on communities of between 1000 and 2500 population in northeast Missouri gives
an interesting perspective to traditional economic development. It also found increased community
attachment and satisfaction to be correlated with having satisfying consumer opportunities available,
regardless of whether those stores were actually in the town of residence. This fits with Marans and
Rogers (1975) idea that community satisfaction and participation has as much to do with perceptions
of quality oflife than do objective conditions, such as the need to travel to work and shop. This
study indicates that keeping people in the community does not necessarily depend on creating jobs or
more retail in that community.
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correlations are as strong as those based on length of residence and socioeconomic status. (Gerson,
Stueve, and Fischer 1977)
The importance of tenure and socioeconomic status to community attachment does not mean
that size of community is not a factor at all. There are differences between small towns and larger
cities in network characteristics and other attributes related to community attachment and these
differences create special challenges for community development in smaller communities. (Goudy
1990; Wilkinson 1986) These are especially important to the Loess Hills development situation, if it
represents to some degree people moving from the urban areas out to the rural areas. In his study of
27 towns smaller than 30,000 population in north central Iowa, Goudy (1990) did find that the
greater the size of the community, the less the attachment, but that the smaller the community, the
smaller the proportion of the residents' total number of friends who live locally.

This is consistent

with Kasarda and Janowitz's fmding that sense of community is stronger in small communities, but
they and others (Fischer 1982) also found that residents oflarger urban areas tend to have more
extensive networks. Rank (1982) found only a very small difference in level of involvement in a new
community when comparing people who moved there from a metropolitan area with people who
moved there from a non-metropolitan area. He did find that for people moving from metropolitan
areas, pre-existing connections to close friends (presumably in those metro areas of origin)
negatively influenced attachment to the new community, although this factor was still not as
significant as length of residence.
All of this may indicate that even though small town residents are very attached to
community, they still have more difficulty in organizing effective community action. However, the
more extensive networks of new residents from urban areas may be a beneficial community resource,
if those new residents grow in their attachment to and participation in their new community.
Researchers have found that the factors discussed above for community attachment affect
satisfaction with community differently. All have distinguished between satisfaction with community
services, satisfaction with one's friends and or neighbors, satisfaction with one's physical
surroundings and satisfaction that may stem from one's outlook on life, or overall life satisfaction.
(Fried 1984) (Wasserman 1982) (Gerson, Stueve, and Fischer 1977; Marans and Rodgers 1975)
Contrary to the findings for community attachment, several studies found that tenure has less effect
on indicators related to overall community satisfaction, such as satisfaction with community services
and physical surroundings. These studies also found that older people and people involved in
voluntary organizations are generally more satisfied under these indicators, (Wasserman 1982)
(Gerson, Stueve, and Fischer 1977) although Buttel (1979) found that social participation had
minimal impact on community satisfaction. Fried (1984) found that higher socioeconomic status is
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associated with greater satisfaction with community services, local interpersonal relationships and
local residential surroundings. Ryan's research ties these threads together in demonstrating that
people with higher socioeconomic standing tend to be more involved in local volunteer
organizations. (Ryan, Zhao, and Mullick 2000) Marans and Rogers (1975) found that personal
characteristics such as age, race and educational attainment are significant to satisfaction with
physical surroundings only because these personal factors impact personal attitudes and perceptions
that they thing bring to their response to their physical surroundings.
The previous research tells us that the important factors influencing to what degree new
residents will become attached to the new community are characteristics of the new residents
themselves: how long they have lived there, their education and their socioeconomic status. Other
significant factors include whether they have children and their age and, if they moved from a
metropolitan area, their proportion of friendship ties there. The research also indicates that their
satisfaction with community will depend to a large degree on their socioeconomic status, although
objective information about community facilities and services will also have an impact.
Before discussing how these factors relate to the Loess Hills development situation, we need
to ask an important question that none of the above studies addresses: are the above expectations
valid for the rural residents of a community: people who live outside the town but within a few miles
of it? Although Rank and Wasserman both discussed their inclusion of such countryside residents
specifically, neither compared their responses to those living within the towns. To answer that
question, I analyzed an existing database for residents living in the Loess Hills counties.
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CHAPTER 9. ANALYSIS OF LOESS HILLS REGION DATABASE

Measuring Community Attachment
Measuring community attachment under a systemic model should address behavioral,
structural and perceptual aspects. (Stinner et al. 1990) To do this, all of the researchers discussed
above measured various social involvement and subjective feelings factors in the following
categories:
•

Local intimates or local networks, such as number or proportion of kin or friends in the
community.

•

Social activity, such as neighboring or activity in organizations.

•

Institutional ties or participation in organizations, such as work, school or church.

•

Affective attachment, that is attitudes and sentiments, such as feeling of being at home,
interest in what's going on, attitudes about leaving, and rating the community as place to
live.

(Gerson, Stueve, and Fischer 1977; Goudy 1990; Kasarda and Janowitz 1974; Stinner et al.
1990)
Similar factors were analyzed for a Loess Hills database. These data are drawn from the
Rural Development Initiative project (RDI), a 1994 statewide survey of residents of 99 Iowa
communities with populations between 500-10,000 residents. One community was selected
randomly from each ofIowa's 99 counties. Random samples of 150 households living in or near
each of the 99 communities were selected from local telephone directories. 13 From these, I selected
and combined the'responses for seven communities that were in Loess Hills counties: Le Mars,
Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg. However, only two
of the communities surveyed, Missouri Valley and Neola, were in the Loess Hills land formation
itself and close to the areas where most residential development is occurring, as Figure 9.1 shows.
In this study, local networks were measured based on the proportion of the adults living in
the community the respondent knows by name, with responses ranging from I to 5 where I is none
or very few to 5 being all of them. The local network measure also included the proportion of total
close personal friends living in the community and the proportion of adult relatives and in-laws
living in the community. The responses ranged from I to 5, with I representing the lack of friends or

\3 A more complete description of the survey process can be found in (Ryan, Zhao, and Mullick
2000)or (Ryan, Terry, and Woebke n. d.)
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Figure 9.1

Relationship between communities surveyed and development pattern

relatives, 2 representing none of them living in the community and 5 for all of them living in the
community. Note that in terms of community attachment the higher the value on this scale, the more
the respondent's network is locally conn~ meaning the higher the value, the higher the level of
community attachment. For all other survey questions this relationship is reversed: higher mean
scores indicate lower levels of community attachment.
Two questions on levels of involvement measured social activity. In responses to the first,
participation in any community improvement project in the past year, 1 is yes, 2 is no and 3 is don't
know or uncertain. The second asked for respondents to describe their general level of involvement
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in local community improvement activities and events, with responses ranging from 1, very active, to
4, not at all active.
Measuring institutional ties involved the location where primary health care was obtained,
where shopping for daily needs occurred and where church was attended, with 1 being mostly in the
home community, 2 being mostly outside the home community and 3 indicating that this service was
not used.
Affective attachment measures involved the degree to which the respondent agrees or
disagrees that the whole community usually gets behind something that needs to be done and that
they can usually find someone to talk to. Responses to both of these questions ranged from 1,
strongly agree to 5 strongly disagree. Another measure of affective attachment was level of interest
in what goes on in the community, with possible responses ranging from 1, very interested to 3, not
interested.
Table 9.1 summarizes the average responses of the seven Loess Hills communities to each
indicator of community attachment. For all indicators responses vary from the middle of the
response scale slightly toward the side of greater attachment. One exception is in the local networks
categories, where respondents know by name more than half the people in their communities.
Another noteworthy exception is under affective attachment, where respondents indicate a keen
interest in knowing what's going on in their community.

Measuring Community Satisfaction
Marans and Rogers (1975) measured satisfaction with community by asking people to rate
the quality of, or their satisfaction with, specific community attributes, such as public services, parks
and playground, public transit, streets, schools, climate. They also considered more subjective
general community attributes such as convenience, condition of housing, safety and whether the
respondent believed the neighbors to be friendly or similar to the respondent. The survey used in the
current research asked respondents to rate the overall quality of services and facilities located in the
community, the quality of government services, and the responsiveness of clubs and organizations
and of city offices.
Rated for quality of services were all services and facilities as a general category and the
overall quality of government services. Available responses for both were 1 for very good, 2 for
good, 3 for fair, 4 for poor and 5 for don't know. To measure the responsiveness aspects of
satisfaction respondents were asked to agree or disagree that community clubs and organizations are
interested in what is best for all residents and that, if they called a city office with a complaint, they
would be likely to get a quick response. Responses ranged from 1 for strong agreement and 5 for
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Table 9.1

Indicators of community attachment for seven rural communities in Loess Hills
counties a
N

Mean

S.D.

Range

736

2.6

0.98

1-5

737

3.6

1.18

1-6

734

3

1.13

1-6

Participated in comm improvement projectC

734

1.59

0.56

1-3

Your level of involvement in comm actC

739

2.75

0.85

1-4

722

1.53

0.5

1-3

725

1.45

0.5

1-3

655

1.20

0.4

1-3

Something needs done, comm does e

718

2.67

1.07

1-5

Usually find someone to talk toe

746

2.03

0.87

1-5

Interested in knowing what goes one

743

1.64

0.72

1-4

Local network
Proportion of adults know by nameb
Proportion of close personal friends
Proportion of relatives and in-Iaws

b

b

Social activity

Institutional ties
Primary health care in or outsided
Shopping for daily needs in or outsided
Church in or outsideC
Affective attachment

aLe Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
%gh score indicates more local contacts; therefore high score correlates with greater attachment
cLow score indicates more participation; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
dLow score indicates ties inside community; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
eLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
strong disagreement. A final overall measure of satisfaction was a similar rating of agreement with a
statement that the community has more things going for it than other communities of a similar size.
Table 9.2 describes the responses of the seven Loess Hills communities to indicators of
satisfaction with community. For all indicators responses vary only slightly in both directions from
the middle of the response. These responses indicate on average a "fair" rating of services and
"undecided" on responsiveness, that is lack of general agreement that communities are responsive.

Variables Compared
The groups compared were classified based on place of residence (i.e., inside or outside the
incorporated town), length of residence (tenure) and the growth rate of their county of residence.
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Table 9.2:

Indicators of satisfaction with community for seven rural communities in Loess Hills
counties a
N

Mean

S.D.

Range

All services and facilities b

711

2.46

0.86

1-5

Overall quality of government services b

631

2.57

0.83

1-5

715

2.33

0.92

1-5

723

2.83

0.99

1-5

722

2.59

1.12

1-5

Quality of services

Responsiveness
Comm clubs/orgs interested in best for aW
If call city wi complaint, quick response
More things going for comm

c

C

aLe Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
blow score indicates better quality rating; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
cLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
On a question about place of residence, respondents selected from I-within city limits, 2-outside city
limits on a farm, and 3-outside city limits not on a farm. The correlations among variables included
all three responses. The comparisons of mean scores were only between the respondents who had
classified themselves as I-within city limits and those who had classified themselves as 3-outside
city limits not on a farm. These two extremes were selected because rural, non-farm residences were
the subject of the fiscal impact analysis. This reduced the total number of respondents on this
portion of the analysis to between 500 and 600.
To analyze length of residence all of the responses were classified based on ten years or less
and more than ten years of residence in the community area. All responses were included in the
comparison, regardless of where the respondent lived.
To study the impact of the rate of new rural development, each of the seven communities
was classified based on the rate of growth in new rural, non-farm, residences between 1995 and 1999
in that county, based on the primary research of the fiscal impact analysis portion of this study, as
Table 9.3 shows. Change in county population from 1990 to 1998 was considered as a secondary
factor. On this basis the communities were classified in three groups. Mapleton and Hamburg were
deemed to be in the least rapidly growing areas, with rural residential growth rates of 6% and 8%
respectively and a slight population increase in Monona County and population loss in Fremont
County. Both of these communities are more than 60 miles from metropolitan areas. The three
communities in counties with 18% - 20% rural residential growth rates and 4% - 9% population
gro,..th rates were classified as fast growth communities. All three of these communities are within
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Table 9.3

Classification by rate of rural residential development of seven rural communities in
Loess Hills counties

Community

County

Mapleton

Monona

Population
ChanBe 1990-1998
1.1%

Increase in rural
Growth
residences 1995-1999
class
1
6%

Hamburg

Fremont

-6.1%

8%

I

Neola

Pottawattamie

4.1%

10%

2

Correctionville

Woodbury

3.3%

12%

2

Missouri Valley

Harrison

4.1%

18%

3

Le Mars

Plymouth

5.8%

18%

3

Pacific Junction

Mills

8.8%

23%

3

convenient driving distance of metropolitan areas. Although the other two communities are in
counties that had population growth rates close to the low end of the range for the designated fast
growth communities, their rural residential growth rates of 10% and 12% placed them in the
moderate growth rate range. Neola is located convenient to the Omaha/Council Bluffs metropolitan
area. For the comparison of mean scores, only the respondents from communities in growth class I
and growth class 3 were used, resulting in sample populations for this portion of the analysis
between 500 and 550.
Analyses included Pearson's correlation coefficient to understand relationships among
variables and comparisons of the mean scores for selected groups. An independent samples test was
used for these comparisons, with Levene's test first determining if equal variances could be assumed
and then the appropriate t score examined to determine if the differences in mean scores were
significant. All tests were based on a 95% confidence level.

Results
Place of Residence
Place of residence strongly correlates with all of the indicators for two categories community
attachment (see Table 9.4). The local network measures contain the strongest relationships, with the
strong negative correlation indicating that respondents who lived outside of town had a smaller
portion of their network locally connected. Social activity indicators also show strong correlations,
with the positive direction indicating that people living outside of town were also less active in
community events.
The strength of the correlations between place of residence and indicators for institutional
ties and affective attachment are mixed, however. Only one of the three indicators for institutional
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Table 9.4

Correlations between place of residence and indicators for community attachment
for seven rural communities in Loess Hills counties"
Pearson
correlation

Local network
Proportion of adults know by nameb
Proportion of close personal friends
Proportion of relatives and in-laws

b

b

-.134**
-.086*
-.143**

Social activity
Participated in comm improvement project

.091*

Your level of involvement in comm actC

.128**

Institutional ties
Primary health care in or outsided

.049

Shopping for daily needs in or outsided
Church in or outsided

.079*
.057

Affective attachment
Something needs done, comm does e

-.024

Usually find someone to talk toe

.081 *

Interested in knowing what goes one

.132**

"Le Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
%gh score indicates more local contacts; therefore high score correlates with greater attachment
cLow score indicates more participation; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
dLow score indicates ties inside community; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
eLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
*p < 0.05
**p < 0.01
ties showed significant correlation with place of residence: people outside of town were less likely to
likely to find someone in town to talk to and less interested in what's going on in the community,
little correlation exists between a respondent's place of residence and whether he or she agrees that
when something needs to be done, the community usually does it.
The findings from the independent samples tests bear out these same trends in some, but not
all indicators (see Table 9.5). This test compares the mean scores of those who live inside the
incorporated town only with those non-farm residents who live outside of the town. The responses
for the local network indicators of community attachment show significant differences, again with
rural, non-farm residents having less of their network based in the community. However, rural non-
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Table 9.5

Relationships between place of residence and community attachment for seven rural
communities in Loess Hills counties'
Mean
In city

Mean
Rural

Proportion of adults know by nameb

2.68

2.31

3.398

574.000

0.001

Proportion of close personal friends b

3.70

3.31

3.000

575.000

0.003

Proportion of relatives and in-Iaws b

3.09

2.71

2.995

574.000

0.003

1.57

1.64

-1.101

572.000

0.271

2.66

3.02

-3.770

577.000

0.000

Primary health care in or outsided

1.49

1.60

-1.981

129.933

0.050

Shopping for daily needs in or outsided
Church in or outsided

1.41

1.59

-3.097

567.000

0.002

1.17

1.29

-2.572

505.000

0.010

Something needs done, comm does

2.68

2.79

-0.915

561.000

0.361

Usually find someone to talk toe

1.97

2.27

-2.725

114.989

0.007

Interested in knowing what goes one

1.56

1.91

-4.450

579.000

0.000

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Local rietwork

Social activity
Participated in comm improvement projecte
Your level of involvement in comm act

e

Institutional ties

Affective attachment

aLe Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
~gh score indicates more local contacts; therefore high score correlates with greater attachment

cLow score indicates more participation; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
dLow score indicates ties inside community; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
eLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
farm residents showed lower community based social activity compared to town residents in only
one of these indicators, how they would characterize their own involvement, but not in the other,
participation in a community event in the last year. shop for their daily needs in that town. For
affective attachment, although rural residents were less
Significant differences were found between in town and rural non-farm residents for
indicators of institutional ties, with rural non-farm residents less likely to obtain health care, shop or
go to church in the community. Significant differences were associated with two of the three
affective attachment indicators, with rural non-farm residents less likely to agree that they can find
someone in the community to talk to when needed and less interested in what is going in the
community.
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No strong correlations were found between place of residence and the indicators for community
satisfaction (see Table 9.6), but significant differences were found between the means of the
responses on these indicators for the town residents compared to rural non-farm residents (see Table
9.7). Since a low score on quality of services corresponds with better service ratings, in town
respondents appear to be more satisfied with all services and facilities and with the overall quality of
government services than rural, non-farm respondents. In town respondents were also more likely to
agree that community clubs and organizations worked for the best interests of all residents and that
their community had more things going for it than other communities of the same size.
Although the findings for place of residence are somewhat mixed, they support the
possibility that rural, non-farm residents may be less attached to the community and less satisfied
with it than in town residents, although the support for the latter conclusion is less strong.
Most significant was the negative relationship between living outside of town and having a
larger share of personal networks inside of town. Perhaps people living outside of town simply do
not have the time or take the time to go to the nearby town as frequently, so their social network is
with other nearby rural non-farm residents like themselves. This may be the case in some of the
newly developed areas , particularly in subdivisions or other places where a number of newer homes
are clustered closer together, which Figure 6.1 shows in terms of some townships.
Another factor at work here may be a predominance of bonding social capital. Relations
confined to people who live together in town would be considered bonding social capital. New,

Table 9.6

Correlations between place of residence and indicators for community satisfaction
for seven rural communities in Loess Hills counties"
Pearson
correlation

Quality of services
All services and facilities

b

Overall quality of government services

.022
b

.022

Responsiveness
Comm clubs/orgs interested in best for aUC
If call city w/ complaint, quick response
More things going for commC

c

-.012
-.021
.001

"Le Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
bLow score indicates better quality rating; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
cLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
*p < 0.05
**p < 0.01
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Table 9.7

Relationships between place of residence and satisfaction with community for seven
rural communities in Loess Hills counties a
Mean
In city

Mean
Rural

All services and facilities b

2.44

2.86

-2.040 559.000

0.042

Overall quality of government services b

2.56

2.86

-2.868 503.000

0.004

2.32

2.54

-2.027 558.000

0.043

2.84

2.96

-0.992 564.000

0.322

t

df

Sig.

Quality of services

Responsiveness
Comm clubs/orgs interested in best for aile
If call citY w/ complaint, quick response

C

c

0.014
-2.459 563.000
2.56
2.88
aLe Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
bLow score indicates better quality rating; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
bLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
More things going for comm

rural, non-farm residents have weaker bonds than in town residents. These findings indicate a lack of
the bridging social capital that would tie people in town and people out of town more closely
together. The case for this lack of bridging social capitai is supported by the significant indication
that rural, non-farm residents are less likely to find someone in town to talk to when needed.
Although the social networks of rural non-farm residents are less centered on the
community, their tendencies for institutional ties don't seem as different from those of town
residents. This may indicate that although they go to town for health care or church, this still doesn't
translate into local personal networks. Alternatively, it may indicate that town residents are equally
likely to go elsewhere for health care or church, a sign of the decline of these services within rural
communities.
These findings may raise fundamental questions about some underlying conceptions of
community discussed earlier. The physical community boundaries may be more important than
thought. These findings also present challenges for new rural non-farm development. In most of
these Loess Hills counties, such development is growing faster than many of the communities. If
low community attachment characterizes new development, opportunities are lost for the new
development to enhance community development. This lost resource is even more significant if the
rural residents are coming from urban and metropolitan areas, because as discussed earlier the
network ties to these areas are especially important for rural community development.
Perhaps other, less obvious factors are at work here. The average age of the respondents
living outside the incorporated town is 49.9 years, but for those inside the town it is 55.7. However,
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younger people have been found to exhibit stronger community attachment indicators than older
people (Gerson, Stueve, and Fischer 1977). That doesn't help explain these findings: the younger
people living outside the community exhibit less community attachment. Socioeconomic status is
another factor that the systemic model considers to influence community attachment, but that has not
been analyzed here. The next section examines the factor often found to be the most significant for
community attachment, tenure.

Tenure
Strong correlations were found between length of residence and indicators for community
attachment. Longer tenure correlated with greater attachment in three of the four aspects of
community attachment (see Table 9.8). In the area oflocal networks, higher proportion of total
contacts being locally centered correlated with more years of residence in the community. Under
affective attachment longer tenure was strongly correlated with agreement that the community does
what needs to be done, that the respondent can find someone in the community to talk to and with
greater interest in what is going on in the community. Longer tenure also correlated with obtaining
health care services and attending church within the community, but not with shopping for daily
needs.

In comparing responses of those who had lived in the community ten years or less with those
who had lived there more than ten years, significant differences were found in all but two of the
community attachment indicators (see Table 9.9). Again, the longer-term residents had a greater
proportion of all of their contacts locally centered. Longer-than-ten-year residents were more likely
to have community-based social activities than the less-than-ten-year residents. The results for the
other indicators of community attachment were slightly less consistent, with significant differences
for two of the three indicators based on institutional ties and two of the three affective attachment
indicators. In all of these instances, greater attachment was associated with those who had resided in
the community longer than ten years.
For two indicators of satisfaction with community both the correlations tests and the
independent samples tests show significant influence from length of residence. Longer period of
residence was negatively correlated with the rating scale of all community services and facilities that
uses 1 for very good and 5 for poor (see Table 9.10), so tenure was correlated with this indicator of
greater satisfaction. The comparison of means for those with ten years or less of tenure and those
with more than ten years also shows significance between the latter group and a higher rating of
community services and facilities (see Table 9.11). Strong correlations were also found between
tenure and similar scales for all of the responsiveness aspects of satisfaction with community.
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Table 9.8

Correlations between tenure and indicators for community attachment for seven
rural communities in Loess Hills countiesa
Pearson
correlation

Local network
Proportion of adults know by nameb
Proportion of close personal friends
Proportion of relatives and in-Iaws

b

b

.352**
.299**
.268**

Social activity
Participated in comm improvement projectC

-.064

Your level of involvement in comm actC

-.064

Institutional ties
Primary health care in or outsided

-.082*

Shopping for daily needs in or outsided

-.064

Church in or outside

d

-.185**

Affective attachment
Something needs done, comm does

-.077*

Usually find someone to talk toe

-.202**

Interested in knowing what goes one

-.132**

aLe Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
~gh score indicates more local contacts~ therefore high score correlates with greater attachment
cLow score indicates more participation~ therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
dLow score indicates ties inside community; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
eLow score indicates more agreement~ therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
*p < 0.05
**p < 0.01
However, the comparison of mean scores confirmed this relationships for only one of these
indicators: those with more than ten years tenure were more likely to agree that their community had
more things going for it than other, similar sized communities.
The mean age for people with more than ten years tenure was 58.2, whereas it was only 43.9
for people with less tenure. For community attachment this difference in ages runs counter to the
results for tenure alone. Younger age has been found to associate with greater attachment (Gerson,
Stueve, and Fischer 1977), but here attachment was greater for the older group, the group with more

than ten years tenure. However the age relationship is consistent with the relationship others have
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Table 9.9

Relationships between tenure and community attachment for seven rural
communities in Loess Hills counties a
Mean
<!Oyr

Mean
>IOyr

t

df

Sig.

Proportion of adults know by nameb

1.90

2.82

-12.911

339.291

0.000

Proportion of close personal friends b

2.98

3.79

-8.581

314.054

0.000

2.49

3.17

-7.156

718.000

0.000

Participated in comm improvement projectC

1.70

1.54

3.284

718.000

0.001

Your level of involvement in comm ac{

2.94

2.67

3.690

722.000

0.000

Primary health care in or outsided

1.59

1.51

1.812

287.048

0.071

Shopping for daily needs in or outsided
Church in or outsided

1.53

1.43

2.348

711.000

0.019

1.31

1.18

3.255

207.733

0.001

Something needs done, comm does

2.70

2.66

0.479

311.632

0.632

Usually find someone to talk toe

2.35

1.93

4.995

240.312

0.000

Interested in knowing what goes one

1.80

1.58

3.677

726.000

0.000

Local network

Proportion of relatives and in-laws

b

Social activity

Institutional ties

Affective attachment

aLe Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
"High score indicates more local contacts; therefore high score correlates with greater attachment
cLow score indicates more participation; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
dLow score indicates ties inside community; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
eLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
found between age and community satisfaction: older age tends to associate with greater satisfaction
with community (Gerson, Stueve, and Fischer 1977; Wasserman 1982).
These findings indicate that tenure influences community attachment, but has less influence
on satisfaction with community. This is consistent with most of the previous research. Forming
local networks, community involvement and community participation take time. These relations
eventually engender affective attachment, which in tum strengthens the ability of community
members to commit to common enterprises and work together more effectively. This process could
have important implications for the Loess Hills counties that have significant rural growth. Although
the people that this growth brings to the Hills may be newcomers and may not seem part of the
communities, over time this can change. The newcomers could be a potential resource for
community development, part of the human and social capital of rural communities.
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Table 9.10

Correlations between tenure and indicators for satisfaction with community for
seven rural communities in Loess Hills counties"
Pearson
Correlation

Quality of services
All services and facilities b

-.113**

Overall quality of government services b

-.019

Responsiveness
Comm clubs/orgs interested in best for all"
If call city wI complaint, quick response

-.095*

c

-.132**

More things going for commc

-.095*

"Le Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
bLow score indicates better quality rating; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
cLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
*p < 0.05
**p < 0.01
To the extent that this growth is a recent phenomenon, this may be an urgent issue. The
development identified in this research occurred since 1995 and several local officials have
commented that before 1995 there was much less rural residential development. As of this writing,
some these new residents have six years of tenure, time enough that community attachment should
be growing. But social capital is a function of social relations, not just physical presence. The new

Table 9.11

Relationships between tenure and satisfaction with community for seven rural
communities in Loess Hills counties"
Mean
Mean
< 10 ~ears > 10 ~cars

t

df

Sig.

Quality of services
e

2.59

2.42

2.238 695

0.026

2.54

2.58

-0.458 616

0.647

Comm clubs/orgs interested in best for aUf

2.39

2.30

1.030 700

0.303

If call city wI complaint, quick responsl

2.95

2.79

1.881 308.687

0.061

More things going forcomm f

2.78

2.53

2.515 706

0.012

All services and facilities

Overall quality of government services

e

Responsiveness

"Le Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
bLow score indicates better quality rating; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
cLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
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residents must develop locally centered networks and become involved and integrated in the
communities during those early years of residence in order for community attachment to grow
stronger.

Rate of Growth
Consistent relationships between the rate of rural residential development in the county and
the indicators for community attachment imply that faster growth may be related to a lower level of
community attachment. The strongest correlations were found for institutional ties (see Table 9.12).
Higher growth rate was correlated with obtaining primary health care, shopping for daily needs and
Table 9.12

Correlations behveen growth rate and indicators for community attachment for
seven rural communities in Loess Hills counties a
Pearson
correlation

Local network
Proportion of adults know by nameb
Proportion of close personal friends

-.303**

b

-.120**

Proportion of relatives and in-Iaws b

-.024

Social activity
Participated in comm improvement projed
Your level of involvement in comm act

C

.072
.050

Institutional ties
d
Primary health care in or outside

.222*

Shopping for daily needs in or outside
Church in or outside

d

d

.097**
.118**

Affective attachment
Something needs done, comm does

e

.046

Usually find someone to talk toe

.115**

Interested in knowing what goes one

.119**

aLe Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri VaHey, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
~gh score indicates more local contacts; therefore high score correlates with greater attachment
cLow score indicates more participation; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
dLow score indicates ties inside community; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
eLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
*p < 0.05
**p < 0.01
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going to church outside the community. Correlations were also found for two of three local network
indicators. The networks of respondents in higher growth rate counties were less locally centered
than those of respondents in the other counties, except for networks involving relatives and in-laws.
As to affective attachment indicators, higher growth rate correlated with less confidence in finding
someone to talk to and less interest in what is going on in the community.
The independent samples test compared the two lowest growth rate counties with the three highest
(see Table 9.13). These findings for institutional ties indicators were not as consistent as the
correlation findings. Growth rate appears to influence only the location of primary health
servicesand shopping. Again, except for relatives and in-laws, the networks of residents of rapidly
developing counties have less local representation than those of residents of counties with the

Table 9.13

Relationships between growth rate and indicators of community attachment for five
rural communities in Loess Hills countiesa
Mean
Slow

Mean
Fast

t

df

Sig.

2.87

2.20

8.380

439.312

0.000

3.83

3.48

3.357

536.000

0.001

3.02

2.96

0.612

514.446

0.541

Participated in comm improvement projed

1.54

1.64

-1.880

447.903

0.061

Your level of involvement in corom act

2.74

2.82

-1.174

537.000

0.241

1.22

1.53

-7.711

510.564

0.000

1.30

1.44

-3.351

493.835

0.001

1.11

1.23

-3.655

469.824

0.368

Something needs done, comm does

2.71

2.79

-0.899

522.000

0.369

Usually find someone to talk toe

1.92

2.15

-3.068

523.000

0.002

Interested in knowing what goes one

1.55

1.74

-3.044

540.000

0.002

Local network
Proportion of adults know by nameb
Proportion of close personal friends

b

Proportion of relatives and in-lawsb
Social activity

Institutional ties
Primary health care in or outside

d

d
Shopping for daily needs in or outside
Church in or outsided
Affective attachment

aLe Mars, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
~gh score indicates more local contacts; therefore high score correlates with greater attachment
cLow score indicates more participation; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
dLow score indicates ties inside community; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
eLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater attachment
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slowest rates. Higher growth rate also coincides with less confidence in finding someone to talk to
and less interest in what is going on in the community.
The influence of growth rate on indicators for satisfaction with community is less clear.
Both the correlations (see Table 9.14) and the comparisons of means (see Table 9.15) impart
significance to the relationship between a higher rate of development and less satisfaction with all
services and facilities, as well as between a higher rate of development and less likelihood of a
favorable comparison between the community of residence and other communities. However, no
such significant correlations or influences were found for the other indicators for either quality of
services or responsiveness. The findings provide less confidence about relationships between these
indicators of satisfaction with community and growth rate than for the other two variables examined.
Age differences may be less of a factor for growth rate than for place of residence and
tenure. The average age of respondents in the faster growth counties was slightly younger, 53.2
years, than in the slower growth counties, 58.7 years.
Overall these findings show a tendency for community attachment to be somewhat weaker in
faster growth counties. This may result from faster growth counties having a higher proportion of
newcomers in rural areas, newcomers with friendship networks perhaps still centered in communities
where they previously lived or with less dense personal networks overall. In more rapidly
developing rural areas, people appear to be less likely to know adults in the community by name.

Table 9.14

Correlations between growth rate and indicators for satisfaction with community for
seven rural communities in Loess Hills counties·
Pearson
correlation

Quality of services
All services and facilities

b

.154*

Overall quality of government services

b

.053

Responsiveness
Comm clubs/orgs interested in best for all
If call city w/ complaint, quick response
More things going for comm

c

c

e

.049

.067
.128**

aLe Mars, Correctionville, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Neola, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
bLow score indicates better quality rating; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
cLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
*p < 0.05
**p < 0.01
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Table 9.15

Relationships between growth rate and satisfaction with community for five rural
communities in Loess Hills counties a
Mean
Slow

Mean
Fast

2.28

2.59

-4.124 485.532

0.000

2.61

2.68

-0.953 459.000

0.341

2.32

2.41

-1.090 516.000

0.276

2.80

2.94

-1.564 527.000

0.118

2.42

2.75

-3.358 524.000

0.001

t

df

Sig.

Quality of services
All services and facilities b
b

Overall quality of government services
Responsiveness

Comm c1ubs/orgs interested in best for all"
c

If call city wI complaint, quick response
Morethings going for comm

c

aLe Mars, Mapleton, Missouri Valley, Pacific Junction, Hamburg
bLow score indicates better quality rating; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
cLow score indicates more agreement; therefore low score correlates with greater satisfaction
Perhaps these tendencies reflect a phenomenon similar to that associated with rapid change
or new residents as described by Robert Putnam in Bowling Alone (Putnam 2000). People spend less
time in the kinds of activities that build social relations within the community, perhaps for these rural
non-farm residents because they spend more time commuting to and from jobs elsewhere.
Also associated with rapid growth is a tendency to go outside the community for health care
services or daily shopping. In these communities there may be more recent immigrants who still
have ties, and thus obtain health care services in or shop in, the communities they came from. Or
perhaps more residents are employed in another community, where they also obtain these services.
The new rural development in the Loess Hills areas of these counties appears to take
advantage of good roads leading to major metropolitan centers. Such centers offer more options for
health care services and for shopping. There appears to be a less significant difference between
slower growth and more rapid growth counties in the location of church ties. Perhaps this is
institutional connection (and schools as well) can help establish community involvement and
integration in the more rapidly developing counties.

In any case, in light of these general tendencies for people in faster growing counties to have
less of their personal networks and fewer institutional ties within the community, it is not surprising
that they would feel less likely to fmd someone to talk to in the community and less interested in
what goes on in the community. It is surprising is that the residents in faster growing counties did
not show more differences for indicators of satisfaction with community than residents of slower
growing counties.
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CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSIONS FOR SOCIAL ANALYSIS

Can we now assess whether the recent development in the rural areas of the Loess Hills can
provide social benefits to nearby small communities? If not, what ways is this research limited? If
so, what actions can be taken to secure these benefits and who should take them? Are the potential
benefits worth the social and other impacts and conflicts that may arise due to rural development?

Summary of Results
Previous research and this research both lead to an expectation that new residents, given
enough time and integration and involvement in the community, should not be expected to exhibit
significant differences in community attachment from the more long-term residents. The findings
here indicate that tenure's influence may be most significant in the area of local networks; in the
other areas significant relationships were found for some of the indicators but not others. Tenure has
less impact on satisfaction with community. Overall the tenure to community attachment
relationships was the strongest of all of the comparison made.
However, the fact that the new residents live outside of town may make more difficult the
strengthening of community attachment. Although the findings are somewhat mixed, they present
the possibility that rural, non-farm residents may be less attached to the community and less satisfied
with it than residents within the physical community. Personal networks show the most differences,
a tendency that is especially noteworthy because of what it may say about bridging social capital, a
resource that is very important in community development.
People in counties with the most rapid rate of growth may also have weaker community
attachment. People in the higher growth counties had a smaller share of their personal networks
based in local communities and fewer locally centered institutional ties. The findings for satisfaction
with community are less clear.

Limitations Of This Research
Information about the current situational and personal characteristics of the new residents
may point to other expectations about their attachment to community and satisfaction with
community.
For example, we did not consider educational, social and economic status in this analysis of
the 1994 survey data. Although we don't know the socioeconomic status of the new Loess Hills
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residents, we do know that the homes they are building are higher than average in property value, in
some areas much higher (see Figure 6.7). To the extent this indicates higher than average
socioeconomic status, the new rural residents may be more satisfied with the service and physical
aspects of their community. Higher socioeconomic status may also indicate better community
attachment, as well as more likelihood of participation in volunteer organizations, a critical,
expressed need of many small communities.
Personal attitudes and expectations can be expected to affect satisfaction with services and
those who come from urban areas may well be accustomed to higher levels of snow removal, fire
and police protection and other services than they will find in rural areas. Length of residence alone
may not compeIlsate for these expectations.
Age of residents is another relevant personal characteristic. Expectations for community
attachment based on age were found to run counter to the findings for in-town and out of town
residence and for tenure. Findings for satisfaction with community were most consistent with what
others have found for age. To be sorted out, these relationships require more complete analysis.
Unfortunately, these fmdings do not shed light on the combination of tenure and place of
residence, which may be the most important issue to the areas of the Loess Hills with the most new
rural residential development. Although other research has found tenure to be the strongest factor
influencing community attachment, most have not measured it against place of residence. If it is true
that people outside of town tend to be less attached to their nearby community, does this difference
recede over time? The sample sizes here were not large enough to divide the in town and rural
residents further into the two tenure-based categorized and still have a statistically significant
number of cases.

Looking Ahead
Although these data are not based on the population of rural, non-farm residents who have
built new homes in the Loess Hills since 1995, they are based on a randomly selected sample of
rural, non-farm residents living in communities in the area only a few years earlier. So to the extent
that the above findings can be applied to the newer rural development, they do present some
questions and perhaps challenges for the most rapidly developing areas.

In the absence of a survey of these residents, we can assume for the present that the new
development represents at least some residents new to rural areas outside these communities.

14

Their

14 At present we lack information about whether the development in the rural areas of the Loess Hills
is rearranging the people that already live in the rural areas or if it is people moving from the local
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place of residence outside the community, their short period of residence in the area and their
location in a more rapidly developing county have all been found in this analysis to correlate with
lower level of community attachment and perhaps lower levels of satisfaction with community.
Although other research indicates that time may raise indicators for community attachment, there is
less research to support the idea that this is necessarily the case for people living outside the
community. Certainly, increased community attachment and satisfaction with community will not
come without the involvement, integration and participation of the new residents in the life of the
local physical community.
Improving community attachment would be a worthwhile endeavor for the Loess Hills
communities most affected by rural residential growth, as it can increase their capacity for positive
community development. Increased community attachment and satisfaction can improve the
community's ability to take effective community action, reduce popUlation turnover, reduce conflict
between new and existing residents, improve stability and order in the community and make it more
resilient to future stresses. The metropolitan origin of some of the new residents may bring to
community development more network ties to the resources of the urban centers, as well as other the
community benefits that arise from better integration between rural and urban communities.
The community benefits that community attachment and satisfaction with services can bring
may warrant proactive effort by the communities themselves to integrate and involve new rural
residents in the life of their new communities. Integration and involvement can lead to greater
satisfaction, which in tum can lead to more stability and resiliency, something which many small
rural communities need in the face of ongoing changes in Midwestern economies and culture.

communities to just outside their own town. If either or both of these are the case, then perhaps the
existence of new houses doesn't signal any changes in social relations. However, at least in some
areas, neither of these cases seems terrible likely. In the counties where these has been development,
u. S. Census estimates tell us that the total population has grown between 1990 and 1998. This
growth has been both in towns and in rural areas, although greater in rural areas than in the smaller
communities. It is unlikely that the more than 300 homes built since 1995 between Glenwood and
the Omaha/Council Bluffs metropolitan area represent people moving out of Glenwood, a town with
population of 4,960 people in 1990. It is more likely that many are new to the local area, perhaps
from the nearby, easily accessible metropolitan area. It is unlikely that sufficient new or improved
employment in Hinton (pop. 697) has made it possible for over 150 Hinton homeowners to build
new homes in the nearby countryside, homes with an average value 40% higher than the average
value of all rural homes in the county. It is more likely that these are homes for residents new to the
local area, perhaps from the Sioux City metropolitan area within ten miles to the south.
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CHAPTER 11. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Existing resources make the rural places within Loess Hills attractive to live in. The
extensive road network makes them accessible. The soils and lack of dense development allows
individual systems to treat wastewater and individual wells to provide water. The volunteer- and
donation-based rural fire departments provide protection for life and property. The rural school
systems have facilities and services that are in some cases underutilized, ready and waiting for new
children to move in. The high hills themselves, too steep to farm and now wooded due to fire
suppression, offer attractive, secluded and spacious sites for new homes. The slow pace, mutual
support and individual, rural character of small rural communities provide a welcome set for
newcomers weary of the pace and challenges of modem metropolitan living.
This research documents recent rural non-farm development in some of these rural places:
1,333 new homes in unincorporated places built from 1995 through 1999. The rate of this growth
ranged from 6% in Monona County to 23% in Mills County. Development patterns vary from
intense, rapid development following highways within commuting range of the metropolitan areas to
slower-paced development dispersed across townships.
Such development represents change to these rural places. Many welcome its benefits.
Others worry about its challenges. This research presented some fiscal and social benefits and
challenges associated with the rural residential development in Loess Hills places.

Summary of Fiscal Impacts

In five of the seven counties studied, the public revenue associated with this development
does not cover its public costs. In the other two counties, the revenue exceeded costs by a small
amount. The currently suburban counties had the best financial result from new development, while
for the currently rural counties the results were less financially beneficial.
Counties regulate rural residential development and its public costs through zoning and/or
subdivision ordinances. The impact of subdivision regulations is limited because most new rural
homes were not built in subdivisions. The zoning in most Loess Hills counties encourages a widely
dispersed development pattern. This pattern is typically costly to service, but so far counties have
not experienced these costs because they do not provide sewer or water infrastructure and the
capacity of the existing road and storm drainage system has been sufficient to absorb the
development.
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Property values have also improved the net fiscal impact. Because the value of new
residences is well above the average residential property value, the revenue to cost ratio is more
positive for the new residences as a group than for all rural residences as a whole. Other factors
benefiting net fiscal impact include a rural services levy that places a greater burden for county costs
on rural residents, outside revenue sources, acceptance by rural residents of lower levels of services
than in urbanizing areas, rapid rate of development, and deference of certain costs to the future. Also
county government, which regulates development and its patterns, is not responsible for costs for
education and fire protection.
Local policymakers do not control most of these factors that improve the fiscal impact of the
new development. Increased service demands from increasing use, absorption of the existing
capacity of infrastructure and changes in resident's expectations could worsen or reverse the current
fiscal impact of new development, because current development patterns will make future service
costs high. Public policies used elsewhere to influence development patterns have included
regulations, fees, incentives and public/private development partnerships. Coordinating with school
districts, fire districts and incorporated communities in formulating land use policies can also help to
make efficient use of all scarce public resources.
The results offiscal impact analysis are strongly affected by wider policy choices. For
example, state government delegates responsibility for certain social services to the counties and
then supports them with state subsidies. State taxpayers support rural roads through the state road
use tax fund. The state-mandated rollback of valuations for residential property taxes reduces the
share of county expenses paid for by rural residences. Local policies meant to derive more fiscal
benefit from rural residential development will need to take into account these larger policies.

Summary of Environmental Costs
Development can also impact environmental resources, which in tum has important
implications on public health, public safety, public costs and quality of life. Possible environmental
consequences are also important in the Loess Hills, because qualities of the natural environment may
be key reasons why people choose to live in these particular rural places. Future possible
environmental costs include:

Soil Loss and Erosion
Soil erosion during construction and greater storm runoff from developed areas can damage
landforms and increase soil loss and resulting non-point source water pollution. These impacts also
affect downstream surface water and its value as habitat for aquatic animals and plants.
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Water Quality and Quantity Impacts
Many septic systems located together with individual wells in concentrated areas with loess
soils may create water quality and health issues over the long run, particularly if the systems are not
properly maintained. Increase in number of wells in certain areas may also reduce future water
supplies.

Environmental Management Issues
Open burning by suburban residents unaware of appropriate waste burning strategies may
increase fire damage to the environment, particularly habitat areas. More dispersed residences leave
fewer locations where fire can be properly used to maintain prairie and grazing areas, accelerating
the invasion of non-native plant species into natural areas. Development into strategic and critical
habitat areas can increase habitat loss due to ecological fragmentation.

Summary of Social Impacts
New rural, residential development bringing new people to a place can encourage positive
and successful community development by improving the community's capacity for action, its
stability and order and voluntary participation in the community. Participation of new residents who
have metropolitan origins can provide access to urban resources and better integration between rural
and urban communities. These benefits come in part if the new residents become attached to the
community and satisfied with its services.
However, location outside the communities, short period of residence in the area and
location in more rapidly developing counties may correlate with lower levels of community
attachment and satisfaction with community. Personal networks are a particularly significant aspect
of community attachment because they relate to bridging social capital, a resource that is very
important in improving community development. Place of residence makes locally centered
networks less likely, but over a longer period oftime such networks can be expected to grow,
particularly if new residents participate in community activities and become involved and integrated
in the life of the local physical community.

Implications for Planning
Past changes, trends and decisions have created environmental, physical, fiscal, social and
political conditions that make some rural places attractive for new residential development. The
rural development in some of these places, particularly in specific areas close to communities, should
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be seen for what it is: suburbanization, which is a form of urbanization. Seen to date as simply
scattered rural development, there has been little setting aside of resources to meet future costs or
planning for ways to ensure positive community development.
The future of these rural areas places depends in part on the continuation of the qualities that
attract development: for example, clean air and water, open space, low crime rates (Lapping,
Daniels, and Keller 1989). These rural places are changing, perhaps to the extent that values and
policies based on concepts of rural areas as they existed in the past are no longer sufficient for rural
areas to meet the challenges of this rural development and reap its benefits.
Undoubtedly, local authorities would like to accommodate in the best possible way the
people who are attracted to these places. But lack of public fiscal resources will continue and large
centralized rural programs and new subsidies by government are unlikely. Rural areas need
innovative public action: cost effective, non-bureaucratic mechanisms, using public resources to
stimulate action in the private sector and in rural communities (Galston and Baehler 1995).
Planning's role is to propose options for such innovate action, based on insight into existing
conditions and a forward-looking vision for the future. Planning processes to arrive at such options
for rural areas need to recognize differences between rural areas and urban areas, such as how
development pattern impacts fiscal and social conditions, and among the diverse types of rural areas,
such as how places with rapid growth differ from places with slower growth.
Such planning processes might integrate social and fiscal approaches. As the personal
vignettes described here illustrate, these different threads are found together in the fabric of
individuals and groups of individuals that make up communities. Existing and new residents have
mutual self-interests in preserving those rural conditions and rural services that make life in rural
places possible and desirable. These people and their mutual interests form a community beyond
any single physical community. Their decisions about future development should be based on a
broad understanding of this new community and how it differs from traditional physical
communities. Their decisions about public services and facilities and their delivery should be based
on an understanding of the needs, expectations and values of the residents of this new community.
Their decisions about how to support these facilities and services using all of their financial, social
and human resources should be based on mutual recognition of common interests.

Future Research
What future research can support such a multi-dimensional planning process? Certainly,
additional data specifically about the new residents of these rural places would lead to a better
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understanding of who they are, why they are here, their social relations and expectations for
community services.
Further analysis of geographic data gathered for this study could explore the extent to which
new residences are accessed by paved roads, how they impact traffic volume, where they are located
with respect to existing school bus routes and other educational resources, what emergency response
times may be and where development is located with respect to valuable or sensitive natural
resources. Such information would be useful to analyzing in detail future costs or environmental
impacts. It would also be useful for comparing potential costs and impacts for different rural
development patterns.
Comparing to previous census data detailed data from the 2000 census on age, presence of
children, length of residence, educational attainment and other factors would be useful, especially in
areas where new rural residents they make up a very large percentage of existing residents. A survey
of the new residents themselves could also answer many questions. In addition to responses on
indicators of community attachment and satisfaction with community, such a survey should collect
demographic data, place of origin, length of residence, socioeconomic and other characteristics for
use in comparing the survey results to the other previous research on community attachment. Such a
survey should also include residents of the nearby communities to add to the small amount of
research found on differences between people living within and outside communities. It could
explore whether rural, non-farm residents have the same "community" in mind as the town residents
when responding to questions such as "what proportion of your close personal friends live in (Comm
name)?" This may make a difference in the interpretation of the regional analysis data.
Beyond such quantitative research on environmental impacts, costs of growth and
community attachment, qualitative research can provide better in-depth understanding of who these
new residents are, where they come from and especially why they are moving to the rural areas of
the Loess Hills in such numbers. What expectations and priorities do they have for services? In
what ways and to what extent do they value the natural resource amenities? What characteristics are
they looking for in a community what will make them satisfied with their new community? Insight
into the motivations, values, interests, understanding and priorities of all affected rural residents
would help guide policies to meet both public interests and private preferences. Planners facilitating
a process by which all rural community members defme what they would like their changing
communities to become would expand their capacity for community development and help them
work together for a common future.
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APPENDIX A: NOTES ON METHODS FOR EACH COUNTY
Data Collection and Analysis Notes for Plymouth County
These notes cover only items that are specific to Plymouth County. See Methods section for discussion of
methods and data sources that applies to all of the counties.

Development data
1) The county assessor assisted in selecting the records for analysis. Her staff eliminated properties
designated as an agricultural use for assessment purposes while they were making copies of assessment
cards for our use. This means that in some cases we are using data for a parcel larger than threshold
size assumed for agriculturnlproperty in other counties. Although some of the assessment cards used
show an agricultural dwelling on a parcel, this only indicates that the parcel was recently converted
from an agriculturnl use to a non-agriculturnl use, but a new assessment card has not yet been made.
2)

We only identified three mobile homes in Plymouth County. We were not able to determine
definitively from the records readily available whether this an accurate count, so for Plymouth County
we made no separate analysis based on structure type.

Valuation data
3)

All valuation data are assessed value as of January 2000. For 62 parcels no improvements had been
made since 1998 and no new assessment was shown, so we used the 1998 assessed value. For 19
parcels no new assessed value was shown since 1999, so we used 1999 values.

4)

Thirteen of the 182 parcels analyzed have values noted on the assessment card as partial values. We
used these as is.

5)

The county auditor reported that none of these values are affected by equalization. because Plymouth
County rarely receives an equalization order from the state for its assessed valuations.

Revenue data
6) For permits issued in 1995, 1996, and 1997, we collected and used actual taxes paid in FYOO. These
are based on assessed valuations as of January 1, 1998.
7)

Since taxes have not yet been paid on residences for which improvements had not been completed by
January 1998, we estimated the tax that would have been paid in FYOO had the home been completed
by January 1, 1998 at the value most recent value listed, 1999 or 2000. We estimated taxes for 110
parcels.

8)

We used the county levy sheet from county auditor, "January 1998 valuations payable fiscal year July
1, 1999 through June 30, 2000," to make this calculation based on the actual location of each
residence.

Other revenue calculations
9)

We used the adopted county budget for FYOO obtained from the county auditor.
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10) Plymouth County had no local option or gambling taxes and no rural TIF districts.
11) Licenses and permits is where the county shows revenue from building, septic, well, and entrance drive
permits needed for these homes. However, we did not itemize these separately, because the entire
revenue from such permits occurs only once. By leaving them in this category these revenues are
averaged out on an annual basis.
12) State shared revenues: no revenue estimated. This is where county gets it share of the road use tax,
franchise tax (utilities franchises) and liquor license and beer permits. For Plymouth County the
portion of this revenue type that was not secondary roads funds accounted for only 0.5% of county
revenue. Since we have no indication that the additional development identified in this study would
increase Plymouth County's share of the road use tax fund and due to the difficulty in accurately
estimating it, no additional revenue is being estimated for this category.
13) Federal grants and entitlements: no revenue estimated. Plymouth County did not show any revenue
from this category in the budget year used as a basis for this analysis.
14) Contributions and reimbursements: no revenue estimated. TIlls revenue type covers all of these
contributions & reimbursements from other governmental units. No revenue was estimated for this
category, as together they account for less than 2% of county revenues and there are many other factors
besides this residential development that will affect the amount of each.
Ambulance Service
Child Support Recovery
Contract Law Enforcement
Drainage District Services
Solid Waste Disposal
E911 Funding
Elections
Unified Law Enforcement Funding
District Court FeeslRevenues
Care of Prisoners
Work Release Fees
INTRA-County Reimbursements
Emergency Management Services
Insurance Reimbursements
Agency Funding
- Other Governments
Miscellaneous Contributions & Reimbursements from Other Governmental Units
15) Payments in lieu of taxes: no revenue estimated. The taxes these revenues would be in lieu of are
property taxes on land owned by other government units, this revenue type will not be affected by the
residential development. Plymouth County received no revenue of this type in the budget year used as
a basis for this analysis.

Expenditure data
16) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO signed by the county Board chair and the county auditor,
obtained from the county auditor.
17) Secondary Roads includes all items under "Roads & Transportation." All of this money carne from the
Rural Basic Services revenue fund and the Secondary Roads fund (funded by state shared revenues and
from a transfer from the Rural Services Basic revenue fund).
18) Fire and Emergency Medical is for ambulance services. Cost of most fire and medical emergency
services are not included in the county budget, as these are township expenses. Plymouth County did
budget $ 44,276 on emergency management, which we included under "Other County Expenditures."
19) Law Enforcement includes uniformed patrol services, investigations, law enforcement
communications, adult corrections and administration. It does not include legal services program
under the "public safety" category, which includes prosecution, medical examinations and child
support recovery.
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20) Other County Expenditures was detennined by subtracting all other categories from figure for
"Subtotal Expenditures." TIlls does not include "Operating Transfers Out," which are balanced by an
equivalent amount under "Operating Transfers In," on the revenue side of the budget.
21) Debt Service is listed in the budget with no specific project indicated. TIlls included expenditures for
principle and interest on general obligation bonds or other long-term debt.
22) Capital Projects includes one secondary roads project.
23) Expenditures budgeted from rural services basic revenue funds:
a) Roads and transportation
b) Ambulance services
c) Educational services (libraries)
d) Social services
e) Environmental quality (solid waste, weed eradication)
f) Interprogram services

$1,460,000
$ 54,000
$ 89,840
$
1,000
$ 200,171
$ 16,500

Data Collection and Analysis Notes for Woodbury County
These notes cover only items that are specific to Woodbury County. See Methods section for discussion of
methods and data sources that applies to all of the counties.
Development data
1) Originally, we identified parcels that met our criteria from the Zoning Progress chart in the county
planning and zoning office. Based on the owner's name and property location on this chart we
obtained parcel numbers from a computer search of the assessor's file conducted from the zoning
office. Values were not available from this file at the time.
2)

In the process of tracking down current valuation data for a number of parcels (see "Valuations"
below), the county assessor identified 50 additional parcels that met our criteria not identified through
the search of the zoning progress chart. The assessor's explanation was that property owners don't
always get the needed zoning/building permits when they build in rural areas. Unfortunately, the
county assessor did not provide a built date or a structure type, so our knowledge of the timing of
development in Woodbury County is incomplete.

3)

Since a rural residence unrelated to farming is a permitted use under agricultural zoning in Woodbury
County, the notation of"AG" on the zoning progress chart was not a reliable indicator of farm
residence. Therefore, farm residences were eliminated due to indication in the Treasurer's record of an
agricultural tax credit or a parcel size larger than 40 areas. Later, in the process of tracking down
current valuation data for a number of parcels (see "Valuations" below), the county assessor also
identified a number of parcels as agricultural use, which we then eliminated from the database.

4) From the zoning permits, we only identified nine mobile homes in Woodbury County. We were not
able to detennine definitively from the records readily available whether this is an accurate count.
Also, for 50 of our records no structure type was provided, so for Plymouth County we made no
separate analysis based on structure type.
Valuation data
5)

From the Treasurer's computer records, we obtained taxable valuations as of January 1, 1998 used to
calculate taxes paid in FY 2000. Such values are equalized and calculated with the rollback.
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6) In checking this data, we verified that the correct parcel was accessed from the Treasurer's record by
cross-checking the township name and section given on the Zoning Progress Chart with the township,
range and section numbers given on the Treasurer's report.
7) In cases where the property improvement was not complete as of January 1, 1998, the valuation given
for the 1999/2000 tax year do not represent the value of a developed property. Property improvements
were assumed not be complete by January I, 1998 if the building permit was issued after that date or if
the cell under "completed by" on the zoning progress chart was blank or had a date later than January
1, 1998. (The zoning officer had confirmed that her office verified completion of work under building
permits by a date in this cell.)
8) In a number of cases, no tax record existed for the parcel we had identified by the above process.
9) The county assessor helped us obtain values for these "uncompleted" and "no record" parcels. In this
process, she also identified 50 more parcels that met our criteria (see "Development data" above). For
all of these parcels, totaling 133, she provided the assessed valuation as of January 2000. These
assessed values would reflect countywide adjustments made by the state 1999 equalization order, but
have not been specifically equalized themselves.
10) For the remaining 36 parcels we used the 1998 taxable value to calculate the assessed value by
dividing by the state rollback percentage.

Revenue data
11) For all 169 parcels we estimated the tax that would have been paid in FYOO had the home been
completed by January 1998 at the January 2000 valuation.
12) We used the county levy sheet from county auditor for taxes payable in fiscal year July 1, 1999
through June 30, 2000 to make this calculation based on the actual location of each residence.

Detailed revenue data:
13) We calculated separately property tax revenues paid to each taxing authority, according to the county

levy sheet: county, state, assessor, agriculture extension, township, and community college. (School
taxes not included, as we did not have the school district location for each parcel.) The township taxes
were further divided to isolate the revenue for fire protection.

Other revenue calculations
14) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO obtained from the county auditor.
15) Woodbury County budgeted $1,722,168 in local option tax revenue in FYOO. Since this accounted for
less than 5% of total revenue and comes from a local option sales tax. we used a per capita method to
allocate a share to the new development. The Secondary Roads Budget was budgeted 8l.3% of this

revenue.
16) Woodbury County had no gambling taxes and no rural TIF districts.

17) Licenses and permits is where the county shows revenue from building, septic, well, and entrance drive
permits needed for these homes. However, we did not itemize these separately, because the entire
revenue from such permits occurs only once. By leaving them in this category these revenues are
averaged out on an annual basis.
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18) State shared revenues: no revenue estimated This is where county gets it share of the road use tax,
franchise tax (utilities franchises) and liquor license and beer pennits. For Woodbury County the
portion of this revenue type that was not secondary roads funds accounted for only 2.6% of county
revenue. Since we have no indication that the additional development identified in this study would
increase Woodbury County's share of the road use tax fund and due to the difficulty in accurately
estimating it, no additional revenue is being estimated for this category.
19) State grants and reimbursements: Woodbury County received a substantial share of its revenue in
FYOO in this category ($4.5 million or 12.5% of revenue).
•

Of this, $505,000 was Federal Emergency Management Assistance to repair flood-damaged roads
or bridges. This revenue has been separated and no revenue of this type is estimated (the
comments from "state shared revenues" above apply.

•

Another $1,368,907 was a one-time grant to district health. Because this is atypical and is such a
large share of total revenue, we have not included it in the revenue total.

•

Most of the rest of this revenue is from various human services programs, refunds and other
programs. Revenues allocated to new development in this category are estimated on a per capita
basis, although it may be hard to argue why this population increase will stimulate growth in each
of these revenue types.

20) Other state replacements: Woodbury County received a substantial share of its revenue in FYOO in this
category ($3.6 million or almost 10% of revenue). This is revenue from the state for programs other
than tax credits. The greatest share of this appears to be for mental health, perhaps property tax relief
and growth factor adjustment, a response to the conflict between the property tax increase limits and
the rising cost of state-mandated mental health services. These replacements are assumed to relate best
to property tax and thus property values. We allocated revenue to new development in proportion to
its relative property value.
21) Contributions and reimbursements: no revenue estimated. This revenue type covers all of these
contributions & reimbursements from other governmental units. No revenue was estimated for this
category, as together they account for less than 5% of county revenues and there are many other factors
besides this residential development that will affect the amount of each.
Ambulance Service
Child Support Recovery
Contract Law Enforcement
Drainage District Services
Solid Waste Disposal
E911 Funding
Elections
Unified Law Enforcement Funding
Care of Prisoners
District Court FeeslRevenues
Work Release Fees
INTRA-County Reimbursements
Emergency Management Services
Insurance Reimbursements
Agency Funding
- Other Governments
Miscellaneous Contributions & Reimbursements from Other Governmental Units

22) Payments in lieu of taxes: no revenue estimated. The taxes these revenues would be in lieu of are
property taxes on land owned by other government units, this revenue type will not be affected by the
residential development. Woodbury County received no revenue of this type in the budget year used
as a basis for this analysis.

Expenditure data
23) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO obtained from the county auditor.
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24) Secondaty Roads includes all items under "Roads & Transportation." All of this money carne from
state shared revenues, local option taxes and from a transfer from the Rural Services Basic revenue
fund.
25) Fire and Emergency Medical is for ambulance services. Cost of most fire and medical emergency
services are not included in county financial report, as these are to\\nship expenses. Woodbury
County did budget $252,776 on emergency management, which we included under "Other County
Expenditures."
26) Law Enforcement includes uniformed patrol services, investigations, law enforcement
communications, adult corrections and administration. It does not include legal services program
under the "public safety" category, which includes prosecution, medical examinations and child
support recovery.
27) Other County Expenditures was determined by subtracting all other categories from figure for
"Subtotal Expenditures." This does not include "Operating Transfers Out," which are balanced by an
equivalent amount under "Operating Transfers In," on the revenue side of the budget.
28) Debt Service is for a wide variety of projects. This included expenditures for principle and interest on
general obliga.tion bonds or other long-term debt.
29) Capital Projects includes a secondary roads project that accounted for 54% of this budget and a number
of other projects.
30) Expenditures budgeted from rural services basic revenue funds:
g) Roads and transportation
h) County environment
i) Other

$ 690,000
$ 281,630
$ 98,057

Data Collection and Analysis Notes for Monona County
These notes cover only items that are specific to Monona County. See Methods section for discussion of
methods and data sources that applies to all of the counties.

Development data
I) Building permit records before 1997 were not available. For this county all analysis is for the period
1997-1999.
2)

The information on the building permit regarding agricultural use of the property was not always
consistent or reliable. Therefore, we only eliminated permits if a sketch or other direct evidence
attached indicated that the parcel was an agricultural use.

3) On building permit where applicant stated that he was not involved in agriculture and assessor's card
shows land in more than one quarter-quarter section, the whole property was considered to be the
developed property. The parcel number for the portion of the property with the residence was used in
the parcel number field.
4)

Although some of the assessment cards used show an agricultural dwelling on a parcel, this only
indicates that the parcel was recently converted from an agricultural use to a non-agricultural use, but a
new assessment card has not yet been made. The assessor determined for us which cards were recent
conversions.
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Valuation data
5)

All valuation data are assessed values as of January 2000. Values were equalized in 1999, so values
for improvements since then are not equalized.

6)

Seven of the 29 parcels analyzed have values noted on the assessment card as partial values. We used
these as is.

Revenue data
7) Because most of these parcels were developed since 1997, actual taxes paid do not generally reflect the
value of improvements. For all parcels we estimated the tax that would have been paid in FYOO had
the horne been completed by January 1, 1998 at the value listed as of January 2000.
8)

We used the county levy sheet from county auditor, "1998 valuation-taxes due 1999- 2000" to make
this calculation based on the actua1location of each residence.

9)

We separated the total property tax revenues into two structure types, mobile homes (which includes
double-wide units) and site built homes (which includes modular type construction). For each of these
two structure types, we separated revenues by taxing authority, according to the county levy sheet:
county, township, school, community college, extension service, county assessor and state. We further
divided the township taxes to isolate the revenue for fire protection.

Other revenue calculations
10) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO signed by the county Board chair and the county auditor,
obtained from the county auditor.
11) Monona County has no gambling taxes and no rural TIF districts.
12) Licenses and permits is where the county shows revenue from building, septic, well, and entrance drive
permits needed for these homes. However, we did not itemize these separately, because the entire
revenue from such permits occurs only once. By leaving them in this category these revenues are
averaged out on an annual basis.
13) State shared revenues: no revenue estimated. This is where county gets it share of the road use tax,
franchise tax (utilities franchises) and liquor license and beer permits. For Monona County the portion
of this revenue type that was not secondary roads funds accounted for only 0.05% of county revenue.
Since the county engineer reported that the amount of this new development would not increase
Monona County's share of the road use tax fund and due to the difficulty in accurately estimating it, no
additional revenue is being estimated for this category.
14) State grants and reimbursements: Monona County budgeted over 10% of its revenue in FYOO in this
category, half of which was budgeted to the capital projects fund. Eight percent of this revenue type
was budgeted into the secondary roads fund. This revenue category can be from a wide range of
sources, including various human services programs, the Resource Enhancement and Protection
program, community development block grants, Federal Emergency Management Assistance, state
sales and use tax refunds and other programs. After excluding the portion that went to the secondary
roads fund, we allocated revenues to new development in this category on a per capita basis, although
it may be hard to argue why this population increase will stimulate growth in each of these revenue
types.
15) State replacement against levied taxes: no revenue estimated. This is state reimbursement to the
county of various property taxes tax credit programs, such as the Homestead Tax, disabled veteran,
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agricultural land, and family fann tax credits. Following Burchell et al., these tax credits are not
typically calculated into the property tax revenue in a fiscal impact analysis for planned development,
so they would not be shown here as reimbursed. No part of our data is actual tax revenue collected
which would have been discounted by those credits, so we estimated no revenue.
16) Federal grants and entitlement: Monona County budgeted over 11 % of its revenue in FYOO in this
category, 71% of which was budgeted to the secondary roads fund. We allocated revenues to new
development in this category on a per capita basis.
17) Contributions and reimbursements: no revenue estimated. This revenue type covers all of these
contributions & reimbursements from other governmental units. Although together they account for
3.8% of county revenues, we estimated no revenue for this category from the new development
because there are many other factors besides this residential development that will affect the amount of
each.
Ambulance Service
Child Support Recovery
Contract Law Enforcement
Drainage District Services
Solid Waste Disposal
E911 Funding
Elections
Unified Law Enforcement Funding
District Court FeeslRevenues
Care of Prisoners
Work Release Fees
INTRA-County Reimbursements
Emergency Management Services
Insurance Reimbursements
Agency Funding
- Other Governments
Miscellaneous Contributions & Reimbursements from Other Governmental Units
18) Payments in lieu of taxes: no revenue estimated. The taxes these revenues would be in lieu of are
property taxes on land owned by other government units, this revenue type will not be affected by the
residential development. This accounted for 0.04% of county revenues.

Expenditure data
19) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO signed by the county Board chair and the county auditor,
obtained from the county auditor.
20) Secondary Roads includes all items under "Roads & Transportation," except for a $470,000 capital
project included under capital projects. All of this money came from the Rural Services Supplemental
fund and the Secondary Roads fund (funded by state shared revenues and from a transfer from the
Rural Services Basic revenue fund).
21) Fire and Emergency Medical: no costs allocated. Cost of most fire and medical emergency services
are not included in county financial report, as these are township expenses. Monona County did
budget $30,040 on emergency management, which we included under "Other County Expenditures."
22) Law Enforcement includes investigations, adult corrections and administration. It does not include
legal services program under the "public safety" category, which includes prosecution, medical
examinations and child support recovery.
23) Other County Expenditures was determined by subtracting all other categories from figure for
"Subtotal Expenditures." This does not include "Operating Transfers Out," which are balanced by an
equivalent amount under "Operating Transfers 10," on the revenue side of the budget.
24) Capital Projects includes three projects, with $490,000 accounted for by one project, apparently paid
by a state grant. This category also includes a $470,000 road construction project, apparently paid for
by a federal grant included above in that revenue category.
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25) Expenditures budgeted from rural services basic and rural services supplemental revenue funds:
a) Roads and transportation
$1,146,267
b) Educational services (libraries)
$ 27,550
c) Environmental quality (solid waste, weed eradication)
$ 165,036
d) Other unspecified
$ 10,000

Data Collection and Analysis Notes for Harrison County
These notes cover only items that are specific to Harrison CoUnty. See Methods section for discussion of
methods and data sources that applies to all of the counties.

Development data
1)

The zoning administrator reported that he verifies in the field agricultural use claimed on the permit
form, as the permit cost is lower for agricultural use than for residential use. So we relied upon that
designation and did not select permits for agricultural residences. This means that in some cases we
are using data for a parcel Iiu'ger than threshold size assumed for agricultural property in other
counties.

Valuation data
2)

All valuation data are assessed values. The date of the assessed value used varies. See below.

3)

For 71 parcels for which no assessed value as of January 2000 was collected, we used assessed value
as of January 1998. We collected these data from a computerized report screen in the Treasurer's
database, where they were listed as the assessed values upon which the taxes collected in FY 2000
were calculated. These are probably equalized values. These are generally parcels for which permits
were issued in 1995, 1996 and the fIrSt half ofl997.

4)

For the other 109 parcels, we collected and used assessed values as of January 2000. These data were
collected from assessment cards. These may not be equalized values. These are generally parcels for
which permits were issued in 1997, 1998 and 1999.

5)

Nine or ten of the 180 parcels analyzed have values that seem low for the type of structure, the
construction cost given on the permit or the year that the permit was issued. These are used as is.

Revenue data
6)

For permits issued in 1995,1996, and 1997, we collected and used actual taxes paid in FYOO. These
are based on assessed valuations as of January 1, 1998.

7)

Since taxes have not yet been paid on residences for which permits were issued in 1998 and 1999, we
estimated the tax that would have been paid in FYOO had the home been completed by January 1, 1998
at the value listed or calculated (for which year varies). We used the county levy sheet from county
auditor, "January 1998 valuations payable fiscal year July 1, 1999 through June 30,2000," to make
this calculation based on the actual location of each residence.

8)

We separated the total property tax revenues into two structure types, mobile homes (which includes
double-wide units) and site built homes (which includes modular type construction). For each of these
two structure types, we separated revenues by taxing authority, according to the county levy sheet:
county. township. schooL community college. extension service. county assessor and state. We further
di\"id~d the township taxcs to isolatc thc rcycnue for fire protcction.
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Other revenue calculations
9) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO signed by the county Board chair and the county auditor,
obtained from the county auditor.
10) Harrison County has no local option or gambling taxes and no rural TIF districts.
11) Licenses and permits is where the county shows revenue from building, septic, well, and entrance drive
permits needed for these homes. However, we did not itemize these separately, because the entire
revenue from such permits occurs only once. By leaving them in this category these revenues are
averaged out on an annual basis.
12) State shared revenues: no revenue estimated. This is where county gets it share of the road use tax,
franchise tax (utilities franchises) and liquor license and beer permits. For Harrison County the portion
of this revenue type that was not secondary roads funds accounted for only 0.2% of county revenue.
Since the county engineer reported that the amount of this new development would not increase
Harrison County's share of the road use tax fund and due to the difficulty in accurately estimating it.
no additional revenue is being estimated for this category.
13) Payments in lieu of taxes: no revenue estimated. The taxes these revenues would be in lieu of are
property taxes on land owned by other government units, this revenue type will not be affected by the
residential development. Harrison County received no revenue of this type.

Expenditure data
14) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO signed by the county Board chair and the county auditor,
obtained from the county auditor.
15) Secondary Roads includes all items under "Roads & Transportation." All of this money came from the
Rural Basic Services revenue fund and the Secondary Roads fund (funded by state shared revenues and
from a transfer from the Rural Services Basic revenue fund).
16) Fire and Emergency Medical is for ambulance services. Cost of most fire and medical emergency
services are not included in county financial report, as these are township expenses. Harrison County
did budget $223,500 on E911 Service Board, which we included under "Other County Expenditures."
17) Law Enforcement includes investigations, adult corrections and administration. It does not include
legal services program under the "public safety" category, which includes prosecution, medical
examinations and child support recovery.
18) Other County Expenditures was determined by subtracting all other categories from figure for
"Subtotal Expenditures." This does not include "Operating Transfers Out," which are balanced by an
equivalent amount under "Operating Transfers In,'' on the revenue side of the budget.
19) Debt Service is listed in the budget with no specific project indicated. This included expenditures for
principle and interest on general obligation bonds or other long-term debt.
20) Capital Projects includes three projects, with 84% accounted for by one project, apparently paid by an
equivalent beginning balance in the capital projects fund.
21) Expenditures budgeted from rural services basic revenue funds:
a) Roads and transportation
b) Educational services (libraries)
c) Environmental quality (solid waste, weed eradication)

$1,197,100
$ 23,164
$ 189,770
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Data Collection and Analysis Notes Pottawattamie County
These notes cover only items that are specific to Pottawattamie County. See Methods section for discussion of
methods and data sources that applies to all of the counties.

Development data
1) The county planning and zoning office identified parcels for which zoning permits were issued that
generally met our criteria and provided parcel numbers. From the parcel numbers, we conducted a
computer search of the assessor's file on its World Wide Web site to obtain taxable values, tax paid and
assessed valuation.
2)

The planning and zoning office excluded parcels with agricultural land use and that did not meet our other
criteria generally. Based on additional information in the assessor's file, we eliminated parcels on which
no new home was ever built, on which the new residence replaced an existing residence, which were
conversions of mobile homes to real estate and otherwise did not meet our criteria. We also identified
mobile homes and partially completed residences.

Valuation data
3) For parcels with residences for which permits were issued in 1995 and 1996, we used an estimated
assessed value as of January 1998. We collected the taxable value from the county assessors World Wide
Web site and then divided it by the state rollback ratio for that year, 0.564789. This comprises 136
parcels.
4)

For parcels with residences for which permits were issued in 1997, 1998 and 1999, we used assessed value
as of January 2000. We collected these data from the county assessors World Wide Web site. This
comprises 275 parcels.

5) From the assessor's records we determined that 47 of the 92 residences for which permits were issued in
1999 and five of the 105 residences for which permits were issued in 1998 were not yet completed as of
January 2000. Therefore the assessed values are partial values. Therefore, 12.7% of the entire database of
411 parcels may have partial values and thus the total property tax revenue shown may be slightly low,
compared to actual annual totals once all residences are complete.

Revenue data
6)

For 136 parcels with residences for which permits were issued in 1995 and 1996 we used the actual taxes
paid in FYOO, which we collected from the county assessor's World Wide Web site.

7)

Taxes have not yet been paid on residences for which improvements had not been completed by January
1998, (residences built in 1997, 1998, 1999). We estimated the tax that would have been paid in FYOO had
the residence been completed by January 1, 1998 at the assessed value as of January 2000. We estimated
taxes for 275 parcels.

8)

We used the county levy sheet from county auditor, "Tax Levied in 1999 Collectible in Fiscal Year 199900 (1998 Assessment Year)" to make this calculation based on the actual location of each residence.

9)

We calculated separately property tax revenues paid to each taxing authority, according to the county levy
sheet: county, state, school district, assessor, agriculture extension, township, community college. The
tm\TIship taxes were further divided to isolate the revenue for fire protection.
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Other revenue calculations
10) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO signed by the county Board chair and the county auditor.
obtained from the county auditor.
11) Pottawattamie County budgeted $2,112,300 in local option tax revenue in FYOO. Since this accounted for
only 5.8% of total revenue and comes from a local option sales tax, we used a per capita method to
allocate a share to the new development. The Secondary Roads Budget was budgeted 71.0% of this
revenue.
12) Pottawattamie County budget $1,400,420 in revenue from gambling taxes. We did not allocate any of this
revenue to the new, rural, residential development. To do so, we would have to know what percentage of
total gambling revenue (and thus tax on that revenue) comes from local residents (i.e., who is losing
money at the casinos) and then calculate the increase based on per capita averages. Given a major
metropolitan area across the state line, we assume that the largest share of this revenue comes from out-ofcounty residents.
13) Licenses and permits is where the county shows revenue from building, septic, well, and entrance drive
permits needed for these homes. However, we did not itemize these separately, because the entire revenue
from such permits occurs only once. By leaving them in this category these revenues are averaged out on
an annual basis.
14) State shared revenues: no revenue estimated. This is where county gets it share of the road use tax,
franchise tax (utilities franchises) and liquor license and beer permits. For Pottawattamie County the
portion of this revenue type that was not secondary roads funds accounted for only 0.7% of budgeted
county revenue. Since we have no indication that the additional development identified in this study
would increase Pottawattamie County's share of the road use tax fund and due to the difficulty in
accurately estimating it, no additional revenue is being estimated for this category.
15) State grants and reimbursements: Pottawattamie County budgeted 2.6% of its revenue in FYOO in this
category, 26% of which was budgeted to the Mental Health-Development Disabilities Revenue fund.
None of this revenue type was budgeted into the secondary roads fund. This revenue category can be from
a wide range of sources, including various human services programs, the Resource Enhancement and
Protection program. community development block grants, Federal Emergency Management Assistance,
state sales and use tax refunds and other programs. We allocated revenues to new development in this
category on a per capita basis, although it may be hard to argue why this population increase will stimulate
growth in each of these revenue types.
16) Other state replacements: Pottawattamie County received a substantial share of its revenue in FYOO in this
category ($2.9 million or almost 8% of revenue). This is revenue from the state for programs other than
tax credits. The greatest share of this appears to be for mental health (92%), perhaps property tax relief
and grO\\1b factor adjustment, a response to the conflict between the property tax increase limits and the
rising cost of state-mandated mental health services. These replacements are assumed to relate best to
property tax and thus property values. We allocated revenue to new development in proportion to its
relative property value.
17) Contributions and reimbursements: no revenue estimated. This revenue type covers all of these
contributions & reimbursements from other governmental units and is 10% of county budgeted revenue.
However, consistent with the method applied in all of the other counties, no revenue was estimated for this
category, as there are many other factors besides this residential development that will affect the amount
of each.
Ambulance Service
Contract Law Enforcement

Child Support Recovery
Drainage District Services
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Solid Waste Disposal
E91l Funding
Elections
Unified Law Enforcement Funding
District Court Fees/Revenues
Care of Prisoners
Work Release Fees
INTRA-County Reimbursements
Emergency Management Services
Insurance Reimbursements
Agency Funding
- Other Governments
Miscellaneous Contributions & Reimbursements from Other Governmental Units

18) Payments in lieu of taxes: no revenue estimated. The taxes these revenues would be in lieu of are property
taxes on land owned by other government units, this revenue type will not be affected by the residential
development. Pottawattamie County received no revenue of this type in the budget year used as a basis
for this analysis.

Expenditure data
19) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO signed by the county Board chair and the county auditor,
obtained from the county auditor.
20) Secondary Roads includes all items under "Roads & Transportation." All of this money came from state
shared revenues, local option taxes and from a transfer from the Rural Services Basic revenue fund.
21) Fire and Emergency Medical is for ambulance services. Cost of most fire and medical emergency services
are not included in county financial report, as these are township expenses. Pottawattamie County did
budget $77,694 on emergency management, which we included under "Other County Expenditures."
22) Law Enforcement includes uniformed patrol services, investigations, law enforcement communications,
adult corrections and administration. It does not include legal services program under the "public safety"
category, which includes prosecution, medical examinations and child support recovery.
23) Other County Expenditures was determined by subtracting all other categories from figure for "Subtotal
Expenditures." This does not include "Operating Transfers Out," which are balanced by an equivalent
amount under "Operating Transfers In,'' on the revenue side of the budget.
24) Debt Service is for jail bonds, mental health deficit and other projects. This included expenditures for
principle and interest on general obligation bonds or other long-term debt.
25) Capital Projects includes a secondary roads project that accounted for 65% of this budget and other
projects.
26) Expenditures budgeted from rural services basic revenue funds:
a) Roads and transportation
b) Physical health and education (library)
c) County environment (solid waste disposal)
d) Other

$2,436,858
$ 74,654
$ 173,071
$
3,125

Data Collection and Analysis Notes for Mills County
These notes cover only items that are specific to Mills County. See Methods section for discussion of methods
and data sources that applies to all of the counties.
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Development data
1) Mills County has no zoning ordinance and thus no zoning pennit needed to construct rural residences In
February 1999 the county adopted a subdivision ordinance that requires a subdivision plat or sketch plan
for any division of a land parcel. Therefore, in order to identify rural residential development from 1995
through 1999, we worked with the county assessor, who has a computerized database of all assessed land
parcels.
2) The county assessor selected records from this database that met our criteria for analysis, selecting
properties with residences that were built from 1995 through 1999 and eliminating properties designated
as an agricultural use for assessment purposes. This means that in some cases we are using data for a
parcel larger than threshold size assumed for agricultural property in other counties.
3) From the assessor's records we determined that 22 of these units are either mobile homes or double-wide
mobile homes.

Valuation data
4)

All valuation data are assessed values. Due to technical problems at the time of the study, the county's
database system could not provide assessed values on the assessor's reports. Therefore, in the time
available, we had to collect valuation data in various ways and the date of the assessed value used varies.
See below

5) For parcels with residences built in 1995 and 1996, we generally used assessed value as of January 1998.
These data were collected from a computerized report screen in the Treasurer's database and were listed as
the assessed value upon which the taxes collected in FY 2000 were calculated. This comprises 127
parcels. For 8 of these parcels, either no January 1998 assessed value was available or the residence was
not yet built. For these 8 we used the January 1999 assessed value.
6) For parcels with residences built in 1997 and 1998, we used assessed value as of January 1999. These
data were collected from a computerized report screen in the Treasurer's database. This comprises 136
parcels, 67 for 1997 and 69 for 1998.
7)

For parcels with residences built in 1999, we used assessed value as of January 2000. These data were
collected from the assessment cards. This comprises 61 parcels.

8)

Seventeen of the 61 parcels with residences built in 1999 have values that were marked as partial values,
as the residence was not yet completed. These are used as is. If we assume that for the 69 parcels with
homes built in 1998 and assessed in January 99 include the same percentage of partial values, this would
mean we have included 19 partial values in this set and 36. We have used these values as is. Therefore,
11% of the entire database of 324 parcels may have partial values and thus the total property tax revenue
shown may be slightly low, compared to actual annual totals once all residences are complete.

Revenue data
9)

All revenue data are based on our estimate of the taxes payable in FYOO as described below.

10) For 118 parcels with residences completed in 1995 and 1996 for which we obtained the January 1998
assessed value, we estimated the taxes following the estimation method described in the methods section.
11) Taxes have not yet been paid on residences for which improvements had not been completed by January
1998, (residences built in 1998 and 1999 and the eight from 1995 and 1996) We estimated the tax that
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would have been paid in FYOO had the residence been completed by January I, 1998 at the most recent
value listed, 1999 or 2000. We estimated taxes for 206 parcels.
12) We used the county levy sheet from county auditor, "Tax Levies Payable 1999-00 (1998 Valuations)" to
make this calculation based on the actual location of each residence.

Detailed revenue data:
13) We calculated separately property tax revenues paid to each taxing authority, according to the county levy
sheet: county, state, assessor, agriculture extension, township, community college. (School taxes not
included, as we did not have the school district location for each parcel.) The township taxes were further
divided to isolate the revenue for fire protection.
14) The total property tax revenues were separated into two structure types, mobile homes (which includes
double-wide units) and site built homes (which includes modular type construction).

Other revenue calculations
15) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO signed by the county Board chair and the county auditor,
obtained from the county auditor.
16) Mills County had no local option or gambling taxes and no rural TIF districts.
17) Licenses and permits is where the county shows revenue from building, septic, well, and entrance drive
permits needed for these homes. However, we did not itemize these separately, because the entire revenue
from such permits occurs only once. By leaving them in this category these revenues are averaged out on
an annual basis.
18) State shared revenues: no revenue estimated. This is where county gets it share of the road use tax,
franchise tax (utilities franchises) and liquor license and beer permits. For Mills County the portion of this
revenue type that was not secondary roads funds accounted for only 0.7% of county revenue. Since we
have no indication that the additional development identified in this study would increase Mills County's
share of the road use tax fund and due to the difficulty in accurately estimating it, no additional revenue is
being estimated for this category.
19) State replacement against levied taxes: no revenue estimated This is state reimbursement to the county of
various property taxes tax credit programs, such as the Homestead Tax, disabled veteran, agricultural land,
and family farm tax credits. Following Burchell et al., these tax credits are not typically calculated into
the property tax revenue in a fiscal impact analysis for planned development, so they would not be shown
here as reimbursed. No part of our data is actual tax revenue collected, which would have been discounted
by those credits, so we estimated no revenue.
20) Contributions and reimbursements: no revenue estimated. This revenue type covers all of these
contributions & reimbursements from other governmental units. No revenue was estimated for this
category, as together they account for less than 5% of county revenues and there are many other factors
besides this residential development that will affect the amount of each.
Ambulance Service
Contract Law Enforcement
Solid Waste Disposal
Elections
Care of Prisoners
Work Release Fees

Child Support Recovery
Drainage District Services
E911 Funding
Unified Law Enforcement Funding
District Court FeeslRevenues
INTRA-County Reimbursements
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Emergency Management Services
Insurance Reimbursements
Agency Funding
- Other Governments
Miscellaneous Contributions & Reimbursements from Other Governmental Units

21) Payments in lieu of taxes: no revenue estimated. The taxes these revenues would be in lieu of are property
taxes on land owned by other government units, this revenue type will not be affected by the residential
development. Mills County received no revenue of this type in the budget year used as a basis for this
analysis.

Expenditure data
22) We used the adopted county budget for FYOO signed by the county Board chair and the county auditor,
obtained from the county auditor.
23) Secondary Roads includes all items under "Roads & Transportation." All of this money came from the
Rural Basic Services revenue fund and the Secondary Roads fund (funded by state shared revenues and
from a transfer from the Rural Services Basic revenue fund).
24) Fire and Emergency Medical is for ambulance services. Cost of most fire and medical emergency services
are not included in county financial report, as these are township expenses. Mills County did budget
$6,566 on emergency management, which we included under "Other County Expenditures."
25) Law Enforcement includes uniformed patrol services, investigations, law enforcement communications,
adult corrections and administration. It does not include legal services program under the "public safety"
category, which includes prosecution, medical examinations and child support recovery.
26) Other County Expenditures was determined by subtracting all other categories from figure for "Subtotal
Expenditures." This does not include "Operating Transfers Out," which are balanced by an equivalent
amount under "Operating Transfers In," on the revenue side of the budget.
27) Debt Service is listed in the budget with no specific project indicated. This included expenditures for
principle and interest on general obligation bonds or other long-term debt.
28) Capital Projects includes one small secondary roads project and other unspecified projects.
29) Expenditures budgeted from rural services basic revenue funds:
a) Roads and transportation
b) Educational services (libraries)
c) Environmental quality (solid waste)

$1,056,277
$ 30,610
$ 30,000

Data Collection and Analysis Notes for Fremont County
These notes cover only items that are specific to Fremont County. See Methods section for discussion of
methods and data sources that apply to all of the counties.

Development data
1) The county engineer's office issues zoning permits. From his files we collected permits that met our
criteria and were not recorded as farms. We then copied the assessment cards for these parcels and deleted
the permit if the parcel was assessed as a farm, if the residence was a replacement of an existing residence
or if we could not find an assessment card for the parcel. The assessor's office also searched their
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database and identified a number of other non-fann residences built during the study period. for which we
copied the assessment card.
Valuation data
2)

All valuation data are assessed values taken from the assessment card. The date of the assessed value used
varies. See below.

3) For 13 parcels on which homes were built in 1995, 1996 and 1997, we used assessed value as of January
1998.
4) For the other 25 parcels on which homes were built in 1998 and 1999 we used assessed values as of
January 2000. Since properties are only reassessed every other year, unless improvement have been made,
some of these assessment were the values carried over from January 1999.
5)

Three of the 38 parcels had a note on the assessment card that the dwellings were partially complete at the
time of assessment in January 2000. These are used as is.
Revenue data

6) For the 15 parcels with homes built in 1995, 1996, and 1997, we collected from the county treasurer's
database and used actual taxes paid in FYOO. These are based on assessed valuations as of January 1,
1998.
7)

Since taxes have not yet been paid on residences built in 1998 and 1999, we estimated the tax that would
have been paid in FYOO had the home been completed by January 1, 1998 at the assessed value for 2000.
We used the county levy sheet from county auditor, "Tax Levies Payable 1999-2000 (1998 Valuation)" to
make this calculation based on the actual location of each residence.

8)

We separated the total property tax revenues into two structure types, mobile homes (which includes
double-wide units) and site built homes (which includes modular type construction). For each of these
two structure types, we separated revenues by taxing authority, according to the county levy sheet: county,
township, school, community college, extension service, county assessor and state. We further divided the
township taxes to isolate the revenue for fire protection.
Other revenue calculations

9)

We used the cash year-end report for FYOO at the request of the county auditor and obtained from the
county auditor.

10) Fremont County has no gambling taxes and no roml TlF districts.
11) Licenses and permits is where the county shows revenue from building, septic, well, and entrance drive
permits needed for these homes. However, we did not itemize these separately, because the entire revenue
from such permits occurs only once. By leaving them in this category these revenues are averaged out on
an annual basis.
12) State shared revenues: no revenue estimated. This is where county gets it share of the road use tax,
franchise tax (utilities franchises) and liquor license and beer permits. For Fremont County the portion of
this revenue type that was not secondary roads funds accounted for only 0.4% of county revenue. Since
the county engineer reported that the amount of this new development would not increase Fremont
County's share of the road use tax fund and due to the difficulty in accurately estimating it, no additional
revenue is being estimated for this category.
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13) State grants and reimbursements: Fremont County budgeted over 3% of its revenue in FYOO in this
category, $10,555 of which was budgeted into the secondary roads fund. The rest of this revenue category
can be from a wide range of sources, including various human services programs, the Resource
Enhancement and Protection program, community development block grants, Federal Emergency
Management Assistance, state sales and use tax refunds and other programs. After excluding the portion
that went to the secondary roads fund, we allocated revenues to new development in this category on a per
capita basis, although it may be hard to argue why this population increase will stimulate growth in each
of these revenue types.
14) Federal grants and entitlements: Fremont County received $417,709 of its revenue in FYOO in this
category. Of this, $147,648 was Federal Emergency Management Assistance to repair flood-damaged
levies and $200,345 was NRCS purchase of flood-prone property, which the county passed through its
accounts. Because the expenditures related to this revenue were in two budget years, these two revenue
items have been deducted from the base county budget (as were the related expenditures in FYOO) and the
revenue estimate is based on the remaining $69,705 in this category.
15) Contributions and reimbursements: no revenue estimated. This revenue type covers all of these
contributions & reimbursements from other governmental units. No revenue was estimated for this
category, as together they account for less than 2% of county revenues and there are many other factors
besides this residential development that will affect the amount of each.
Ambulance Service
Child Support Recovery
Contract Law Enforcement
Drainage District Services
Solid Waste Disposal
E911 Funding
Elections
Unified Law Enforcement Funding
District Court FeeslRevenues
Care of Prisoners
Work Release Fees
INfRA-County Reimbursements
Emergency Management Services
Insurance Reimbursements
Agency Funding
- Other Governments
Miscellaneous Contributions & Reimbursements from Other Governmental Units

Expenditure data
16) We used the cash year-end report for FYOO at the request of the county auditor and obtained from the
county auditor.
17) Secondary Roads includes all items under "Roads & Transportation." All of this money came from the
Rural Basic Services revenue fund and the Secondary Roads fund (funded by state shared revenues and
from a transfer from the Rural Services Basic revenue fund).
18) Fire and Emergency Medical is for ambulance services. Cost of most fire and medical emergency services
are not included in county financial report, as these are township expenses.
19) Law Enforcement includes uniform patrol services, investigations, communications, adult corrections and
administration. It does not include legal services program under the "public safety" category, which
includes prosecution, medical examinations and child support recovery.
20) Other County E~:penditures was determined by subtracting all other categories from figure for "Subtotal
Expenditures." We deducted $200,000 for the NRCS flood buy-out program from the County
Environment service area, which is part of this category. This total does not include "Operating Transfers
Out," which are balanced by an equivalent amount under "Operating Transfers In," on the revenue side of
the budget.
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21) From Capital Projects we deducted the $147,648 reimbursed by Federal Emergency Management
Assistance to repair flood-damaged levies. The remainder of this categOIY is for a courthouse repair
project.
22) Ex-penditures budgeted from rural services basic revenue funds:
• Roads and transportation
• Physical health and education
•
Social services
• Environmental quality (solid waste, weed eradication)
•

State and local government (township officials)

$ 873.381
$ 20,600
$
1,684
$ 40,532
$
840
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APPENDIX B: RDI SURVEY QUESTIONS

Attachment Indicators
Local network

About what proportion of adults living in ( community name) would you say you know by
name?
1. None or very few of them
2. Less than half of them

3. About half of them
4. Most of them
5. All of them

About what proportion of all your close personal adult friends live in (community name)?

1. I really have no close personal friends
2. None of them live here
3. Less than one-half of them live here
4. About one-half of them live here
5. Most of them live here
6. All of them live here
About what proportion of your adult relatives and in-laws (other than very distantly related
persons) live in (community name)?

1. I have no living relatives or in-laws
2. None of them live here
3. Less than one-half of them live here
4. About one-half of them live here
5. Most of them live here
6. All of them live here

Social activity

During the past year, have you participated in any community improvement project in
(community name) such as a volunteer project or fund-raising effort?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't knowlUncertain
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In general, how would you describe your level of involvement in local community
improvement activities and events?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Very active
Somewhat active
Not very active
Not at all active

Institutional ties

Do you stay mostly in your home community to acquire the following services, or do you go
mostly outside of your home community? Please circle the appropriate number for each of
the services.

Primary health care
Shopping for daily needs
Church

Mostly In
Home Commuity
1
1
1

Do Not
U selPurchase
3
3
3

Mostly Outside
Home Commuity
2
2
2

Affective attachment

Rate (community name) as a place to live by indicating whether you agree or disagree with
the following statement by circling the appropriate numbers.
Strongly
agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

When something needs to get
done in (community name),
the whole community usually
gets behind it.

1

2

3

4

5

If! feel like just talking, I can
usually find someone in
(community name) to talk to.

1

2

3

4

5

How interested are you in knowing what goes on in (community name)?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Very interested
Somewhat interested
Neither interested nor disinterested.
Not interested
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Satisfaction Indicators
Quality of services

Please rate the overall quality of services and facilities located in (community name).

l. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor
5. Don't know
How would you rate the overall quality of government services in (community name)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Don't know

Responsiveness

Rate (community name) as a place to live by indicating whether you agree or disagree with
the following statement by circling the appropriate numbers.
Strongly
agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Community clubs and
organizations are interested in
what is best for all residents.

1

2

3

4

5

IfI called a city office here with a
complaint, I would likely get a
quick response.

1

2

3

4

5
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